GUIDE

10 FRANCS
10 Francs, 28 rue de l’équateur, 75 019
Distributor
At MIPTV: Guy Knafo (General Manager - Hd of acq.), Corinne Bondu (Producer), Manon Daheer (Sales executive), Fanny Baclongandi (Sales executive)
Acquisition Executive: Guy KNAFO
Office: Tel.: 33.1.4874.4377

ENCYCLOPEDIA CHANNEL
(ENCYCLOPÉDIE)
Discovery (130 x 7’)

Language: English, Russian, Spanish
Director: Miscellaneous directors
Producer: Enc TV
Delivery Status: Completed
Story of great personalities from the past centuries to today. They are famous artists, scientists, travellers, philosophers, architects, monarchs. Their names: Bach, Cleopatra, Neru, etc.

HALIMA’S CELLPHONE (LE TÉLÉPHONE PORTABLE D’HALIMA)
Documentary (51’)

Language: English, French
Director: Olga Prud’homme
Producer: Kolam Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
Can a cell phone change a destiny? Can micro credit help the poor to jump above “ poverty line “?

SHORT LEAVES (ECHAPPÉES BELLES)
Documentary (300 x 6’)

Language: English, French
Director: Miscellaneous directors
Producer: Bo travail
Delivery Status: Completed
6 minutes to discover a marvellous city, to go through a wild country, to escape & leave while leaving the beaten paths! “Short Leaves” is a wonderful breath of freedom.

MYTHICAL ROADS (LES ROUTES MYTHIQUES)
Documentary (17 x 52’)
Language: English, French
Director: Miscellaneous directors
Producer: 2F Production
Delivery Status: Completed
Beyond the journey, this series is a real initiatory route. THE MOST DIFFICULT TRAIN IN THE WORLD (LE TRAIN LE PLUS DIFFICILE DU MONDE)
Documentary (50’)
Language: French, English, Spanish
Director: Daniel Wyss
Producer: Climage audiovisual
Delivery Status: Completed
The railroad between Quito and Guayaquil, in Ecuador used to be the nation’s backbone. Today the train is agonizing and many Ecuadorians have left the country.

GOD IS AMERICAN (DIEU EST AMÉRICAIN)
Documentary (50’)
Language: English, French
Director: Richard Martin-Jordon
Producer: Palladium Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
God is alive, he is American! John Frum is his name as said by the people of Tanna in the South Pacific.

A JOURNEY OF DMITRY STOSTAKOVICH (LE VOYAGE DE DIMITRI STOSTAKOVICH)
Documentary (50’)
Language: English, French, Russian
Director: Oksana Dvornichenko, Helga Producer: Turnstyle TV LLC
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006. Country of Origin: USA
The last great composer of the 20th century remains one of its biggest mysteries. A genius faced with the choice between artistic freedom and harsh ideology, between truth and survival. Between artistic freedom and harsh ideology.

WHAT ABOUT ME?
Documentary (52’)
Language: French, English
Director: Grégoire Gosset
Producer: Kanguroo
Delivery Status: Completed
Highly selected for their physical and mental capacities, the French fighter plane ‘Rafale’ pilots take us on a air raising tour of their daily life : raids, air shows etc.

3 DD ENTERTAINMENT
3DD ENTERTAINMENT, 190 Camden High Street, London, NW1 SQF UK. Tel: 44.0207.428.1800. Fax: 44.0207.428.1818
www.3ddgroup.com/entertainment, e-mail: info@3ddgroup.com
Distributor
At MIPTV: Dominic Saville (CEO), Lara von Ablefeldt (COO – Director of Programming and Acquisitions), Adam Wakeling (Head of Sales), Suzanne Bull (Sales Manager), Will Ernett (Sales Manager / New Media), Anita Barnard (Sales Manager / DVD Licensing)
Office: Stand No: 02.42, Tel: 33.4.9299.8032

LONDON LIVE
www.londonliveshow.co.uk
Music series (58 x 30’ plus 9 x 30’ specials)
Language: English
Director: Andy Matthews
Producer: Maggie Kelly
Cast: The hottest artist’s of today and tomorrow
Delivery Status: Completed
Four great series of the most dynamic weekly music programme featuring the world’s hottest artists of today and tomorrow such as Kaiser Chiefs, Amy Winehouse, Placebo, Kanye West, Kate Nash and The Killers.

1 GIANT LEAP:
WHAT ABOUT ME?
Documentary (7 x 30’)
Delivery Status: In Production
A poignant and emotional audio/visual journey through all five continents featuring music from the likes of Michael Stipe and Alain Morissette plus frank discussion from Bob Geldof and Susan Sarandon to name a few.

R.F.K MUST DIE – THE ASSASSINATION OF BOBBY KENNEDY
Documentary (1 x 60’ & 2 x 60’ plus 137’ feature)
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007
An investigative documentary into one of America’s most enduring murder mysteries which calls for a reopening of the case in the lead up to the 40th anniversary of his assassination in June 2008.

KATIE AND PETER – THE NEXT CHAPTER: SERIES 4
Factual Entertainment (11 x 60’)
Delivery Status: Completed
The brand new series jumping into the not so private lives of glamour girl Jordan (aka Katie Price) and Australian pop star Peter Andre.

SUPERSTARS
Documentary (26 x 30’ & 130 x 2.5’ mobile clips)
Delivery Status: In production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Australia
The second series, featuring Hollywood’s most talked about film, music and television stars, including Mel Gibson, Tilda Swinton, Justin Timberlake, Courtney Cox and Daniel Radcliffe, Superstars is the must-see collection of celebrity profiles.

LATER…WITH JOOLS HOLLAND
(200 x 60’ & 41 x 15’)
Language: English
Cast: A variety of the world’s finest artists
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: Various, Country of Origin: UK
Now filmed in HD, the 31st series of the BBC’s flagship show continues to feature a high calibre of international artists including Radiohead, Feist, Sheryl Crow and Morrissey.

MARIAH CAREY – THE ADVENTURES OF MIMI
Music (60’ & 80’). (35 documentary also available)
Delivery Status: Completed
Mariah Carey takes her big show on the road to celebrate a successful 15 year career belting out all her best loved hits from power ballads to hip hop tracks.

MARIAH CAREY
3 DD ENTERTAINMENT

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
**4KIDS ENTERTAINMENT, INC.**

4KIDS Entertainment, Inc., 1414 avenue of the Americas, NY 10019, USA. Tel: 1-212.590.2100. Fax: 1-212.590.2221. www.4kidsentertainment.com

At MIPTV: Alfred R. Kahn (Chairman & CEO), Brian Lacey (Executive VP, International), Jennifer Akin (Manager, International Broadcast and Digital Sales), Gia DeLaney (Vice President, International Program Sales), Erin Silber (Consultant, International Program Sales, Asia Pacific, Middle East, Israel), Stephen Gould (Co-Managing Director, UK Sales)

Office: R31.21

**DAINOSAUR KING**

Animation (49 x 30 min)

Delivery Status: Completed

Outrageous comedy collides with non-stop action as two teams race around the world to reveal secrets that bring dinosaurs back to life.

**VIVA PIÑATA**

Animation (52 x 30 min or 104 x 11 min)

Delivery Status: Completed

The party animal Piñatas live the sweet life on lush Piñata Island and then blast-off to parties around the world to bring laughter to kids of all ages.

**CHAOTIC**

Animation (40 x 30 min)

Delivery Status: Completed

Magic, suspense and adventure abound in this exciting action series, filled with fantastic creatures, fast-paced stories, and the multi-dimensional world of Chaotic.

**YU-GI-OH! GX**

Animation (155 x 30 min)

Delivery Status: Completed

Our iconic anti-hero Futz. He’s ready for the whacked-out comedic adventures of the series.

**9 STORY ENTERTAINMENT INC.**

9 Story Entertainment Inc., 33 Fraser Avenue, Suite G9, Toronto, ON M6K 3P1 Canada. Tel: 1-416.530.9900. Fax: 1-416.530.9935. www.9story.com

At MIPTV: Vince Comissio (President and CEO), Natalie Osborne ( EVP, Business Development)

Office: 08.01, Contact: Natalie Osborne, Tel: 416. 530.9900

**BEST ED - FINISHED EPISODES!**

Comedy (32 x 11 min)

Created By: Rick Marshall

Partners: TELETTOON, Cartoon Network UK

Delivery Status: In Production

Meet the odd couple for kids – a series about an unlikely friendship between a dog named Ed and a squirrel named Buddy. They’re not just friends, they’re best friends.

**HARRIET THE SPY – NEW!**

Live-action Comedy (13 x 30 min)

Created By: Louise Fitzhugh

Partners: CBC, Discovery Kids

Delivery Status: In development

From the popular book series Harriet The Spy, comes a family sitcom about a kid that absolutely has to know everyone’s business.

**FUTZ!**

Action/ comedy (26 x 3 min)

Created By: Vadim Kapridor

Production Partners: TELETOON

Delivery Status: Completed

A non-verbal classic cartoon, based on the whacked-out comedic adventures of our iconic anti-hero Futz. He’s ready for anything – prepared for NOTHING!

Language: french/sub english

Director: Jean Daniel Verhaeghe

Producer: NATIVE

Key Cast: Thierry Fremont, Thierry Gibbault, Julie Vossin, Aurélie Bargeme

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: france

illegal hunting and upholding the law are two different ball games.

**ROOKIES, THE**

http://www.ab-international.com

Police (52 min)

Language: french/sub english

Director: Vincent MONNET. Didier le Péchère, Patrick Poubel

Co-Production Partners: M6

Producer: CIPIANGO / Thomas

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: france

**DESPERATE PARENTS**

http://www.ab-international.com

Comedy (40 min)

Language: french/sub english

Director: Pascal Chaumeil, Yvan Radkine

Producer: Elephant et cie

Key Cast: Bruno Senecé, Isabelle Gélinas, Valérie Bonnent

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: france

**THE LIBRARIANS**

ABC Commercial, 700 Harris Street, Ultimo NSW 2007, Australia. Tel: 61.2.8333.3314. Fax: 61.2.8333.1769. www.abctelevision.com.au, email: abc.contentsales@abc.net.au

**AB INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION**

AB International Distribution, 132 ave du president Wilson, la plaine saint denis, 93290 France.

Tel: 492.220.01. Fax: 492.222.16. www.ab-international.com, email: vente@groupe-ab.fr

At MIPTV: Valérie Vleeschhouwer (Managing Director), Marie-Laure Hébrard ( VP Sales and Acquisitions), Julien Leroux (International Sales Manager), Nathalie Hadijay (Marketing Manager)

Office: 22.01, Tel: 33.1.049.299.8312

AUTOPSY

http://www.ab-international.com

Thriller (90min)

Language: french/sub english

Director: Jerome angere

Producer: Les productions de l’éphémere

Key Cast: Stéphane Freiss, Thierry Neuvic, Sara Mari

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: france

**ABC COMMERCIAL**

ABC Commercial, 700 Harris Street, Ultimo NSW 2007, Australia. Tel: 61.2.8333.3314. Fax: 61.2.8333.1769. www.abctelevision.com.au, email: abc.contentsales@abc.net.au

Distributor

At MIPTV: Karen Dacey (Manager, Program Sales Worldwide), Anne McGrath (Sales Manager, Europe), Kristin Burgham (Sales Manager, Australia, New Zealand, Asia), Catherine McMillan (Sales Manager, Eastern Europe, Africa, Spanish Speaking Territories & Formats)

Office: 05.33, Tel: 33.42.99.80.24

**THE LIBRARY**

www.abctelevision.com.au

Comedy (6 x 30’)

Language: English

Director: Wayne Hope

Writer: Robyn Butler, Wayne Hope

Producer: Executive Producer Gélinas

Robyn Butler, Wayne Hope, Executive Producer ABC Miranda Dear

Co-production partners: Grimsell, Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Key Cast: Robyn Butler, Zoe Hammonds, Heidi Arena, Kym Gynell, Wayne Hope, Josh Lawson, Nicole Nabot, Stephen Ballantyne, Keith Brockett, Bob Franklin

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Australia

**ADNESS ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.**

Adness Entertainment, LLC, 11500 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 370, Los Angeles, CA 90064 USA. Tel: 1-310.479.4650. Fax: 1-310.479.4650.

www.adnessentertainment.com, email: info@adnessentertainment.com

At MIPTV: Mr. Yasuo Matsuo (CEO), Mr. Daniel Castaneda (VP International Sales), Ms. Kaori Nogayara ( Licensing Director, Europe)

Office: R3.15

**KAMEN RIDER DRAGON KNIGHT**

(40 x 30)

Driven to find his missing father, Kit Taylor discovers a mysterious Advent Card that gives him the power to transform into a Kamen Rider.

**ADRIANA CHIESA ENTERPRISES**

Adriana Chiesa Entreprises, via Barnaba Oriani, 24a, Rome 00197, Italy. Tel: 0039.06.808.6052. Fax: 0039.06.808.87.855.

info@adnessentertainment.com, email: info@adnessentertainment.com

Sales, Acquisitions

At MIPTV: Adriana Chiesa Di Palma (President), Rossella Gori (Head of International Sales)

Office: Pavilion R36.17, Cell: 0039 335 826 5984

**300 FEATURE FILMS SELECTION OF ALL GENRES: ARTHOUSE AND AWARD WINNING FILMS - THRILLERS - HORROR - ACTION - ADVENTURE - EROTIC COMEDIES - ANIMATION - FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT - NEW DOCUMENTARIES**

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
ADVENTAGE MEDIA GROUP

Advantage Media Group, 4298 Bright Bay Way, Ellicott City, MD 21042 USA.
Tel: 410.465.0532, Fax: 410.992.8063.
www.AdvantageMediaGroup.TV

At MIPTV: LaLee du Monceau (V.P. Sales and Acquisitions)
Offer: 21.16

ELVIS: RETURN TO TUPELO
Biography (1 x 60’ High Definition)
Produced for A&E Biography Channel.
We cover the period from his birth in 1935 through the depression, to his breakthrough year 1956, when he planted his feet firmly on the world stage.

THE MIKE SHERMAN SHOW
Music/Magazine Continuing Series
A weekly series that focuses on the urban music industry and comprizes interviews with R&B, hip-hop, Latin, pop and Reggaeton artists.

MEN AND MACHINES OF THE LUFTWAFFE
History (6 x 50’)
During the Second World War, pilots and crews of the Luftwaffe flew in the greatest air battles ever fought. This is the story of that connection from the Luftwaffe’s proud origin in 1914, to its utter destruction in 1945 amid the rubble of the Third Reich.

ON SAFARI
Travel/Nature (6 x 60’ High Definition)
Visit the parks and reserves of Africa — some of the last places on earth where one can see animals in their natural habitat.

LOOKING FOR A GRAIL LEGEND
History (4 x 30’)
Of all the myths and legends handed down across the centuries, none has held the world in such thrall as that of the Holy Grail. It has been one of the key links between the Biblical and modern worlds.

MAE AXTON
Biography (1 x 60’)
Elvis Presley, Reba McEntire, Willie Nelson, Patsy Cline, Jerry Lee Lewis, Mel Tillis Tanya Tucker and Hoyt Axton, just to name a very few, attribute their success to one of the great architects and personalities of music.

DIVERS DOWN
Adventure (42 x 25’)
Presented in “Come-Along” style, host Mark Stanton presents scuba diving adventures geared towards recreational divers, and those who’ve dreamed about becoming one.

MIAS: A SOLDIER’S HOMECOMING
Documentary (1 x 60’)
This is the story of the four men, their families, the men who served with them, and the men and women of JPAC who put their lives on the line everyday attempting to recover the remains of lost heroes.

ME AND MY...BOY TOYS
Shorts/Fillers (15 – 20 min)
The series looks a range of big boys toys and their collectors from the slightly eccentric to the big, bold and beautiful.

THE SHERMAN TANK
History (1 x 60’)
A close up look at this war winning tank as used by the Allies in great numbers against fearsome German opposition.

JPAC: A HERO’S MISSION
Documentary (1 x 55’)
JPAC’s mission is to search for, recover and identify remains of Americans unaccounted-for from past wars.

EXPLORE SWITZERLAND
Travel (3 x 50’)
With so much to offer, it’s no wonder Switzerland draws visitors from all over the world, and its traditions of hospitality are rightly renowned. Journey with us to enjoy some of the most magnificent scenery to be found on earth.

HOLLWOOD’S MAGICAL ISLAND — CATALINA
History/Travel (1 x 52’)
The film highlights many of the individuals including stars of the Big Band Era, Marilyn Monroe, and the island role as Hollywood’s secret playground for the stars.

FIREPOWER TV
Special Interest (19 x 30’)
A dynamic series designed for every shooting enthusiast.

SWISS RAILWAY JOURNEYS
Lifestyle and Travel (24 x 55’)
This breathtaking series offers an unparalleled travel guide to Switzerland and it’s railways.

THE RECORD DEAL
Drama (13 x 30’)
Go behind the scenes at an independent record label (Sex, Drugs and Rock and Roll) as well the dynamics of an Italian-American family.

D-DAY: THE PRICE OF FREEDOM
History (1 x 60’)
They were part of the greatest part of the invasion force that the world had ever seen.

AETN INTERNATIONAL

AETN International, 235 east, 45th street, New York, NY 10017, USA.
Tel: 212.230.1400, Fax: 212.907.9476, www.AETNInternational.com, E-mail: intl.sales@aetn.com

Broadcasters, distributors
At MIPTV, Sean Cohans (Sr. Vice President, International, A&E Television Networks), Michael Katz (Vice President Programming & Production, AETN International), Peter DeLong (Director, Programming & Production, AETN International), Jonathan South (Director of International Content Sales, EMEA, AETN International), Ling Sze Gan (Content Sales, Asia, AETN International), Simon Pollock (Vice President, & Managing Director, Europe and Asia AETN International)

Head Office: FSO ZI de L’Argile Lot No. 23460 ave de la Quiera 06370 Mouans Sartoux FRANCE
Tel: (33) 4 92 92 39 39 Fax: (33) 4 92 92 39 30

Established in 1988 Fair Set Organisation offers: the design & problem-free setting-up of stands and advertising billboards, at all major European Film & TV Markets. Fair Set Organisation is proud to be of service annually to over 185 worldwide companies.

PETER FLOWER & THE TEAM @ FAIRSET
WISH ALL THEIR INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS A SUCCESSFUL MIPTV 2008

Visit www.fairset.com
Email: info@fairset.com

BOOK ON-LINE FOR:

• CANNES INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2008
• MIPCOM 2008

• ADVERTISING PANELS
• ADVERTISING SITES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
• OFFICES
• OFFICE EQUIPMENT RENTALS

Contact
PETER FLOWER
peter.flower@fairset.com

Head Office: FSO ZI de L’Argile Lot No. 23460 ave de la Quiera 06370 Mouans Sartoux FRANCE
Tel: (33) 4 92 92 39 39 Fax: (33) 4 92 92 39 30

Available online at www.thethebusinessoffilm.com
ALFRED HABER DISTRIBUTION, INC.

Alfred Haber Distribution, Inc., 111 Grand Avenue, Suite 203, Polsonde Park, New Jersey 07650 USA. Tel.: 1.201.224.8000, Fax: 1.201.947.4500, www.alfredhaberdistribution.com

At MIPTV: Alfred Haber (Founder).
Robert Kennedy (Executive Vice President, Worldwide Sales), Andrew Haber (Vice President, International Sales), Adam Haber (Vice President, International Sales), Edward O'Donnell (Director, International Sales), Christopher Brouder (Director, International Sales), Steven Weiser (Vice President, Domestic & International Sales), Ron Glazer (Executive Vice President, New Business Development)

Office: 19.01, Tel: 334.92.99.82.17

GHOST HUNTERS INTERNATIONAL

Reality Series (13 x 60’) Sci-Fi
The highest-rated reality series debut in SCI-FI’s history, GHI follows real-life ghost-hunting experts who apply their debunking principles to the world’s most legendary haunted spots.

MOST DARING

Reality Series (20 x 60’) truTV
The highest-rated premiere in truTV’s history, the all-new reality series from NASH Entertainment delivers the most intense, nail-biting moments ever captured on video.

MOST SHOCKING

Reality Series (53 x 60’) truTV
The highest-rated series on truTV ever is the breathtaking “caught-on-camera” reality show about the heart-pounding world of law enforcement featuring shocking action-packed crime footage.

2009 51ST ANNUAL GRAMMY® AWARDS

Awards program (1 x 210’) CBS
Expect exhilarating performances and exceptional ratings when music’s megastars light up the stage on television’s most prestigious annual music event.

AMERICA VIDEO FILMS

America Video Films, Vixrej Loreto 2426, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Tel.: 54114.7879098, Fax: 54114.7879094.
E-mail: america@americavideofilms.com, www.americavideofilms.net

At MIPTV: Enrique Maya (President), Claudia Brasilovsky (VP de Adquisiciones y Marketing), Nicholas Bingham (Adviser), Utako Niimi (Japanese representative) Acquisition executive: Claudia Brasilovsky

Office: 11.30, Tel: 33.42.99.82.93

STORIES USA

Drama (90min)
Language: English
Director: Various
Country of origin: USA
Key cast: Steve Carell, James Gandolfini, Josh Hartnett

In the land of plenty no excess is too much.

EARTH FROM ABOVE

Documentary (8 x 45’)
Language: English
Key Cast: Yann Arthus-Bertrand
Country of origin: France
An extraordinary documentary series dedicated to confront and explore the major issues currently at stake for the planet, hosted by famous photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand and inspired by his best-seller book.

SWEENEY TODD

Horror (90’)
Language: English
Director: Dave Moore
Key cast: Ryan Wistmont
Country of origin: USA
Set in the harsh streets of 18th century London, Sweeney Todd tells the dark and enthralling tale of the notorious serial-killing barber.

AMERICAN WORLD PICTURES

American World Pictures, 16027 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA 91436 USA. USA: Tel.: 1.818.380.9100, Fax: 1.818.380.0050. http://www.americanworldpictures.com,
Email: info@americanworldpictures.com
At MIPTV: Mark Lester (President and CEO), Judy Gold (VP Of Worldwide Sales), Jason Corey (Director Production and Acquisitions)

Office No. 07.18, Tel: 011.33.1.9299.8064

THE POET

Action/Drama (90min)
Language: English
Director: Damien Lee
Writer: Jack Crystal
Co-Producers: Jack Crystal, David Crystal, Zev Crystal and Lara Daans
Producer: Lowell Conn and Damian Lee
Key Cast: Daryl Hannah, Roy Scheider, Kim Coates, Colm Feore, Jonathan Scarfe, Nina Dobrev, Zachary Bennett, Lara Daans
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Canada

A Jewish woman and a German soldier with the gift of writing poetry, fall in love in the early days of WWII.

SEPTEMBER DAWN

Drama (110min)
Language: English
Director: Christopher Cain
Writer: Scott Judith
Co-Producers: Kevin Matossian, Juan Ruiz-Anchia
Producer: Carole Whang Schutter
Key Cast: John Voight, Trent Ford, Tamara Hope, Terence Stamp
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $11M
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: USA

A story set against the Mountain Meadows Massacre, the film is based upon the tragedy which occurred in Utah in 1857.

GHOST WRITER (SUDDERING MAN’S CHARITY)

Thriller (90min)
Language: English
Director: Alan Cumming
Writer: Thomas Gallagher
Co-Producers: Donald Zuckerman, Thomas Gallagher
Producer: Alan Cumming Ken Adelberg, David Mathews
Key Cast: Alan Cumming, David Boreanaz, Anne Heche, Carrie Fisher, Jane Lynch, Henry Thomas Karen Black
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $3M
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A failed composer turned music teacher takes a handsome hustler with an unpublished manuscript under his wing only to discover that his charitable act has deadly consequences.

IN A DARK PLACE

Drama (90min)
Language: English
Director: Donato Rotunno
Writer: Peter Waddington
Co-Producers: Eddy Gerard-Luyckx
Producer: Andreas Bajebi, Bob Portal and Jan H. Vocke
Key Cast: Haylie Duff, Madeline Zima, Brett Claywell, Margo Harshman, Jane Sibbett, Tom Green
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $5M
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Luxembourg/UK
Anna Vegh takes a new job as a nanny and is forced to confront her dark secrets as she fights to cleanse the children’s souls.

GRIZZLY PARK

Horror (90min)
Language: English
Director: Tom skull
Writer: Tom Skull
Co-Producers: Jeanne Stack
Producer: Belle Avery
Key Cast: Glenn Morshower, Randy Wayne, Zuley Huenao, Race Howard, Whitney Cummings
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Eight troubled young adults are sentenced to community service in Grizzly Park and learn they are being stalked by a serial killer and a nine foot tall Grizzly bear.

TRIOLOGY

Horror (90min)
Language: English
Director: Mark Jones
Writer: Mark Jones
Producer: Michael Levine, Marlton Parry, Jack Edwards Sawyer
Key Cast: Rocky Marquette, Paydin LoPachin, Katie Chonacas, Sahar Bihyan, Robert DeTillo, Julia Folsom, David Fralick
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A ventriloquist dies of a drug overdose leaving her two kids on their own, except for her grotesque dummy which seems to have a life of its own.
AMI GROUP
AMI Group, 34 Salisbury Street, London NW8 8EQ UK. Tel: 0044.20.7402.9111, Fax: 0044.20.7723.3064.
www.ovcmmedi.com
Independent Producers
At MIPTV: Eliot M. Cohen (Managing Director)
Acquisition Executive: Eliot M. Cohen
Office: Stand H4.35 (the Marketplace Stand), Tel: 0033.608.1775 / 0033.4.9299.8596, Fax: 0033.4.9299.8597 / 0044.207.7233064
AFRICAN ODYSSEY
Wildlife (137350 min)
Language: English
Director: Robin Taylor
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Cast: Featuring Robin Taylor
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: South Africa
Follow renowned photographer Robin Taylor on his visually stunning journey through the African Safari as he reveals the exotic beauty of the animal, bird and plant life he discovers.

SOCCER EXPLOSION
Sport / Documentaries (83 x 23 min)
Language: English
Director: Joanne Goldring-Cohen
Producer: Eliot M. Cohen
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: UK
Soccer Explosion is a series of great programmes which features many famous European players circa 1996.
Featured players: Ronaldo, Shearer, Gullit, Vialli, Zola, Gascoigne and many more……

MOSCOW CITY BALLET – DON QUIXOTE
Music / Ballet (76 min)
Language: English
Director: Youa Peleg
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Cast: staged by Victor Smirnov-Golovanov, featuring music by Ludwig Minkus
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: Russia

The classic version of this work starring Nadzeda Pavlova. Music by Minkus, choreography adapted by Victor Smirnov-Golovanov based on the original by Petipa.

Programme 4.

WORLD CUP SUPERSTARS 2
Sports (55 min)
Language: English
Director: Edited by Colin Byrom
Producer: Eliot M. Cohen & Joanne Goldring-Cohen
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: UK
In our second programme we interview a further set of talented Football superstars including Bergkamp, Batistuta, Koeman, Rai, Rijkaard, Branco, Bebeto & Ilgner.……

ARTIST VIEW ENTERTAINMENT
Artist View Entertainment, 4425 Irvine Avenue, Studio City, CA 91602 USA.
Tel: 1.818.752.2490.
Fax: 1.818.752.9339.
At MIPTV: Scott J. Jones (President), Jay E. Joyce (Vice President)
Office: 04.19, Tel: 33094.92.98.8205
THE MYSTICAL ADVENTURES OF BILLY OWENS
Family (90 min)
Year of Production: 2007
Cast: Dalton Mugridge, Christopher Fazio, Ciara O’Hanlon, Roddy Piper
On his 11th birthday Billy is given a magical wand that will change his life forever.

DOUBTING THOMAS: LIES & SPIES
Family (90 min)
Year of Production: 2007
Cast: Forrest Landis, Annasophia Robb, Rider Strong, Roger Bart, Lea Thompson, D.L. Hughley
Year of Production: 2007
A twelve year old boy known for telling tall tales overhears a plot to kidnap the President’s daughter. When he goes public with his story, no one believes him, and he is forced to save her on his own.

GHOST IMAGE
Thriller (90 min)
Cast: Elisabeth Rohm, Stacey Dash, Waylon Payne, Roma Maffia
Year of Production: 2007
When a young woman loses her boyfriend in a car crash, she finds solace in watching video of him taken the night before he died.

HIDE
Thriller (90 min)
Cast: Rachel Miner, Christian Kane, Polly Shannon, Beth Grant
Year of Production: 2007
A modern day Bonnie and Clyde with a twist that follows two lovers down a path of destruction, mayhem, and murder.

CROSSROADS
Drama (90 min)
Cast: Alan Arkin, Jacob Pitts, Amy Acker, Frank Langella, Orson Bean
Year of Production: 2007
The life of a young Jesuit seminarian is turned upside down when he falls in love with a young woman while working as a volunteer at a soup kitchen.

GRAYSON ARMS
Thriller 90 minutes
Cast: Todd Nelson, Stacey Dash, Jennifer Carpenter Michael Bowen, Michael Learned Year of Production: 2007
It’s a tenant’s nightmare where your eviction could mean death…

DARK SECRETS
Thriller (90 min)
Cast: Gary Daniels, Steven Elliot, Kate Thurlow, Ben Shockley
Year of Production: 2007
When the daughter of a celebrity couple is kidnapped it appears to be the work of a serial killer who has struck twice before.

THE THRIST
Thriller (90 min)
Cast: Tony Todd, Jason Connery, C. Thomas Howell, A.J. Draven
Year of Production: 2007
Will, a college student finds himself in the middle of a battle between Vampires and a group of warlocks called Sentries.

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE
Thriller (97 min)
Cast: Daniel Goodlad, Gary Daniels, Costas Mandylor, Matthias Huas, Katherine Hawkes
Year of Production: 2007
A sleepy town turns to a place of evil unrest when a covenant of vampires starts to feed there.

REVAMPED
Horror / Comedy (90 min)
Cast: Jeff Rector, Christina Campbell, Fred Williamson
Year of Production: 2007
A wealthy businessman is bitten by a beautiful vampire and is plunged into the dark world of the supernatural.

ATLAS INTERNATIONAL FILM GMBH
Atlas International Film GmbH, Candidplatz 11, D - 81543 Munich, Germany. Tel: 49.89.2109.759. Fax: 49.89.22.43.32.
http://www.atlasfilm.com, email: mail@atlasfilm.com
Sales Agent
At MIPTV: Philipp Menz (President/Sales & Acquisitions), Susanne Groh (Sales Executive)
Office: booth 01.15, c/o German Films, and ATLAS/EVA office at 3, La Croisette, 4th floor (opposite the Palais).
Tel: 33 4 92 99 82 02, Fax: 33 4 92 99 82 08

MR KUKA’S ADVICE
Comedy (94 min)
Language: Polish/German/English
Director: Dariusz Gajewski
Producer: Piotr Dzieciol, Ewa Pasycznska, Mathias Forberg., Heinz Stussak, CoProduction Partners: ORF and Agencja Filmowa Telewizji Polskiej S.A.
Cast: Lukasz Garlicki, August Diehl, Nadia Cameron-Blakey
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Austria, Poland
Based on the best-seller by Radek Knopp. - To prepare for this first travel abroad, Waldemar has soaked up endless tall tales overhears a plot to kidnap the President’s daughter. When he goes public with his story, no one believes him, and he is forced to save her on his own.

THE LIBRARIANS - AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

The unaltered version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
Entertainment Inc. and Eva Finance GmbH
Cast: animation series
Delivery Status: in post-production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA, India, United Kingdom, Germany

Featuring all of the famous X-Men characters, including: Professor X, Beast, Iceman, Emma Frost, Cyclops. Shadowcat, Rogue, with special guest appearances such as Nick Fury and the Incredible Hulk.

**THE TOP SECRET TRIAL OF THE III REICH - THE COURT CASE OF THE MEN OF OPERATION VALKYRIE**

Documentary (110 min)
Language: German, English
Director: Jochem Bauer
Producer: Bengt von zur Muehle, Chronos Film
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 1981, Country of Origin: Germany
The trial in which “The Men of 20th July 1944” were accused. Shot by the Nazis with hidden cameras, one print escaped destruction and forms the main part of this documentary.

**ATN SL.**

ATN SL., Pi La Estrella G-5; Coria Del Rio, Sevilla, 41100 Spain. Tel: 34.954.501.904. Fax: 34.954.772.688. info@fatam.es

At MIPTV: Guillermo Fernández (Head of International Sales), Raquel Luque (International Sales Executive), M. Angel Hernández (Buyer)
Office: R35.16, Tel. 34.655.442.195

**DISCOVERING COLUMBUS**

Docu-Fiction (Mysteries / History) (60 min)
Language: Spanish / English
Director: Gonzalo Crespo
Writer: Lola Jiménez
Producer: ATN SL
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Spain
The dream of an adventurer who confronts a triple challenge: participating in the hardest marathons in the world, under extreme climate conditions: Marathon des Sables (Sahara desert), Yukon arctic Race (Alaska) and Le Grand Raid (Reunion Island – Indian Ocean).

**LOW COST**

Documentary Series (Travel) (13x26min)
Language: Spanish / English
Co-Production Partners: Open To Coproduction
Producer: ATN SL
Delivery Status: In Development
Year of Production: 2009, Country of Origin: Spain
Travelling around Europe is cheaper than we think. Thanks to this tourist guide, we can spend a whole weekend in any European capital spending less than 300?.

**FLAMENCO A-Z**

Documentary Series (Dance / Music) (4x26min)
Language: Spanish / English / Japanese
Co-Production Partners: Open To Coproduction
Producer: ATN SL
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Spain
“Learning and entertainment both in this Flamenco new vision which deepens step by step (word by word from A to Z) in this amazing universe of dancing, singing and feeling”

**BEACTIVE PRODUÇÕES**

**INTERACTIVAS S.A.**

beActive Produções Interactivas S.A., Avenida Duque d’Avila, 23, 1º Direito, Lisboa 1000-158 Portugal.
Tel: 351.213.100.142.
Fax: +351.213.100.144.
http://www.beactive.pt, email: info@beactive.pt

At MIPTV: Nuno Bernardo (General Manager), Isabel Lopes (International Sales Manager)
Office: H4.35, 4th floor, no.5, Tel: 33.4.9299.8956. Fax: 33.4.9299.8957

**YOUNG CSI**

http://www.beactive.pt
Interactive game show (13 x 25 min)
Language: Portuguese
Director: Miguel Proença
Writer: Marta Gomes
Co-Production Partners: Sapo.pt
Producer: Nuno Bernardo
Delivery Status: In Production
The forensic game show for young investigative minds, where two teams compete against each other to be the fastest and smartest in unveiling the crime.

**FLATMATES (T2PARA3)**

http://www.2para3.sapo.pt
Online drama series (130 x 2-3 min)
Language: Portuguese
Director: Miguel Proença
Writer: Marta Gomes, Nuno Bernardo, Luis Soares
Producer: Nuno Bernardo
Key Cast: Rita Lacerda, Tomás Quaresma, Maria Botelho Moniz, Carlos Goncalves, Mário Morgado
Delivery Status: In Production
An online drama series about 3 college students - 2 girls and a boy - discovering the upsides and downsides of sharing an apartment.

**BEAT GENERATION**

http://www.beatgeneration.pt
Interactive online magazine (13 x 25 min)
Language: Portuguese
Director: Miguel Proença
Writer: Marlene Barreto, Miguel Frazano
Producer: Nuno Bernardo
Key Cast: Marlene Barreto, Miguel Frazano
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Portugal
An interactive survival guide for the modern generation, presented in the format of a comic book.

**WHATA CATCH**

http://www.beactive.pt
Interactive game show (13 x 25 min)
Language: Portuguese
Director: Miguel Proença
Writer: Marta Gomes, Nuno Bernardo, Luis Soares
Producer: Nuno Bernardo
Key Cast: Rita Lacerda, Tomás Quaresma, Maria Botelho Moniz, Carlos Goncalves, Mário Morgado
Delivery Status: In Production
An interactive survival guide for the modern generation, presented in the format of a comic book.

**CAPTAIN FLAMINGO**

http://www.captainflamingo.com
Factual TV Series (3x30)
Language: Portuguese
Co-Production Partners: in association with TV Português
Producer: Nuno Bernardo
Key Cast: Rita Lacerda, Tomás Quaresma, Maria Botelho Moniz, Carlos Goncalves, Mário Morgado
Delivery Status: In Production
An interactive survival guide for the modern generation, presented in the format of a comic book.

**LOW COST**

Documentary Series (Travel) (13x26min)
Language: Spanish / English
Co-Production Partners: Open To Coproduction
Producer: ATN SL
Delivery Status: In Development
Year of Production: 2009, Country of Origin: Spain
Travelling around Europe is cheaper than we think. Thanks to this tourist guide, we can spend a whole weekend in any European capital spending less than 300?.
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**FLAMENCO A-Z**

Documentary Series (Dance / Music) (4x26min)
Language: Spanish / English / Japanese
Co-Production Partners: Open To Coproduction
Producer: ATN SL
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Spain
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when love conquers death

LANGUAGE of the ENEMY

LIGHTSTREAM ENTERTAINMENT presents LIGHTSTREAM PARTNERS II PRODUCTION: A MITCH DAVIS film "LANGUAGE OF THE ENEMY" EDON BAILY, LINDA HARDY, TOVAI FELISHN and F. MURRAY ABRAHAMAS YAHUDE JANE WENDERSON IGAN, HUGH BOSWELL, MICHELLE EWEN WARD, STEVEN DAVIEZ AND DAVID AYAN "KEVIN KINER RINA TIBOR STEVEN WARDER CULT SANDBERG DAVID BURKINS"

IMAGEWORX ENTERTAINMENT BOOTH 01 02
CONTACT: DAVID SHOHAN 33 (0) 6 86 83 46 46 STAND PHONE 33 (0) 4 92 88 82 07

IMAGEWORX ENTERTAINMENT INC., 21910 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311, USA www.imageworksentertainment.com Phone: (818) 349-5777 Fax: (818) 349-6777 Email: info@imageworksentertainment.com © Imageworks Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A shocking family secret is about to be unearthed...

It's time to honor the dead.

A FILM BY PHILIPPE SPURRELL

THE DESCENDANT

A ghost story inspired by true events

IMAGWORKS ENTERTAINMENT presents B.O.S. PRODUCTIONS - CIRCUS MAXIMUS FILMS - EKLECTIKA Production of a PHILIPPE SPURRELL film "THE DESCENDANT"

TADHGMcMAHON JIM REID ILONA CARGEN ROSE RYAN ZENY DIONNE

Produced By ERIC LAVOIE Production Design PATRICIA MCNEIL Music By DAVID KRISTIAN

Directors Of Photography LORENZO NEGRI & IVAN GEKOFF (GSC) Executive Producer PHILIPPE CHABOT Co-Producers DAVID RIGBY PHILIPPE SPURRELL Co-Written By JOEL A. MILLER

Written and Directed By PHILIPPE SPURRELL

© 2007 B.O.S. Productions Inc.

IMAGWORKS ENTERTAINMENT BOOTH 01 02
CONTACT: DAVID SHOSHAN 33 (0) 6 86 83 46 46 STAND PHONE 33 (0) 4 92 88 82 07

IMAGWORKS
21910 Plummer Street Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA www.imageworksentertainment.com Phone: (818) 349-5777 Fax: (818) 349-6777 Email: info@imageworksentertainment.com

© ImageWorks Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
When a DREAM is all you have, take the SHOT.

Guarding Eddy

Based on a True Story

CONTACT: DAVID SHOSHAN 33 (0) 6 86 83 46 46 STAND PHONE 33 (0) 4 92 88 82 07
"...beautifully filmed...gritty...thoughtful and thought-provoking."
- The Winston Salem Journal

"An American heartland movie to its core."
- Hollywood-Elsewhere.com

WINNER
GOLD REMI AWARD
World Fest Houston

OFFICIAL SELECTION
DEEP ELLUM Film Festival

BUCK TAYLOR
and introducing SAMANTHA DROKE as "Jenny"

TRUCE

IMAGEWORKS ENTERTAINMENT BOOTH 01 02
CONTACT: DAVID SHOSHAN 33 (0) 6 86 83 46 46  STAND PHONE 33 (0) 4 92 88 82 07

21910 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA www.imageworksentertainment.com
Phone: (818) 349-5777 Fax: (818) 349-6777 Email: info@imageworksentertainment.com
© Imageworks Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Follow Kathryn Marnou to some of the world's most remote and exotic destinations in her quest to conquer top game fish. FILMED IN HD

CABLEREADY
CABLEready, 98 East Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06851 USA. Tel: 203.855.7979. Fax: 203.855.8370. www.cableready.net, email: info@cableready.net

Distributor
At MIPTV: Gary Lico (President/CEO), Tel: 203.855.7979 x365, Sabrina Toledo (Vice President of Sales and Marketing), Tel: 203.855.7979 x367, Lou Occihome (Senior Vice President of Program Operations), Tel: 203.855.7979 x366, Liz Levenson (Manager of Programming), Tel: 203.855.7973 x737

Office: #R3.17

BRAT CAMP/CHINA
Factual/Documentaries (1 x 60)
Language: English
Producer: As seen on National Geographic International

Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Singapore
Over a span of 3 months, this emotionally packed documentary traces 4 students, each from different starting points, moving towards a common destination where they will discover a life-changing experience. These students are the products of China’s one child policy.

THE BUTTERFLY CODE
Wildlife & Nature (1 x 60)
Language: English
Producer: As seen on National Geographic International

Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005, Country of Origin: Taiwan
In the Summer of 2000, a butterfly is caught by a young man in Japan. He discovers that on the back of its wings is a strange hand-written code.

CELEBRITY SAYS
Entertainment (65 x 30)
Language: English
Producer: TV Guide Network

Delivery Status: In Production/Format Rights Available

CELEBRITY SAYS is a hilarious, fast-paced game show that challenges contestants on how well they know their favorite celebrities.

CHASING EARTHQUAKES
Medicine, Science & Technology (1 x 60)
Language: English
Producer: As seen on National Geographic International

Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005, Country of Origin: Singapore

Embank an investigative journey into a paranormal world of earthquake prediction.

CANAMEDIA
Canamedia, 381 Richmond Street East, Suite 200, Toronto ON M5A 1P6 Canada. Tel: 416.483.7446. Fax: 416.483.7459.
http://www.canamedia.com, email: canamedia@canamedia.com

At MIPTV: Andrea Stokes (International Sales & Acquisitions Manager), Lee Harris (North American Sales), Les Harris (President)

Office: 02.10.00.01

PORAMPO - PIRATES OF THE MALACCA STRAITS
Social/Crime/International Affairs Documentary (1 x 52’ HD)

Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: U.S.A

Porcapes: Pirates of the Malacca Straits takes you on a journey deep inside the world of 21st century high seas piracy.

TIME BOMBS
History/Social Documentary (1 x 60’ HD)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

In the spring of 1957 at the height of the Cold War, 40 young Canadian soldiers were sent to Nevada on a top-secret mission - to serve as guinea pigs for the military in a nuclear test field.

BIG COAST
Travel/Adventure/Outdoor (26 x 30’ HD)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

Big Coast is a dynamic new outdoor adventure series featuring a group of young, humorous and animated skateboarders who travel around the world on tour and the crazy antics and fantastic skateboarding that happens along the way.

BE REAL
Reality/Comedy (13 x 30’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

What would it be like to star in your own TV show? Be Real is the TV show that spontaneously turns regular people’s ordinary lives into their very own Reality TV show.

CAPITOL FILMS
Capitol Films, Bridge House, 2nd Floor, 63-65 North Wharf Road, London W2 1LA UK. Tel: 44.207.298.6200. Fax: 44.207.298.6201. www.capitolfilms.com, email: films@capitolfilms.com

At MIPTV: Sofia Neves (Sales Director), Jessica Malik (Sales Executive), Mark Austin (TV Sales Executive)

Office: Stand 04.16, Tel: 3307/290.99.807

Capitol Films currently represents over 300 titles (including Dances with Wolves, Point break, Alexander, Terminator, Gosford Park and Jeepers Creepers) from Capitol Films, Think Film International, Franchise and Intermedia catalogues.

LOVE RANCH
Romantic Drama
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

In the waters of Cozumel, Bahamas, Fiji, British Columbia’s rugged West Coast.

UNDERWATER SAFARI
Travel/Adventure (26 x 30’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

Underwater Safari takes you on the most breathtaking scuba dives on the planet. In the waters of Cozumel, Bahamas, Fiji, British Columbia and The Maldives, this exciting half-hour series gets you into the water and on the dives!

SADDLE UP!
Travel/Adventure (13 x 30’ HD)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

Saddle Up! lets you experience the best wilderness horseback trails in North America. Deep in the mountains of British Columbia, in the heart of Banff National Park, this series gets you on your horse and on the trail.

UNDER ATTACK
Extreme Sports/Reality (39 x 30’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

A new, fast-paced, reality/sports series featuring a group of young, humorous and animated skateboards who travel around the world on tour and the crazy facts and fantastic skateboarding that happens along the way.

BE REAL
Reality/Comedy (13 x 30’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada

What would it be like to star in your own TV show? Be Real is the TV show that spontaneously turns regular people’s ordinary lives into their very own Reality TV show.

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
CELESTIAL PICTURES LTD.

Celestial Pictures Ltd., Shaw Administration Building, 720 Clear Water Bay Road, Kowloon, Kowloon Hong Kong. Tel: 852.2927.1111. Fax: 852.2243.0698. 
http://www.celestialpictures.com
At MIPTV, Terry Mak (Executive VP Distribution & TV Network), Daniel Fung (VP Film & Channel Distribution), Gigi Ko (Film & Channel Distribution Manager)
Office: 03.01, Tel: 33.49.2998.217

**SHAW BROTHER FILM LIBRARY**

Language: Mandarin
Producer: Shaw Brothers Studio
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Hong Kong

Digitally fully-restored titles from the illustrious Shaw Brothers library, the world’s largest collection of Chinese-motion pictures.

**THE 36TH CHAMBER OF SHAOLIN**

Action (111 min)
Language: Mandarin
Director: Liu Chia-Liang
Key Cast: Gordon Liu Chai-lui, Wang Yu, Lo Lieh
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1977, Country of Origin: Hong Kong
An all-time kung-fu classic featuring Liu Chia-lui trying to attain the ultimate knowledge of kung-fu by arduously mastering one chamber after another, eventually reaching the fabled 36th chamber in the famed Shaolin Temple.

**ONE-ARMED SWORDSMAN**

Year of Production: 1967, Country of Origin: Hong Kong
Kung-fu movies’ first superstar Jimmy Wang writes, directs and stars in one of his favorite roles, as a noble young martial arts student who just will not give in.

CINEMAVAUT Releasing International Inc.

Cinemavault Releasing International Inc., 175 Bloor Street East, South Tower, Suite 1011, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 3R8, Canada. Tel: 416.363.0600. Fax: 416.363.2305. www.cinemavault.com, e-mail: sales@cinemavault.com
Sales Agent: At MIPTV, Caroline Stern (VP, International Distribution), Raquel Mesina (Director of International Sales), Cathy Hare (International Sales Associate), Nick Stiladis (CEO) Acquisition Executive: Pierre Pasch Office: RSV 39, Tel. 33(0)492.99.8118

**BLIND DATE**

ilm_id=Art-36

Drama
Language: English
Director: Stanley Tucci
Writer: David Scechter, Stanley Tucci
Producer: Bruce Weiss, Gijs van de Westelaken
Key Cast: Patricia Clarkson, Stanley Tucci, Thijs Romeijn
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA/The Netherlands
The story of two parents who talk, flirt, and fight with each other to try and cope with the loss of their young daughter. A remake of Theo van Gogh’s 1996 Dutch Academy Award winner.

**STEAL A PENCIL FOR ME**

http://www.stealapencil.com

Documentary
Language: English, Dutch
Director: Michèle Ohayon
Writer: Michèle Ohayon
Producer: Michèle Ohayon, Theo Van de Sande
Key Cast: Jack Polak, Ina Soep, Ellen Ten Damme, Jeroen Krabbe, Marianne Oudejans, Jean Pierre Gillain
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A passionate and vibrant film by Acasia Award® nominee Michèle Ohayon about the power of love and the ability of humankind to rise above unimaginable suffering.

**CONFESSIONS OF A SUPERHERO**

http://www.therealsuperhero.com

Documentary
Language: English
Director: Matt Ogens
Producer: Jamie Patricof, Charlie Grut, Matt Ogens
Key Cast: Christopher Lloyd Dennis, Joe McQueen, Jennifer Gehr, Maxwell Allen
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Morgan Spurlock presents this fascinating film that chronicles the lives of three mortal men and one woman who make their living working as superhero characters on the sidewalks of Hollywood Boulevard.

**WIND MAN**

ilm_id=Spe-352

Documentary
Language: English
Director: Stephanie Black
Producer: Stephanie Black
Key Cast: Danny Glover, Lauryn Hill, Ziggy Marley, Ky-Mani Marley, Damien Marley, Rita Marley
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
A masterfully executed film that is all at once a Bob Marley concert tribute, Marley family travelogue, and humanitarian documentary.

**THE FIRST SATURDAY IN MAY**

ilm_id=Spe-3

Documentary
Language: English
Director: John Hennegan, Brad Hennegan
Producer: The Hennegan Brothers, Ellen Dux
Key Cast: Frank Amonte, Dan Hendricks, Bob Hohls, Michael Matz, Kiaran McLaughlin, Dale Romans
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
An engrossing film that follows six diverse trainers as they jockey for position along the Kentucky Derby trail-the Holy Grail of horse racing and “the most exciting two minutes in sports.”

**FOR THE BIBLE TELLS ME SO**

ilm_id=Spe-372

Documentary
Language: English
Director: Daniel Adams
Producer: Daniel Adams, Matt James, Howard Katz, Michael Maier
Key Cast: David Carradine, Rip Torn, Bruce Dern, Mariel Hemingway, Charles Durning, John Savage, Julie Harris
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Three retired sea captains, a beautiful woman and a tossed coin. It all comes together in The Golden Boys.

**ROCKAWAY**

ilm_id=Act-319

Action
Language: English, Spanish, Russian with English subtitles
Director: Joshua & Jeffrey Crook
Writer: Joshua & Jeffrey Crook
Producer: Mark L. Pederson, Aldye Sanchez
Key Cast: Nicholas Gonzalez, Mario
Cimarro, Manny Perez, Ricardo Chavira, Oleg Taktarov
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A returning Afghanistan war hero seeks retribution for the brutal murder of his wife & child.
BLUE BLOOD
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Benjamin Cummings, Orson Cummings
Writer: Benjamin Cummings, Orson Cummings
Producer: Benjamin Cummings, Orson Cummings
Key Cast: Bill Sage, Roy Scheider, Susie Misner, Noelle Beck
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A trophy husband conspires to kill his wife.
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A fading journalist is forced to interview a 14-year-old boy who is seduced by the local Olds mobile repair shop manager.
SPINNING INTO BUTTER
Comedy
Language: English
Director: Tanuja Chandra
Writer: Tanuja Chandra, Glenn Russow
Producer: Scott Pardo, Glenn Russow
Key Cast: Anamap Kher, Mahima Chaudhry, Amit Sial
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The lives of 5 people are changed forever after they cross paths and experience random and minor acts of kindness.
HOPE AND A LITTLE SUGAR
Drama
Language: English
Director: Dallas Jenkins
Writer: Wes Halula
Producer: Kevin Downes, Dallas Jenkins
Key Cast: Stephen Baldwin, Kirk B.R. Woller, Mary Thornton
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The loves of 5 people are changed forever after they cross paths and experience random and minor acts of kindness.

MIDNIGHT CLEAR
Drama
Language: English
Director: Dallas Jenkins
Writer: Wes Halula
Producer: Kevin Downes, Dallas Jenkins
Key Cast: Stephen Baldwin, Kirk B.R. Woller, Mary Thornton
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The loves of 5 people are changed forever after they cross paths and experience random and minor acts of kindness.
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Comcast International Media Group
Comcast International Media Group, 1570 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90016 USA. Tel: 1.323.692.6772, Fax: 1.323.954.2657, www.comcastintl.com, email: worldwide@comcastnets.com, Producer, Distributor
At MIPTV: Jeff Shell (President, Comcast Programming Group), Ted Harbert (President, Comcast Entertainment Group), Kevin MacLellan (President, Comcast International Media Group), Duccio Donati (SVP, Comcast International Media Group), Christine Fallowes (Managing Director, Asia, CIMG), Bradford Wald (Managing Director, EMEA, CIMG)
Acquisition Executive: Katie Buchanan, Director, Programming & Acquisitions
Office: G3.14
THE UNMITTED DENISE RICHARDS SHOW (WORKING TITLE)
Reality (8 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: E! Entertainment Television
Key Cast: Denise Richards
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
E! follows the journey of actress Denise Richards. Opening up her life for the first time, viewers will follow the stunning star as she navigates Hollywood, romance and motherhood following a tumultuous year in the tabloid headlines.
30 BEST AND WORST BEACH BODIES Entertainment (1 x 120 min)
Language: English
Producer: E! Entertainment Television
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
This two hour special gives us a comedic look at the hot and, not so hot celebrity beach bodies!
BATTLE OF THE HOLLYWOOD HOTTIES Entertainment (10 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: E! Entertainment Television
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Series features a who’s who of the world’s most famous bums and honeys.
NAKED WILD ON 2 Lifestyle (1 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: E! Entertainment Television
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Get ready for the wildest and sexiest show on E!. Naked Wild On is back with all new episodes featuring exotic locations and wild parties!

Cookie Jar Entertainment
Cookie Jar Entertainment, 266 King St. West, 2nd Floor, Toronto, ON, M5V 1H8 Canada. Tel: 416.977.3228, Fax: 416.977.4526. www.cookiejarentertainment.com
Producer
At MIPTV: Michael Hirsh (CEO), Toper Taylor (COO & president), Jean-Michel Ciszewski (SVP, international sales & co-productions), Alison Warner (VP, distribution broadcast sales for UK and Scandinavia), Julie Ninomiya (VP Sales, Asia), Ann Austen (SVP, development and TV/video sales)
Acquisition Executive: Jean-Michel Ciszewski
Office: R30.33, Tel: 33.4.9299 8891
NOONBORY & THE SUPER 7 Animation (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Co-production partners: Daewon Media
Delivery Status: Pre-production
Budget: $300,000
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada
Noonbory & the Super 7: Set in the enchanting, Technicolor world of Toobalooba, a group of energetic “Borys” use their heightened senses, imagination and teamwork to solve everyday problems.
MagiNation
www.magination.com
Animation (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: David Dias
Producer: Marlene Schmidt
Co-production partners: Daewon Media
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada
Follow 15-year-old Tony Jones, whose world is forever changed when he is mysteriously transported into Magi Nation - a beautiful world far beyond imagination.

World of Quest
Animation (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Paul Browne, Jamie Whitney
Producer: Toni Stevens, Michelle Melanson
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
**SUMMER 1953**

**Origin:** Canada

This comedic buddy series following the young pampered Prince Nestor on a mission to save his father and the kingdom of Odyssia, with the help of the square-jawed hero Quest.

**HURRAY FOR HUCKLE!**

Animation (26 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Ken Cunningham

Producer: Christine Davis

Key cast: Huckle – Joanne Vannicola, Sally – Ellie Ellwand, Pig Will/Hilda – Julie Lemieux

Delivery Status: In Production

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada

**WILL & DEWITT**

Animation (26 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Paul Riley

Producer: Susie Grondin

Key cast: Pegah FERYDONI, Shabnam

Producer: Essential Filmproduktion (GER)

Delivery Status: In Production

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada

**HURRAY FOR HUCKLE!**

Animation (26 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Paul Riley

Producer: Susie Grondin

Key cast: Huckle – Joanne Vannicola, Sally – Ellie Ellwand, Pig Will/Hilda – Julie Lemieux

Delivery Status: In Production

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada

**YOU, THE LIVING**

Drama, Comedy (95 min)

Language: Swedish

Director: Roy ANDERSSON

Writer: Roy ANDERSSON

Producer: Leif LARSSON, Ollie OLSON

Key cast: Jessica LUNDBERG, Elisabet

Co-Production Partners: Parisienne de Production (FR), Coop99 (AUS)

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Sweden Germany, France, Denmark

**YOU, THE LIVING**

Drama, Comedy (95 min)

Language: Swedish

Director: Roy ANDERSSON

Writer: Roy ANDERSSON

Producer: Leif LARSSON, Ollie OLSON

Key cast: Jessica LUNDBERG, Elisabet

Co-Production Partners: Parisienne de Production (FR), Coop99 (AUS)

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Sweden Germany, France, Denmark

**12:08 EAST OF BUCHAREST**

Comedy (89 min)

Language: Romanian

Director: Corneliu PORUMBOIU

Writer: Corneliu PORUMBOIU

Producer: 42 km Film (RO)

Key cast: Ion SAPDARU, Mircea

Co-Production Partners: Parisienne de Production (FR), Coop99 (AUS)

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Romania

Somewhere east of Bucharest, two heroes share their moments of revolutionary glory on local TV, to celebrate the revolution that ousted Romanian dictator Ceausescu 16 years ago.

**A TOWN CALLED PANIC**

Stop motion animated series / Comedy

(20 episodes / 5 minutes each)

Language: French

Director: Vincent PATAR, Stephane AUBIER

Writer: Stephane Aubier, Guillaume

Producer: Proton Cinema (HUN)

Delivery Status: Post Production

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Hungary, Germany

A young man returns to the wild, labyrinthine landscape of the Delta after having been away since early childhood. There he meets a sister he never knew he had.

**IMPORT EXPORT**

http://www.coproductionoffice.eu

Drama (135 min)

Language: German, Russian

Director: Ulrich SEIDL

Writer: Ulrich SEIDL, Veronika FRANZ

Co-Production Partners: Parisienne de Production (FR)

Producer: Ulrich Seidl Filmproduktion (AUS)

Key cast: Ekateryna RAK, Paul

HoFMANN, Michael THOMAS

Co-Production Partners: Parisienne de Production (FR)

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Austria, France

**HURRAY FOR HUCKLE!**

Animation (26 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Paul Riley

Producer: Susie Grondin

Key cast: Huckle – Joanne Vannicola, Pig Will/Hilda – Julie Lemieux

Delivery Status: In Production

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada

**Contact Olivier**

Tel. (33) 4 93 94 20 68 Fax. (33) 4 93 43 60 91

site address: http://www.rado-plage.fr

notre e-mail: info@rado-plage.fr

**Cannes Film Festival 2008**

**MIDEM • MIPTV • CANNES • MIPCOM**

**OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND**

(Tented & Heated)

**Lunch on the beach whatever the weather**

[Image of a restaurant on the beach]

**The Restaurant on the beach**

(Between Miramar & Martinez)

Celebrating 50 Years

Cannes Film Festival 2008

---

**Available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com**
Producer: John Bartlett
Key cast: Robert Lindsay, Zoë Wanamaker
Status: Completed
My Family focuses on the chaotic life of the Harper family, as Ben and Susan grapple with bringing up their three teenage children and other assorted family members.

AS TIME GOES BY: REUNION SPECIALS
Comedy (60’ or 30’)
Number of episodes: 2 x 60’ or 4 x 30’
Language: English
Director: Sidney Lotterby
Co-production partners: DLT, Theatre of Comedy
Producer: Sidney Lotterby
Key cast: Judi Dench, Geoffrey Palmer
Status: Completed
Year of production: 2005, Country of origin: United Kingdom
As Time Goes By: Reunion Specials picks up some time after the original series left off and reveals Jean’s (Judi Dench) great anticipation for grandchildren, much to Lionel’s (Geoffrey Palmer) dismay. ANIMATED CLASSICS
Animation (60’)
Number of episodes: 28 x 60’ or 1 x 90’
Language: English
Director: Walter J Hucker
Producer: Richard Slapczynski
Status: Completed
Animated Classics is a beautifully crafted series of animated specials featuring timeless tales of literature. Included are A CHRISTMAS CAROL, LES MISERABLES, TREASURE ISLAND and OLIVER TWIST.

ECHELON STUDIOS
Echelon Studios, 1723 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201 USA. Tel: 1.818.500.1640. Fax: 1.818.500.1644. http://www.echelonstudios.us, email: corporate@echelonstudios.us
At MIPTV: Eric Loural (President & CEO), Craig Miter (Vice President of International Sales), Tim Kelly (Vice President, Domestic & International Sales), Sandra Gohoho (Vice President of International Sales), Michael Mondim (International Film Consultant) Office: A.013, Tel: 1.818.621.1584

MICHITVIM LE AMERICA (DEAR MR. WALDMAN)
http://www.dearmrwaldmann.com/
DRAMA (90 min)
Language: Hebrew
Director: Hanan Peled
Writer: Hanan Peled
Co-production Partners: Israeli Film Fund, Open Doors Films
Producer: Yoav Halevy (Producer), Hanan Peled (Producer), Yoram Globus

ECHOL JAMBAKA
corporate@echelonstudios.us
http://www.echelonstudios.us, email:
ECHELON STUDIOS
Echelon Studios, 1723 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201 USA. Tel: 1.818.500.1640. Fax: 1.818.500.1644. http://www.echelonstudios.us, email: corporate@echelonstudios.us
At MIPTV: Eric Loural (President & CEO), Craig Miter (Vice President of International Sales), Tim Kelly (Vice President, Domestic & International Sales), Sandra Gohoho (Vice President of International Sales), Michael Mondim (International Film Consultant) Office: A.013, Tel: 1.818.621.1584
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Language: Hebrew
Director: Hanan Peled
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Producer: Yoav Halevy (Producer), Hanan Peled (Producer), Yoram Globus
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Co-production Partners: Israeli Film Fund, Open Doors Films
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ECHOL JAMBAKA
corporate@echelonstudios.us
http://www.echelonstudios.us, email:
FILMWERKSTATT
WIEN

Filmwerkstatt Wien, Mariahilferstraße 202/41, Vienna 1150 Austria. Tel: 0043.1.9432784. Fax: 0043.1.9432784.
http://www.filmwerkstatt.com, email: office@filmwerkstatt.com

At MIPTV: Barbara Weissenbeck (Producer)
Office: H 4.35, Tel: 0033.4.9299 8596. Fax: 0033.4.9299 8597

SINGING FOR LIVING–
THE VOICES OF SOUTH AFRICA
http://www.filmwerkstatt.com/singing_for_living.html

HD documentary (52 or 90 min)
Language: English
Director: Barbara Weissenbeck
Writer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Co-Production Partners: ORF, Filmwerkstatt Wien
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Budget: 200,000,-
Year of Production: 2008/09, Country of Origin: Austria

Following some of the extraordinary singers of Cape Town Opera we will not only show their life within the surrounding of the Cape Town Opera House, but mostly in their ordinary life.

TOKYO FORTISSIMO–AN ORCHESTRA ON TOUR IN JAPAN
http://www.filmwerkstatt.com/tokyo_fortissimo.html

HD documentary (52 min)
Language: german, english
Director: Maximilian Stelze
Writer: Maximilian Stelze
Co-Production Partners: ORF, 3SAT
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Austria

The Vienna Symphonic Orchestra went on tour with its almost 100 musicians and all their instruments.

DANCEWEB –SWEAT, PASSION & TEARS
http://www.filmwerkstatt.com/danceweb.html

Documentary (45 min)
Language: English, French, German
Director: Barbara Weissenbeck
Writer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Austria

The documentary begins in China and portrays the daily lives of some of the musicians from a traditional Chinese orchestra. Subsequently, the camera team accompanies the orchestra on a three-week tour of Europe.

ASTERIX IS BACK

Documentary series (8 x 52 min or 8 x 30 min.)
Language: english, french, german
Director: Barbara Weissenbeck
Writer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Delivery Status: In Development

Asterix and his friends are the famous comic figures leading through the worlds largest contemporary dance festival taking place in Vienna every summer.

FIRST LOOK STUDIOS

www.firstlookstudios.com

Distributor: At MIPTV: Danny Dimbort (First Look Studios Co- Chairman) and Christian Mercier (President, International Sales and Distribution)
Acquisition Executive: Gary Hirsh (Executive Vice President of Acquisitions)
Office: Stand 07.20, Tel: 33.4.92.99.8029

STRAWS
Drama (105 Min)
Language: English
Director: Vin Diesel
Producer: Vin Diesel
Key Cast: Vin Diesel, Joey Dedio, Suzanna Lanza, Darnell Williams, F. Valentino Morales

Producer: Vin Diesel, John Sale, Geroge Zak
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1997, Country of Origin: USA

Strays is a coming of age story of a macho New York cruiser, Rick. Frustrated by the repetitious grind of one night stands and aimless hustling, Rick’s life changes when he meets Heather, a “girl next door.”

DEDICATION
Comedy/Romance (95 Min)
Language: English
Writer: David Bromberg
Key Cast: Billy Crudup, Mandy Moore, Tom Wilkinson
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
An irascible children’s book author loses his beloved illustrator Rudy and has to team with an anxious and untested replacement, with what starts out as an impossible situation becomes revelatory.

SMILEY FACE
Comedy (88 Min)
Language: English
Director: Gregg Araki
Writer: Dylan Haggerty
Producer: First Look Studios
Key Cast: Anna Faris, Adam Brody, John Krasinski, John Cho
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A actress/slacker goes on a series of misadventures, including an inadvertent heist, an escape from the cops and a tour of Los Angeles as she attempts to get the simple items on her “to do” list done.

AMERICAN CRIME
Drama (92 Min)
Language: English
Director: Tommy O’Haver
Writer: Tommy O’Haver, Irene Turner
Key Cast: Catherine Keener, James Franco, Ellen Page
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: USA
A seemingly ordinary housewife and the mother of seven, imprisons a beautiful teenager in the basement of her Indiana home.

A GUIDE TO RECOGNIZING YOUR SAINTS
Drama (95 Min)
Language: English
Director: Dito Montiel
Writer: Dito Montiel
Key Cast: Robert Downey, Jr., Rosario Dawson, Channing Tatum, Shia LaBeouf
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: USA

An honest, unflinching, modern-day “Mean Streets”, “A Guide to Recognizing Your Saints” is the brash, moving story of a young man finding his way through the minefield of his youth in a tough New York neighborhood.

FILMWERKSTATT
WIEN

Origin: Austria
Year of Production: 2008/09, Country of Origin: Austria
Delivery Status: Completed
Co-Production Partners: ORF, Filmwerkstatt Wien
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Writer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Director: Barbara Weissenbeck
Language: english, french, german.
HD documentary (52 min)

SINGING FOR LIVING–
THE VOICES OF SOUTH AFRICA
Origin: Austria
Year of Production: 2008/09, Country of Origin: Austria
Delivery Status: Completed
Co-Production Partners: ORF, Filmwerkstatt Wien
Producer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Writer: Barbara Weissenbeck
Director: Barbara Weissenbeck
Language: english, french, german.

FIRST LOOK STUDIOS
Origin: USA
Year of Production: 1997, Country of Origin: USA
Delivery Status: Completed
Co-Production Partners: First Look Studios Co- Chairman)
Producer/distributor: First Look Studios
Writer: Dito Montiel
Director: Dito Montiel
Language: english.

2008 EUROPEAN FILM AWARDS
EFA PRODUCTIONS

THE UNABRIDGED VERSION OF THIS PRODUCT GUIDE IS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT www.thebusinessoffilm.com
BOY AND THE DINOSAUR
www.foothillentertainment.com
CGI Animation (26 x 11’)
Language: English
Director: Jason Harding
Producer: Spaldh! Productions
Delivery Status: Pilot Available
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: United Kingdom
As a boy plays with a toy dinosaur in his bedroom one night he makes a wish on a shooting star. When he wakes in the morning the dinosaur he dreams of has followed him through time and space.

EDDY & THE BEAR
www.foothillentertainment.com
Animation Series (26 x 11’ or 1 x 30’)
Language: English
Director: Tony Collingwood
Writer: Tony Collingwood
Producer: Chris O’Hare
Key Cast: Robert Lindsay, Frances de la Tour, Rupert Gamage
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2001, Country of Origin: United Kingdom
Based on the much-loved characters created in Jez Alborough’s best-selling children’s books, Eddy & the Bear is the continuing story of a little boy’s first ever friendship - with a ten foot tall, talking bear!

PUPPY PLAYS
www.puppyplays.com
Live Action (13 x 25’)
Language: English
Director: Steve Waterman
Producer: MoviePlus
Key Cast: Puppies!
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: United States
Delightful adventures of learning and fun, where children will watch adorable puppies overcome challenges similar to the ones they face growing up - from sharing, to proper bedtime, to puppy love! All through the eyes of a puppy…

FREMANTLEMEDIA ENTERPRISES
FremantleMedia Enterprises, 1 Stephen Street, London W1T 1AL UK, Tel: 44.207.691.6000, Fax: 44.207.691.6060, www.fme.com, email: fidesales@fremantlemedia.com
At MIPTV: David Ellender (CEO), FME, Mark Gray (VP Programming), Paul Curd (Director, EMEA), Tony Markes (Director, FME), Anna Alvord (Director, FME), Joel Barlow (Director, FME), David Collins (Manager, FME), Chuck Isakson (Manager, FME), Catherine MacMillan (Manager, FME).

SURVIVING EVIL
www.goldnetasia.com
Drama – UK (6 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Writer: Brian Tse and Alice Mak
Producer: Brian Tse and Alice Mak
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Japan
When a British documentary crew lands a role in a sexually-charged murder TV series, one of the girls discovers an abandoned village with huts covered in blood.

MCDULL & MCMUG ANIMATION SERIES
MCDULL & MCMUG INC.
Animation TV Series
Language: Cantonese
Producer: Takashi Yamazaki
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Japan
This contemporary drama follows a group of performing arts students who’ve got a whole load of talent and a taste for Tequila.

FRIES FILM GROUP, INC.
Fries Film Group, Inc., 22817 Ventura Blvd, Suite 909, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 USA, Tel: 1.818.888.3052. Fax: 1.818.888.3042
Distributor: At MIPTV: Charles M. Fries (President), Adam Welles (VP of Worldwide Sales)
Office: 01.05
ALIEN AGENT
Action (2007)
Cast: Mark Dacascos, Billy Zane, Amelia Cooke
Status: Completed and Ready for Delivery
A lawman from another galaxy must stop an invading force from building a gateway to our world.

WELCOME TO HOLLYWOOD: TAKE 2
Comedy (2008)
Director: Tony Marks
Cast: Adam Rifkin, Norby Greenberry, Special Appearances by George Lucas, Tom Hanks, and Will Smith.
Status: Post Production
A mockumentary that shows you the REAL Hollywood. Filmmaker Alan Rifkin takes an unknown, wannabe Actor under his wing and aims to make him a star.

A MILLION COLOURS
Drama (2008)
Cast: Barry Pepper
Status: Pre-Production
In the early 1970’s, apartheid divided South Africa, a film was released that brought hope and light to a despairing nation. The two young stars, Muntu Ndebele and Norman Knox, would become friends just like their characters.

SURVIVING EVIL
Horror (2009)
Status: Pre-Production
When a British documentary crew arrives on an uncharted island in the Philippines, they discover an abandoned village, with huts covered in blood.
GRANADA INTERNATIONAL


Distributor

At MIPTV: Nadine Nohr (Managing Director), Tim Mutimer (Director of Sales), Emmanuelle Nameich (Director of Acquisitions and Co-productions), Paul Raven (Marketing Director)

Acquisition Executive: Emmanuelle Nameich (Director of Acquisitions and Co-productions)

Office: Tel: 33.4.92.99.88.27

BONEKICKERS

Drama (6 x 58 min)

Language: English

Director: Nick Hurran, Sarah O’Gorman, James Strong

Writer: Matthew Graham, AshleyPharaoh

Producer: Michele Buck, Damien Timmer

Co-production partners: Mammoth Screen/Monastic Productions for the BBC in association with Granada International

Key Cast: Julie Graham, Adrian Lester, Hugh Bonneville, Gugu-Mbatha Raw


Powerful secrets from the past are brought roaring into the 21st century in this thrilling new prime time series from the creators of Life On Mars

LOST IN AUSTIN

Drama (4 x 60 min)

Language: English

Director: Dan Zeff

Writer: Guy Andrews

Producer: Kate McKerrell

Co-production partners: Mammoth Screen for ITV1

Key Cast: Jemma Rooper, Alex Kingston, Hugh Bonneville, Lindsay Duncan, Gemma Arterton, Elliot Cowan


A thoroughly modern heroine threatens to ruin one of the world’s greatest literary love stories in this ingenious reworking of Jane Austen’s Pride And Prejudice.

DAUGHTER OF THE BRIDE

Hollywood TV Movie (1 x 90 min)

Language: English

Director: Leslie Hope

Writer: Scott Eastick

Producer: Tim Johnson

Co-production partners: Nomadic Pictures in association with BLT Productions Ltd and Granada America

Key Cast: Luke Perry, Helen Shaver, Joanna Garcia


Luke Perry (Beverley Hills 90210) stars in this family drama centred on a mother and daughter.

MATTERS OF LIFE AND DATING

Hollywood TV Movie (1 x 90 min)

Language: English

Director: Peter Wellington

Writer: Nina Colman

Producer: Barbara Lieberman, Salli Newman

Co-production partners: A Barbara Lieberman Films Production in association with Firebrand Productions and Granada America

Key Cast: Ricki Lake, Holly Robinson Peete, Rachael Harris

Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Ricki Lake (Hairspay) stars in this irreverent and poignant story about the search for Mr Right while living beyond breast cancer.

THE NEANDERTHAL CODE

Factual (2 x 50 min)

Language: English

Director: Tim Lambert

Writer: Tim Lambert

Producer: Tim Lambert

Co-production partners: Wall to Wall Media for National Geographic Channel and France 5


Award winning producers Wall To Wall (Who Do You Think You Are?) follow-up their acclaimed Neanderthal series with an evolutionary detective story, shot in High Definition.

STREET MONKEYS

Wildlife (5 x 50 min)

Language: English

Director: Harry Marshall

Producer: Andy Clare

Co-production partners: Icon Films for National Geographic International


Action and drama are around every street corner as this captivating series follows a troop of endearingly cheeky monkeys adapting their survival skills to South Africa’s concrete jungle.

OLD SKOOL WITH TERRY AND GITA

Factual (5 x 21 min)

Language: English

Director: Russell Jay

Producer: Gil Goldshein

Co-production partners: Bunim Murray Productions for VH1

Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Elderly Hollywood legend Terry Moore and her best friend and the world’s first superhero, 72-year-old Gita Hall explore the hottest topics in pop culture today from Porn to Hip Hop, Rehab and Gay Life.

THE PINKY & PERKY SHOW

Children’s (52 x 13 min)

Language: English

Director: Cyril Adam, Ray Merritt

Writer: Alan Gilkey

Producer: Ruth Fielding

Co-production partners: A Pinky and Perky Enterprises, Method Films and DQ Entertainment Limited co-production for CBBC and France 3


Pinky and Perky are a pair of lovable piglets who have just been given their own live TV show full of crazy stunts, wild games, anarchic cartoons and top celebrity guests.

GREENLIGHT TELEVISION

Greenlight Television, Tromode, Douglas, Isle of Man IM4 4QJ British Isles. Tel: 44.1624.611601. Fax: 44.1624.611602.

http://www.greenlighttv.com. email: mail@greenlighttv.co.uk

At MIPTV: Lauren Roberts (Business Development Manager), Kate Skinner (Sales)

Office: H4-35-19, Tel: 44.7624.453310

DRAYSON’S RACING DREAM

http://www.greenlighttv.com

Documentary (12 x 52min)

Language: English

Director: Robert Hurmand

Writer: Tiff Needell

Producer: Guy Hicks

Key Cast: Lord Paul Drayson


Lord Drayson resigned from the British Government, chasing his dream of racing at Le Mans. With only one eye, he’s excluded by the rules. Can he prove his ability by racing in America?

HBO

HBO, 1100 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 USA. Tel: 212.512.1000. Fax: 212.512.5908. http://www.hbo.com

At MIPTV: Charles Schreger (President Programming Sales), Jennifer Bowen (SVP International Distribution)

Office: R3V/08, Tel: 44.92.99.8945

GENERATION KILL

Drama (7 x 60 min)

Language: English

Director: Susanna White, Simon Cellan Jones

Writer: David Simon, Ed Burns, Evan Wright
MPTV PRODUCT GUIDE

Producer: David Simon, Ed Burns, Charles Patton, Anne Thomopoulos, Nina Noble, Andrea Calderwood
Key Cast: Alexander Skarsgard, James Marsden, Stark Sands, Jon Huertas, Lee Tergesen
Delivery Status: Post Production
From the creators of the critically acclaimed HBO series THE WIRE, this 7-part miniseries follows US Marines on the frontlines during the first 40 days of the current Iraq war.

TRUE BLOOD
Drama (12 x 60 min)
Language: English
Writer: Created by Alan Ball
Producer: Alan Ball, Carol Dum Trussell
Key Cast: Anna Paquin, Stephen Moyer, Ryan Kwanten, Rutina Wesley, Sam Trammell, Nelsan Ellis, Chris Bauer, Carrie Preston, William Sanderson
Delivery Status: In Production
Year of Production: 2008
This new drama series created by Alan Ball (HBOs SIX FEET UNDER), takes place in a world where vampires live in the open by feeding on synthetic blood

IN TREATMENT
Drama (18 x approx. 60 min)
Language: English
Director: Tom Hooper
Writer: Kirk Ellis, Michelle Ashford, based on the book by David McCullough
Producer: Paula Weinstein, Len Amato, Sydney Pollock, Jay Roach, Michael Morse Sarah Polley and Tom Wilkinson
Delivery Status: Completed

LIFE ON THE OTHER SIDE
Drama (8 x ? hour)
Language: English
Producer: Stephen P. Jarchow, Paul Colichman
Director: Sam Irvin
Key Cast: Chad Allen, Sebastian Spence, Sherry Miller
Delivery Status: Completed
Based on David McCullough's Pulitzer prize-winning biography and executive produced by Playtone's Tom Hanks and Gary Goetzman, JOHN ADAMS explores American history through one of its founding fathers.

IN TREATMENT
Drama (43 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Rodrigo Garcia
Producer: Rodrigo Garcia, Stephen Levinson, Hagi Levi, Mark Wahlberg, Noa Tishby, Sarah Lynn, Leonard Torgan
Key Cast: Gabriel Byrne, Melissa George, Blair Underwood, Mira Sorvino, Josh Charles, Embeth Davidz, Diane West, Michelle Forbes, Julia Campbell
Delivery Status: Completed
This half-hour drama stars Gabriel Byrne as a tactician but effective psychotherapist who isn't quite the level-headed source of wisdom his patients think he is.

RECOUNT
Drama
Language: English
Director: Jay Roach
Writer: Danny Strong
Producer: Paula Weinstein, Len Amato, Sydney Pollock, Jay Roach, Michael Hausman
Key Cast: Kevin Spacey, Ed Begley Jr., Laura Dern, John Hurt, Denis Leary, Bruce McGill and Tom Wilkinson
Delivery Status: Completed
Kevin Spacey heads the cast of this drama, which follows the Florida recount from Election Day in 2000 through the Supreme Court's ruling in favor of George W. Bush over Al Gore.

HERE! FILMS
www.regententertainment.com/herefilms.html
Producer and Distributor
At MIPTV: Meggan Kimberley (Co-Producer), Adam Wright (Co-Producer), Merve Berker (Executive Assistant)
Office: #34.24.05.23, Tel: 0310.949.99.206, Meggan Kimberley Mobile: 1.818.451.8298, Adam Wright Mobile: 1.818.331.9990, Merve Berker Mobile: 1.310.666.3038
ICELAND – A DONALD STRACHEY MYSTERY
Mystery/Thriller Feature (98 min)
Language: English
Director: Ron Oliver
Producer: Paul Colichman, Barry Krost
Cast: Chad Allen, Sebastian Spence, Sherry Miller
Delivery Status: Completed
When detective Donald Strachey's friend gets an anonymous $3 million donation to fund his public works program, someone ends up dead on his doorstep.

ON THE OTHER HAND DEATH – A TRUE BLOOD MYSTERY
Mystery/Thriller Feature (98 min)
Language: English
Director: Ron Oliver
Producer: Paul Colichman, Barry Krost
Cast: Chad Allen, Sebastian Spence, Sherry Miller
Delivery Status: Completed
When detective Donald Strachey's friend gets an anonymous $3 million donation to fund his public works program, someone ends up dead on his doorstep.

ICE BLUES – A DONALD STRACHEY MYSTERY
Mystery/Thriller Feature (98 min)
Language: English
Director: Ron Oliver
Producer: Paul Colichman, Barry Krost
Cast: Chad Allen, Sebastian Spence, Sherry Miller
Delivery Status: Completed
When detective Donald Strachey's friend gets an anonymous $3 million donation to fund his public works program, someone ends up dead on his doorstep.

THE LIE
Horror (6 x 7 hour)
Language: English
Producer: Fred Olten Ray
Director: Sam Irvin
Cast: Peter Stickles, David Moretti, Colton Ford, Dylan Vox
Delivery Status: Completed
From the producers of the hit series Dantes Cove comes The Lie, America's first gay vampire series.

DANTÉS COVE – THE SOLSTICE
Superior Thriller (5 x 1 hour)
Language: English
Director: Sam Irvin
Producer: Stephen P. Jarchow, Paul Colichman
Cast: Gregoria Michael, Charlie David, William Gregory Lee, Tracy Scoggins, Ashley Fink
Delivery Status: Completed
Dante's Cove, lauded by leading gay publication The Advocate as Best Soap Opera in 2006, follows a cast of mostly gay and lesbian characters who all live together in the sleepy beachside community of Dante's Cove.

THE DL CHRONICLES
Drama (4 x 7 hour)
Language: English
Director: Quincy LeNec, Deondray Gosssett
Producer: Quincy LeNec, Deondray Gosssett
Cast: Damien T. Raven
Delivery Status: Completed
The "DLChronicles" tells the stories of men of color who by consequence and by choice, live sexually duplicitous and secret lifestyles.

HOLLYWOOD CLASSICS
Hollywood Classics, Linton House, 109/1 Highgate Road, London NW5 1RS
UK: Tel: 44.20.7424.7280. Fax: 44.20.7428.8936.
http://www.hollywoodclassics.com, email: info@hollywoodclassics.com
AI MPTV. Ms. Melanie Tebb (Sales Coordinator), Mr. David Llewellyn-Jones (TV Sales Director), Ms. Petra Susmer (Sales Director - Germany), Mr. Steven Mackler (Acquisitions Consultant)
Office: H4.35, Tel: 44.774.774.3615
http://www.hollywoodclassics.com
Thriller (88 min)
Language: English
Director: Michael Winterbottom
Writer: Frank Cottrell Boyce
Key Cast: Amanda Plummer, Kathy Jameson, Saskia Reeves, Dess McNeer
Even when Eunice turns out to be a murderous naive Miriam believes she can save her friend.

LA MARIEE ETAIT EN NOIR (THE BRIDE WORE BLACK)
http://www.hollywoodclassics.com
Drama (107 min)
Language: French
Director: François Truffaut
Key Cast: Jeanne Moreau, Michel Bouquet, Jean-Claude Brialy, Charles Denner
Year of Production: 1968, Country of Origin: France/Italy
Drama about Moreau tracking down and killing the man who killed her husband on their wedding day. Truffaut's homage to Hitchcock includes music score by Bernard Herrmann.

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION (HGTV)
Home & Garden Television (HGTV), 9721 Sherrell Blvd., Knoxville, TN 37912, USA. Tel: 865.694.2700. Fax: 865.690.2253. www.hgtv.com, email: international@scripps
Producer/distributor
At MIPTV: Kristen Jordan (SVP, Int’l Development), Anna Alvord (Director, Int’l Development), Had Woolde (Director, Int’l Development), Larry Smith (Manager, Int’l Development)
Office: Stand #R33.03, Tel: 33.04.99.89.89

HGTV DESIGN STAR: NASHVILLE
Lifestyle, Home Design, Competition (8 x 60')
Language: English
Cast: Clive Pearse, Vern Yip
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Aspiring designers converge on Music City to compete in a gauntlet of design challenges to win their own HGTV series.

FIND YOUR STYLE
Lifestyle, Home Design (26 x 30')
Language: English
Cast: Karen McAlon
Delivery Status: completed
The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
THE CHILDREN MUSICIANS OF SAN JOSE
www.hsmedia-consult.de
Documentary (29 min)
Language: German
Director: Etienne Boussac
Producer: fuego-film
Cast: Eduardo Villegas, Berliner Symphoniker
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Germany
Musician Eduardo Villegas founded a music school in his native Venezuelan village of San José. Now 8 children musicians got a chance to tour in Germany.

Honeysuckle Weeks, Anthony Howell
Set during World War II and starring Michael Kitchen this gripping series is watched by over 10 million people per episode in the UK.

IT'S A BOY/GIRL THING
Romantic Comedy
Director: Nick Hurran
Writer: Geoff Deane
Producers: Steve Hamilton-Shaw, David Furnish, Martin Katz
Exe Producers: Elton John, Wendy Grean
Cast: Kevin Zegers, Samaire Armstrong, Sharon Osborne
From the director of LITTLE BLACK BOOK comes a fresh spin on the high school comedy in the vein of AMERICAN PIE and FREAKY FRIDAY.

ROMANCE & CIGARETTES
Musical/Black Comedy
Director: John Turturro
Writer: John Turturro
Producers: John Penotti, John Turturro
Exe Producers: Joel Coen, Ethan Cohn
Jana Edelbaum, Matthew Rowland, Nick Hill
Cast: James Gandolfini Susan Sarandon Kate Winslet , Steve Buscemi, Bobby Cannavale, Mandy Moore, Marie Louise Parker, Aida Turturro, Christopher Walken
Status: Completed
Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned, as Nick Murder has just discovered. His wife has uncovered his steamy affair with the sultry seductress Tula, and the ferocity of her anger is an eye popping surprise.

THE LAST TRIMATE
Documentary
Director: Stephen Van Mil
Producer: Film Futures
Narrated by Mel Gibson, The Last Trimate is a compelling account of the work of Birute Mary Galdikas, who, alongside Jane Goodall and Diana Fossey, is one of the three formidable women who have dedicated their lives to the great apes of the world.

CARRIER
Documentary (10 x 60 min in High Definition)
Director: Marco Chermayeff
Executive Prod: Mel Gibson, Bruce Davey, Nancy Cotton, Mitchell Block, Marco Chermayeff
Producer: Icon Productions
Icon Entertainment International are proud to present CARRIER, a gripping and insightful account of the daily lives of ordinary people expected to achieve extraordinary things in the war against terror, abroad the USA’s largest warship.

FOYLE’S WAR
Murder Mystery (19 x 97 min)
Director: Jeremy Silbertson, Giles Foster, David Thacker
Writer/Creator: Anthony Horowitz
Producer: Jill Green, Simon Passmore
Cast: Michael Kitchen (Proof of Life), Edward Fox (The Day Of The Jackal),
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21 EYES  
http://www.imfilm.com/titles/21eyes1.htm

MYSTERY (88 min)
Language: English
Director: Lee Bonner
Writer: Lee Bonner & Sean Paul Murphy
Producer: David H. Butler
Key Cast: Fisher Stevens, Michael Buscemi, Rebecca Mader, Nestor Serrano & Chance Kelly
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: USA
21 Hidden Cameras. 3 Dead Gunmen. 1 Inside Man. 6 Suspects. Can You Solve It?

LEFT FOR DEAD  
http://www.imfilm.com/titles/leftfordead1.htm

Action (89 min)
Language: English
Director: Russ Meyer
Writer: Adrian Foiadelli
Producer: Phil Hobden
Key Cast: Glenn Salvage, Andy Prior, Adam Chapman, Adrian Foiadelli, Vicky Vila
Delivery Status: Completed
After working for Kincaid for two years, Williams tries to leave but is double crossed and is Left For Dead.

MALCOLM  
http://www.imfilm.com/titles/malcolm1.htm

Children / Comedy (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Nadia Tass
Writer: David Parker
Producer: David Parker, Nadia Tass
Key Cast: Colin Friels, Lindy Davies, Harvey Keitel, Stephanie D'Abruzzo, Jeremy Kipp Walker
Language: English
Director: Howard Himelstein (Power of Attorney)
Writer: Howard Himelstein (Power of Attorney, A Good Woman)
Producer: Paul Parmar (Before the Devil Knows You're Dead), Michael Cerenzie (Deuces Wild, Before the Devil Knows You're Dead)
Key Cast: Academy Award nominee Al Pacino (Michael Corleone)
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Australia
An American man who falls in love with a Moroccan woman realizes their romance could cost them both their lives.

IM GLOBAL TELEVISION/IM GLOBAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT
IM Global Television/IM Global Home Entertainment, 9242 Beverly Blvd., Ste. 201, Beverly Hills, C.A., 90210, USA.
Tel: 1.310.777.3590. Fax: 310.550.3896. www.imglobaltv.com, email: info@imglobalfilm.com
Sales Agent/Distributor At MIPTV: Gavin Reardon (President IM Global Television), Mark Austin (Director, Distribution), Catherine Quantschnigg (Vice President, Sales and Distribution)
Acquisition Executive: Gavin Reardon, Catherine Quantschnigg
Office: R.28.04, Tel: 33.4.92.99.8882, Fax: 33.21.657.5314

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY  
http://paranormalactivity-movie.com/patreailer.html

Supernatural Thriller (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Oren Peli
Producer: Jason Blum (Griffin & Phoenix) and Steven Schneider (White Noise 2: The Light)
Key Cast: Katie Featherston (Mutation) and Micah Sloat
Delivery Status: Completed
This frightening supernatural shockumentary portrays a carefree couple who become haunted by an unseen presence in their house.

THE PASSAGE  
http://www.thepassagefilm.com/

Drama/Thriller (96 min)
Language: English
Director: Mark Heller
Writer: Neil Jackson
Key Cast: Stephen Dorff (Blade, World Trade Center), Neil Jackson (Alexander), Sarah Givaty (C.S.I.)
Delivery Status: Completed
An American man who falls in love with a Moroccan woman realizes their romance could cost them both their lives.

IMAGESWORKS ENTERTAINMENT INT’L  
www.imagesworks.com

ENTERTAINMENT INT’L

United States of America.
Tel: 011.1.818.349.5777.
Fax: 011.1.818.349.6777.
www.imageworksentertainment.com
Producer, distributor
At MIPTV: David Shoshan (President)
Acquisition Executive: Ingrid Raines
Office: 0102, Tel: Cell. 33(0)6.86.83.4646, 33(0)94.92.88.2807

LANGUAGE OF THE ENEMY  
Drama/Family (90min)
Language: English
Director: Mitch Davis
Writer: Mitch Davis
Producer: Jim Abrams
Co-production partners: Albric La'Aulipoter, Mitch Davis
Key Cast: Eion Bailey, F. Murray Abraham, Linda Hardy, Tovald Feldshuh
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
An American Jew visiting Israel to bury his father takes on a secret service job but finds himself behind enemy lines with a Palestinian beauty.

THE DESCENDANT  
88min
Language: English
Director: Phillippe Spurrell
Writer: Phillippe Spurrell, Joel Miller
Producer: Philip Spurrell
Key Cast: Rob Diloreto, LLona Garcen, Tadhg MacMahon, Jim Reid, Rose Ryan
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Canada
A man visits an old family home and discovers horrifying secrets that rattles the entire town.

BLACK CLOUD  
Drama (97min)
Language: English
Director: Rick Schroder
Writer: Rick Schroder
Producer: Karen Benninati
Key Cast: Eddie Spears, Russell Means, Julia Jones, Tim McGraw, Rick Schroder
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: USA
A Native American boxer fights for a spot on the US Olympic team while struggling to come to terms with his heritage.

THE THIRD NAIL  
www.thethirdnail.com
Crime/Drama (88min)
Language: English
Director: Scott McKinsey
Writer: Paul Davidson
Producer: Paul Davidson
Key Cast: Brian Presley, Kiko Ellsworth, Anna Maria Horsford, Lee Garlington
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A young man is set free after DNA evidence proves that he didn’t kill two kids. But when a prison gang is implicated in his own daughter’s murder, he struggles with revenge and redemption.

GUARDING EDDY  
Drama (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Scott McKinsey
Writer: Paul Davidson
Producer: Paul Davidson
Key Cast: Brian Presley, Kiko Ellsworth, Anna Maria Horsford, Lee Garlington
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: USA
A developmentally handicapped young man comes to L.A. to pursue his dream of playing professional basketball for the Clippers.

TRUCE  
Western/Drama (95min)
Language: English
Director: Mathew Marconi
Writer: Mathew Marconi
Producer: Keri Bruno
Co-production partners: Mathew Marconi
Key Cast: Buck Taylor, Samantha Droke, Micheala Lange
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005, Country of Origin: USA
Set in the backdrop of the west, a man struggles to hold on to his ranch and raise a granddaughter he never knew.
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Brilliant lawyer’s team.

**LEY** is an innovative comedy about the everyday life of an ambitious and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE JOURNEY OF JESUS (IL VIAGGIO DI GESU’)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE MIRROR (EL ESPEJO)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Spanish w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE JOURNEY OF JESUS (IL VIAGGIO DI GESU’)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE JOURNEY OF JESUS (IL VIAGGIO DI GESU’)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE JOURNEY OF JESUS (IL VIAGGIO DI GESU’)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.

**THE JOURNEY OF JESUS (IL VIAGGIO DI GESU’)**

Documentary (85 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Sergio Basso
Producer: Rai Cinema - Fidia Film

**REBECCA (REBECCA THE FIRST WIFE)**

Thriller (2 x 100 min)
Language: Italian w/ English Subtitles
Director: Riccardo Milani
Producer: Titanus - Rai

**BUTIFUL COUNTRY**

Documentary (72 min)
Language: Italian W/ English Subtitles
Director: Esmeralda Calabria, Andrea D’Ambrosio, Peppe Ruggiero
Producer: Lumiere

**THE INTERVIEW – CINEMAVault RELEASING INTERNATIONAL INC.**

Deliveries Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Italy - Brazil
Brazilian film, a bubbly and passionate 18-year-old girl, who dreams to leave the small town where she lives.
**KEYSTONE ENTERTAINMENT**

Keystone Entertainment, 3RD Floor, 2339 Columbia St Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 3V3 Canada. Tel: 1.604.873.9739. Fax: 1.604.873.5919. www.keypics.com, email: film@keypics.com

Producer, Distributor

At MIPTV: Nolan Pielak (VP Worldwide Sales)

Acquisition Executive: Nolan Pielak (VP Worldwide Sales)

Office: BFTA Booth, Tel: 1.778.829.8424

ANNIE THE MAGICAL NANNY

Autoren, BR/arte, WDR

Co-Production Partners: Filmverlag der Autoren, (Director TV Sales GSE), Anne Kerstan (Buyer), Barbara Knabe Rainer Koelmel (Buyer), Dr. Michael Tauchnitz-Str. 10, Leipzig 04107 GMBH

Fax: 0049.341.355.96.419. email: filmverlag@kinowelt.de

Director: Anna McRoberts

Writer: Anna McRoberts

Co-production partners: Keystone Entertainment, Western Post Productions

Delivery Status: Preproduction

Budget: USD $5 Mill

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada

**ANNIE THE MAGICAL NANNY**

At MIPTV: Nolan Pielak (VP Worldwide Sales)

Sales)

Office: IFTA Booth, Tel: 1.778.829.8424 www.keypics.com

**ANNIE THE MAGICAL NANNY**

Director: Anna McRoberts

Language: English

Family (90min)

www.keypics.com

**ANNIE THE MAGICAL NANNY**

Key Cast: Daniel Asher, Matthew Black, Sam Hennings, Brenda Roth), an eighteen year old boy who comes to UC Berkeley in 1968 to study accounting and to avoid the draft.

**WORK AND THE FLORO TRILOGY**

Romance/Drama (110 min)

Language: English

**M I P T V P R O D U C T G U I D E**

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
LAKESHORE ENTERTAINMENT
Lakeshore Entertainment, 9288 W Third St., Beverly Hills, CA 90210 USA. Tel: 310.867.8000. Fax: 310.300.3015. http://www.lakeshoreentertainment.com, email: sales@lakeshoreentertainment.com
At MIPTV: Elisabeth Costa de Beaucerge Rosé (Senior Vice President), Jonathan Deckter (Senior Vice President)
Office: 07.08.09.07, Tel: 04.92.99.83.01
CAB'S ELECTRIC SMOKING STRIPTEASE SERIES: VEGAS STRIP AND IN THE BEDROOM http://aerobicsmoking.com/fitness/ Special Interest (30 & 75 min)
Language: English
Key Cast: Hosted by Carmen Electra
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Strip your way into fitness! Get strong and feel sexy with the wildly popular and sensual workout sensation that combines fat-burning exercises with the hottest moves from exotic dance.

AMAZING GRACE
Drama (111 min)
Language: English
Director: Michael Apted
Writer: Steven Knight
Producer: Edward Pressman, Terrence Malick, Patricia Heaton, David Hunt, Ken Wales
Key Cast: Joan Gruffudd, Romola Garai, Ciaran Hinds, Rafu Sewell, Youssou N’Dour with Michael Gambon and Albert Finney
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: United Kingdom
In the late 18th Century, a young British politician’s life is changed forever after a chance meeting with an ex-slave convinces him to launch a nationwide movement to abolish slavery.

LATO SENSU PRODUCTIONS
LATO SENSU Productions, 5 rue des nouvelles écoles 69290 Grézieu la Varenne - 4 rue des Capucines 05000 Gap. Tel: 33 478 446 235. Fax: 33 478 446 235. www.latosensu.tv, email: contact@latosensu.tv
Producer
At MIPTV: Muriel BARRA (producer) Office: Région PACA, Tel: 33 663 939 759
CHANGEMAKERS, ACT FOR THE PLANET
Documentary series (10x52’00)
Language: english, french
Director: Sylvain BRAUN
Writer: Sylvain BRAUN
Producer: Muriel BARRA
Co-production partners: Vie Pelletier Productions (Québec)
Delivery Status: Preproduction
Budget: 2.300.000 $ Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: France
A travel through tales and legends from the Alps. A cultural collection inspired by different directors from each country. LOST SOLDIERS Documentary (1x52’00)
Language: french, german, english
Director: Sylvain BRAUN
Writer: Nicolas BIDEAU
Producer: Muriel BARRA
Delivery Status: In Development
Budget: 450.000 $ Year of Production: 2008-2009, Country of Origin: France
A travel through tales and legends from the Alps. A cultural collection inspired by different directors from each country.

LIFESIZE ENTERTAINMENT
Lifetize Entertainment, 194 Elmwood Dr., Suite 2, Parsippany, NJ 07054 USA. Tel: 1 973 884 4884. Fax: 1 973 428 9550. http://www.lifetizeentertainment.com, info@lifetizeentertainment.com At MIPTV: Bruce Frigeri (President), Marc Hughes (Sales & Acquisitions Manager) Office: 96.27
FEAR HOUSE http://www.myspace.com/fearhouse Horror (85’)
Language: English
Director: Mike Morris
Writer: Mike Morris
Co-Production Partners: Lifesize Entertainment Producer Jim McNally, Bruce Frigeri
Key Cast: Alec Jones, Matthew Stiller, Olivia Price, Matthew Montgomery, Meridith Barnett, Kiersten Hall
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Follows the lives of six different big money winners to enable audiences to see in detail just how dramatically life-changing the experience can be for the average person.

LIGHTWORKS PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
Lightworks Program Distribution incorporating Sandra Carter Global, 2 Rector Street, 18th floor, New York, NY 10006 USA. Tel: 212.485.8500. Fax: 212.485.8521. www.lightworksdistribution.com, email: sales@lightworksdistribution.com
At MIPTV: David Dreiling (President and CEO Lightworks Enterprises, Inc.), John Cuddy (President and Managing Director), Sandra Carter (Executive Vice President New Business Development), Barbara Ann Toffolo (Marketing Director), Daniella Kilim (Director of Sales – Europe), Jamie Gao (Director of Sales - Asia)
Office: R29.17
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE Docudrama/HD (1 x 60’)
Prepare to be moved by an international heroine they thought you knew.
AIRSHOW EXTREME Entertainment/HD (1 x 60’)
An hour is how long program shot in HD featuring heart pounding, death-defying aerobatics that highlight all types of air show aircraft – many rarely seen in such detail.
RADIO PIRATES Documentary/HD (1 x 60’)
This documentary of rock-n-roll history highlights “Swinging Radio England” one of the original offshore pirate radio stations in the UK during the mid 60’s.

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thебusinessoffilm.com
RED CARPET REPORTER
Entertainment (Episode 52 x 30’ - Vignette: 152 x 80’)
Celebrity gossip, Star fashion, Hollywood updates, glamour…The show’s several sections cover every exciting red carpet detail: Star Glitter: Diamonds are a star’s best friend. HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
Episode Weekly x 30’, Vignette: 152 x 80’) Become an entertainment insider with these informative vignettes, straight from The Hollywood Reporter. See interviews with the top stars, go on the sets of new blockbuster films, and walk the red carpets at all of the gala premieres.

MAINLINE RELEASING/LIGHTNING ENTERTAINMENT
Mainline Releasing/Lightning Entertainment, 301 Arizona Avenue, Suite 400, Santa Monica, CA 90401 USA. Tel.: 310.255.7999. Fax: 310.255.7298. http://www.lightning-ent.com, email: info@lightning-ent.com
At MIPTV: Mathilde Aupetit (Director, International Sales), Sonia Mehandjiyska (Director, International Sales), Marc Goglio (President), Ken Boenish (President)
Office: R30.31, Tel.: 33(0)4.92.99.8847, Mathilde Aupetit cell: 310.266.9987

DIARY OF A SERIAL KILLER HORROR
Language: English
Director: Andy Hurst
Producer: Ralph Portillo, Jamie Elliott
Key Cast: Chloe Snyder, Mark Hengst, Andreas Beckett
Delivery Status: Post Production Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Tormented by the serial killer who took her Mother’s life, Journalist Laura Nelson investigates the only clue he ever leaves behind at his crime scenes; his diary pages.

KEMPER, THE CO-ED KILLER HORROR
Language: English
Director: Rick Bitzelberger
Writer: Jack Perez
Producer: Jamie Elliott
Key Cast: Robert Sichko, Christopher Stapleton Patricia Place
Delivery Status: Post Production Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
An ordinary man leading a routine life, no one is more surprised by the fact that Ed Kemper is responsible for the gruesome murders than his friend Detective Tom Harris.

HATED ECHOES Thriller (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Harry Bromley-Davenport
Writer: Rachel Calendar
Producer: Mike Snyder
Key Cast: Sean Young, David Starzyk, M. Emmet Walsh, Felix Williamson, Barbara Bain, Julius Landau
Delivery Status: Post Production Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Suffering the loss of their children at the hands of a killer devastes Guy and Laura Dykstra. To start a new life, the couple moves into a home in desperate need of repair, hoping the project will help them heal.

ANAMORPH Thriller (103 min)
Language: English
Director: H. S. Miller
Writer: H. S. Miller, Tom Phelan
Producer: Marissa McMahon
Key Cast: Willem Dafoe, Scott Speedman, Peter Stormare, Clea Duvall
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Detective Stan Aubray is brought back into investigative work to solve a series of murders similar in style to those of a serial killer he thought he put away 5 years earlier.

BLACK IRISH Drama (95 min)
Language: English
Director: Brad Gann
Producer: J. Todd Harris
Key Cast: Brendan Gleeson, Michael Angarano, Tom Guiry, Melissa Leo, Emily VanCamp, Michale Rispoli
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Sixteen-year-old Cole McKay’s struggle in the Kraton Palace. Unveils the secrets of the Kraton Palace and goes arrived at and how does one drink it. SECRETS OF THE PALACE
Language: english & english sub-titles
Director: Hee Yah Ong
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Singapore
This documentary looks at how tea is being consumed in China-how its quality is determined; how its varieties are arrived at and how does one drink it. SECRETS OF THE PALACE
Language: english & english sub-titles
Director: Hee Yah Ong
Producer: Caldecott Productions
Delivery Status: Completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Singapore
The Kraton Palace of Jogjrta. Unveils the secrets of the Kraton Palace and goes deep into the secrets of their philosophy of life which is symbolically represented in the Kraton Palace.
THE THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR 2
Action/Drama
Language: English
Producer: Pierce Brosnan and Beau St. Clair
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Year of Production: 2008
The next installment of the Thomas Crown franchise will be directed by Paul Verhoeven and will sweep across Europe and the Middle East as Crown becomes entangled in a centuries old feud and must decide how much he's truly willing to risk for love.

THE PINK PANTHER 2
Comedy
Language: English
Director: Harald Zwart
Key Cast: Steve Martin, Jean Reno, Emily Mortimer, John Cleese, Andy Garcia, Alfred Molina, Aishwarya Rai, Molly Sims
Delivery Status: Post Production
Steve Martin reprises his roles as the famed, bumbling Inspector Clouseau, and Jean Reno and Emily Mortimer re-team with Martin as Ponton and Nicole in the sequel.

AMERICAN GLADIATORS
Reality Television (60 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: MGM, Reveille and Flon-Jon Films
Key Cast: Hulk Hogan, Laila Ali
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Everyday amateur athletes — weekend warriors who take pride in their physical fitness while also making a difference in their communities, go up against the show’s gladiators.

PICTURE THIS
Teen Comedy
Language: English
Director: Stephen Herek
Key Cast: Ashley Tisdale
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
“Picture This” tells the comedic misadventures of Mandy (played by Tisdale), an ordinary high school girl who suddenly finds herself the object of affection of the most popular boy in school.

STAR GATE ATLANTIS
http://www.stargate.mgm.com
Sci Fi (60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
When a secret base abandoned by the Ancients — the original builders of the Stargates — is found buried in the ice of Antarctica, the “StarGate Atlantists” team is recruited for the most daring StarGate mission yet: a one-way expedition to the distant Pegasus galaxy.

LAS VEGAS
Drama (60 min)
Key Cast: Josh Duhamel, James Lesure, Vanessa Marcil, Tom Selleck, Molly Sims
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
This sexy staff of one of Las Vegas’ most extravagant casinos manages the improbable actions of its guests, struggling to balance the glamour of their jobs with the temptations of their personal lives.

AMERICAN GLADIATORS
Original Version
http://www.americangladiators.com
Reality Television (60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
The original American Gladiators is TV’s ultimate arena of strength and strategy. American Gladiators is the high-energy, high impact special event action series that launched in TV in the 90’s (’89-’96).

CUTTING EDGE 3: CHASING THE DREAM
Drama
Language: English
Director: Stuart Gillard
Writer: David Jansen
Key Cast: Matt Lanter, Francia Raisa
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
“Cutting Edge 3” tells the story of the young and beautiful Jackie who attempts to compete at her sport’s highest level, while battling various enemies who try to thwart her efforts to make it to the top.

MONSTER DISTRIBUTES
Monster Distributes, The Monster Mews, Rear 51 Merrion Square, Dublin 2, Ireland. Tel: 00.353.1.6149454, Fax: 00.353.1.6149455.

http://www.monsterdistributes.com

email: andrew@monsterdistributes.com

At MIPTV: Andrew Fitzgerald (CEO), Deirdre Barry (V. P. of Sales and Acquisitions), Laura Kilpatrick (Sales Executive)
Office: 04.23, Cell: 00355.861.918.835
LIFEBOAT LUIKE
http://www.monsterdistributes.com/animation

Animation (52 x 5 min)
Language: English
Producer: Alastair McIlwain
Co-Production Partners: LTL Productions and Kavalear Producer: Richard Mores
Delivery Status: In Production

GAZOOON
http://www.gazoon.com
Kids Animation (30 episodes x 3.5 min)
Director: Romain Villemaire and Laurence Trouvé
Co-Production Partners: Sparking Animation Studios and TF1 France Producer: Rafael Curula
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
From Spark Animation Studios in co-production with TF1 France, Gazoon is a delightful 3-D animated series.
**MOONSTONE ENTERTAINMENT**

Moonstone Entertainment, P.O. Box 7400, Studio City, CA 91614 USA. Tel: 1.818.985.3005. Fax: 1.818.985.3099. Website: moonstonefilms.com

At MIPTV: Mr. Ernst “Etchie” Stroh, Ms. Yael Stroh.

**37x27**

Email: multimediabank@mmb.pl

Office: 03.23, Tel: (0)4.92.88.24.

**ROCK 'N' ROLL NANNY**

Comedy Feature

Director: Dana Lustig
Writer: Dana Lustig
Principal Cast: TBD

Producers: Dana Lustig, Etchie Stroh
Status: Pre-Production

The story of a has-been rocker who ends up as the nanny in the home of one of his ex-girlfriends.

**METAMORPHOSIS**

Horror / Thriller Feature

Director: Jeno Hodi
Writer: Tibor Fonyodi, Jeno Hodi, Allan Katz
Producers: Jeno Habermann, Adam Poliowski, Jeno Hodi
Principal Cast: Christopher Lambert
Status: Completed

**DIAMOND DOGS**

Action Feature

Director: Shimon Dotan
Writer: Leopold St-Pierre
Producers: Etchic Stroh, Shimon Dotan, Louis Liu, Barry Glasser
Principal Cast: Dolph Lundgren

Status: Completed

**FACTORY GIRL**

Drama (100 min)

Director: Dario Argento
Key Cast: Sienna Miller, Guy Pearce, Colin Firth, Mike Wells

Language: English

Country of Origin: Italy

Year of Production: 2006

Delivery Status: Completed

**FIVE DAYS ON PLANET EARTH**

Science Documentary (1 x 52 min)

Language: English

Producer: Ron Bowman, NGT
Co-production partners: NGC, NGCI, ZDF, Channel 4
Delivery Status: Completed

**SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 90 or 1 x 52 min)

Language: English

Producer: Hatchling Productions, Films of Record & Freshwater Productions
Co-production partners: CBC, ABC Australia & BBC
Delivery Status: Completed

**THE BURNING SEASON**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 90 or 1 x 55 min)

Language: English

Producer: Hatchling Productions, Films of Record & Freshwater Productions
Co-production partners: BBC, ABC Australia & BBC
Delivery Status: Completed

**Heaven**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 30 min)

Language: English

Producer: Sea Studios Foundation for the Future
Director: Fred Durst

**THE MIRACLE OF BERLIN**

ZDF ENTERPRISES

Delivery Status: Completed

The hugely popular Canadian TV cult hit successfully made the transition to the big screen with box office breaking results in Canada.

**NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL**

National Geographic Television International, Shepherds Building East, Richmond Way, London W14 6DG, UK. Tel: 44.20.7751.7555. Fax: 44.20.7751.7556. www.natgeotv-int.com, e-mail: info@natgeotv-int.com

Distributor

At MIPTV: Maurice van Sabben (President), Edwina Thring (Head of Acquisitions & Co-Productions), Anna Fuge (Head of Sales ), Karen Vermeulen (Head of Kids’ Sales), Michelle Waldron (VP Marketing & Communications)

office: At MIPTV: 829.41. Tel: 33.(0).4.9299.8862, Fax: 33.(0).4.9299.8862

**DINO AUTOPSY**

Science Documentary (1 x 52 min)

**SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 90 or 1 x 52 min)

Language: English

Producer: Ron Bowman, NGT
Co-production partners: NGC, NGCI, ZDF, Channel 4
Delivery Status: Completed

**SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 90 or 1 x 55 min)

Language: English

Producer: Hatchling Productions, Films of Record & Freshwater Productions
Co-production partners: CBC, ABC Australia & BBC
Delivery Status: Completed

**THE BURNING SEASON**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 90 or 1 x 55 min)

Language: English

Producer: Hatchling Productions, Films of Record & Freshwater Productions
Co-production partners: BBC, ABC Australia & BBC
Delivery Status: Completed

**Heaven**

Environment/Green Documentary (1 x 30 min)

Language: English

Producer: Sea Studios Foundation for the NGT
Co-production partners: PBS & NGCI

**MUSES PRODUCTIONS**

Muses Productions, 2 av de Bellevue, Cannes 06 04600 France. Tel: 0033(0)4.92.58.07.01. Fax: 0033(0)4.92.38.08.01. http://www.muses-productions.com, email: museupro@orange.fr

At MIPTV: Ariane Maman (Director)
Office: Market Place stand, Tel: 0033(0)6.08.92.39.61, Fax: 0033(0)4.92.38.08.01

**PASSPORT GOURMET**

http://209.62.5.130/passport_testing/passport trial_2.htm

style short programs 200 x ( 5 min)

Language: french and english

Director: Ariane Maman
Writer: Ariane Maman

Co-Production Partners: CARE Producer: Muses Productions
Delivery Status: Pre-Production
Budget: 800 000
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: France
Passport Gourmet is a TV show with more than 200 best chefs of the world but it is also a complete humanitarian project with CARE.

**BRUNO'S CHOICE**

http://www.muses-productions/ HD lifestyle and gastronomy series (26 x 26 min)

Language: French and english

Director: Ariane Maman
Writer: Ariane Maman

Co-Production Partners: TV5 Producer: Muses Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
A touristic ballade through France and Europe following Bruno, chef of Provence, 1 star Michelin, Kin of truffles.

**MYRIAD PICTURES**

Myriad Pictures, 3515 Main Street, Suite 400, Santa Monica, CA 90403 USA. Tel: 1.310.279.4001. Fax: 1.310.279.4001. http://www.myriadpictures.com

At MIPTV: Elias Axume (VP Distribution and Operations), Lisa Guberter (Director of Sales)
Office: IFTA Stand # 01.02 - The Palais in Cannes, Tel: 1.310.309.0618

**FACTORY GIRL**

Drama (90 min)

Language: English

Director: George Hickenlooper
Key Cast: Sienna Miller, Guy Pearce, Hayden Christensen
Delivery Status: Completed
The story of legendary Edie Sedgwick, the breathtakingly beautiful muse to artist Andy Warhol and original “it” girls, in her glittering rise to fame as part of the Factory - NY City's decadent center of fashion, art and celebrity.

**THE MOTHER OF TEARS**

Horror (90 min)

Director: Dario Argento
Key Cast: Asia Argento, Udo Kier
Delivery Status: Completed
When a young art student opens an ancient urn and unwittingly releases the demonic forces of the worlds’ most powerful witch, she discovers to her horror that she is the only one who can stop the mayhem.

**THE EDUCATION OF CHARLIE BANKS**

Drama (100 min)

Director: Fred Durst
Key Cast: Jesse Eisenberg, Jason Ritter, Eva Amurri
Delivery Status: Completed
A young college student must face his worst fears when a bully from his past shows up on his university campus.

**ALL HAT**

Romantic Caper (89 min)

Director: Jennifer Peck
Key Cast: Freddie Prinze Jr., Taryn Manning, Robert Forster
Delivery Status: Completed
A straight-as-an-arrow ad man and a free-spirited young woman are oddly attracted to one another until he discovers that she is hiding a few secrets he’s not sure how to deal with.

**MAD MATTER**

Drama (90 min)

Director: Chen Shi-Zheng
Key Cast: Meryl Streep, Aiden Quinn, Liu Ye
Delivery Status: Completed
A brilliant Chinese student studying the origins of the universe in an American university becomes derailed when cultural differences and politics interfere with his ability to accomplish his ambitions, leading to tragedy.

**PARTITION**

Romantic Drama (116 min)

Director: Vic Sarin
Key Cast: Jimi Mistry, Kristin Kreuk, Neve Campbell
Delivery Status: Completed
A Romeo and Juliet story set against the backdrop of the tumultuous partition of India and Pakistan.

**TRAILER PARK BOYS: THE MOVIE**

Comedy (95 min)

Director: Mike Clattenburg
Key Cast: John Paul Tremblay, Robb Wells, Mike Smith

Delivery Status: Completed
The hugely popular Canadian TV cult hit successfully made the transition to the big screen with box office breaking results in Canada.
A investigation into how bizarre changes around the globe are linking back in to the fate of our oceans.

**THE FINAL REPORT 2**
History Documentary (8 x 47 min)
Language: English
Producer: Towers Productions
Delivery Status: Delivered
Year of Production: 2007-08, Country of Origin: US
An exceptional strand of programming that deconstructs some of the most high-profile and iconic events of recent time – including the Oklahoma City Bombing, the Exxon Valdrez and The Battle for Fallujah.

**SEED HUNTER**
Environment-Green (1 x 55 min)
Language: English
Producer: 360 Degree Films
Co-production partners: WGBH/Novia
Delivery Status: Delivering Spring 08
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Australia
We follow the Indiana Jones of agriculture as he looks at how mankind’s future food supply will depend on strengthening the genetic base of our crops, following changes bought about by climate change.

**EDEN AT THE END OF THE WORLD**
Natural History Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Producer: Doug Bertran, NGT
Co-production partners: PBS
Delivery Status: Delivered
A journey to Patagonia, where a dramatic new venture in wildlife conservation could set a precedent for habitat preservation all over the world. **ARE WE THERE YET? WORLD ADVENTURE?**
Kids Live-action (26 x 21 or 78 x 7)
Language: English
Producer: J.J. Johnson
Co-production partners: Sinking Ship Entertainment & National Geographic Kids Entertainment
Delivery Status: Delivering
A live-action, global adventure series, hosted by kids, celebrating familiar childhood themes and experiences in unfamiliar locations. For kids aged 4-7.

**MAMA MIRABELLE’S HOME MOVIES**
Kids (26 x 22 or 52 x 11)
Language: English
Producer: Co-production partners: National Geographic Kids’ Entertainment, CBeebies and King Rollo Films
Delivery Status: Delivering
A pre-school series celebrating the comedy, drama and wisdom of the animal kingdom through animation and remarkable clips from the National Geographic and BBC archives.

**HUMPCAKS: FROM FIRE TO ICE**
Natural History Documentary (1 x 52)
Language: English
Producer: Ross Isaacs, YNR
Marketing/Ocean Planet Images
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Australia
A gorgeous film following a humpback mother and calf as they journey from Hawaii to Alaska and back again.
**SPECIAL FORCES**
Documentary/Dramatic Reenactment (4 x 60 min)
As nations face a global plague of coups, assassinations and hostage scenarios, a new breed of warrior has emerged, the commando.

**NAVI SEALS: THE UNTOLD STORIES**
Docu-Drama (7 x 60 min)
Based on first-person accounts, this extraordinary mini-series captures the danger and emotion of seven actual, classified SEAL missions.

**NEW FILMS INTERNATIONAL**
New Films International, 14320 Ventura Blvd. 8169 Sherman Oaks California, Los Angeles, USA. Tel: 1.818.501.27.20. Fax: 1.818.501.27.80.
www.newfilmsintl.com
Film Distribution and Production Company
At MIPTV. Nesim Hason (President), Radu Nicolau (President, New Films Romania), Rita Baghdadi (Manager of Development and Operations).
Office: IFTA Stand #01.02 (Palais des Festivals), Tel: 04.92.88.8207

**THE ALPHABET KILLER**
www.alphabetkiller.com
Thriller (100 min)
Language: English
Director: Rob Schmidt
Writer: Tom Malloy
Producer: Aimee Schoof, Isen Robbins, Tom Malloy
Co-production Partners: New Films International
Key Cast: Eliza Dushku, Timothy Hutton, Cary Elwes, Michael Ironside
Delivery Status: Complete

**A BEAUTIFUL LIFE**
www.aabеautifulthefilm.com
Drama (80 min)
Language: English
Director: Alejandro Chomski
Writer: Wendy Hammond, Deborah Calla
Producer: Nesim Hason, Deborah Calla, Bob Holef
Co-production partners: Robert Lansing Parker
Key Cast: Jesse Garcia, Angela Sarafyan, Bai Ling, Debi Mazar, Dana Delany, Mary Mcguckian
Producer: Doug Sutherland, Rick Rosenthal, Gary Dean Simpson, Rhoades Rader, Jeff Balis
Co-production partners: Ryan Peterson
Key Cast: Lisa Kudrow, Scott Prendergast, Christine Taylor, Jeffrey Dean Morgan, Teri Garr
Delivery Status: Complete
A heartfelt comedy about an oddball and his harried sister-in-law who are forced to spend time together under difficult circumstances.

**INTERVENTION**
Drama (93 min)
Language: English
Director: Mary Mcguckian
Writer: Mary Mcguckian
Producer: Jeff Abberley, Martin Katz, Mary Mcguckian
Key Cast: Andie Macdowell, Colm Fene, Jennifer Tilly, Rupert Graves, Donna D’ercco
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: UK
An eclectic group of people drawn from all walks of life, find themselves under one roof for twenty eight days with one thing in common – addiction.

**DAY ZERO**
www.dayzeromovie.com
Drama (92 Min)
Language: English
Director: Bryan Gunn Cole
Writer: Robert Malkani
Producer: Anthony Moody
Key Cast: Elijah Wood, Chris Klein, Jon Bernthal
Delivery Status: Complete
Day Zero follows the lives of three best friends in New York City who have thirty days to come to terms with their fate.

**SEX AND BREAKFAST**
http://www.sexandbreakfast.com/
Romantic-Comedy (82 min)
Language: English
Director: Miles Brandman
Writer: Miles Brandman
Producer: Michael Brandman
Key Cast: Macaulay Culkin, Eliza Dushku, Alexis Dziena, Kuno Becker
Delivery Status: Complete
Sex and Breakfast explores the intimacy in the lives of two couples, and uncover what it takes to achieve a long-term union while maintaining a healthy and satisfying sexual relationship.

**VICE**
www.viceinthemovie.com
Crime-Thriller (99 min)
Language: English
Director: Raul Sanchez Inglis
Writer: Raul Sanchez Inglis
Producer: Matthew Robert Kelly
Key Cast: Michael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Mykelti Williamson
Delivery Status: Complete
Walker is a deeply flawed hero fighting to redeem himself while solving, and simultaneously trying to prevent, a string of murders following a drug deal gone bad.

**THE ELEPHANT KING**
Drama (92 min)
Language: English-Thai
Director: Seth Grossman
Writer: Seth Grossman
Producer: Emmanuel Michael
Key Cast: Ellen Burstyn, Tate Ellington, Jommo Roberts, Florence Faivre
Delivery Status: Complete
Dispatched to Thailand by his domineering mother, the introverted Ollie must do everything he can to bring his reckless brother back to the US.

**SOUTHERN BELLES**
www.southernbelles-movie.com
Comedy (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Paul S. Myers, Brennan Shroff
Writer: Paul S. Myers, Brennan Shroff
Producer: Craig Cohen
Key Cast: Erik van Heijningen, Matthijs van de Sande Bakhuyzen, Sander van der Lan
Delivery Status: Complete
Belle and Bell are two “southern belles” from Georgia trying to break the routine of their humdrum lives.

**NONSTOP SALES AB**
NonStop Sales AB, Döbelnsgatan 24, Stockholm 113 52 Sweden. Tel: 0406.6.673.99.80. Fax: 0406.6.673.99.33.
http://www.nonstoptales.com, email: info@nonstopales.net
At MIPTV. Michael Werner (Sales Manager), Judith Toth (Sales Executive), CG Anderson (CEO).
Office: 18:17, Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8212

**SWITCH**
http://www.switchfilm.no
Drama (89 min)
Language: Norwegian
Director: Ola Martin Hafsmo
Writer: Peder Fuglerud
Producer: Rubicon Film AS
Key Cast: Sebastian Stigar, Peter Stormare, Ida Elise Broch, Espen Klouman Honner, Hilde Lyrrn
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Norway
When Mikkel falls in love with the girlfriend of the local snowboard champion, a fearful journey towards the big tournament begins…

**BLOOD BROTHERS (BLOED BROEDERS)**
http://www.bloodbroedersdefilm.com
Drama thriller (95 min)
Language: Dutch
Director: Arno Dietrick
Writer: Jan Bernard Bussemaker, Bert Bouma
Producer: Rinkel Film & TV Productions
Key Cast: Erik van Heijnigen, Matthijs van de Sande Bakhuizen, Sander van Amsterdam, Derk Stenvers, Piere Bokma
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: The Netherlands
Inspired by an infamous murder case in the early sixties, Blood Brothers tells the story of sixteen year-old Simon trying to get popular, which leads to a fatal outcome.

**THE ACCIDENTAL REBEL (SNAPHANAR)**
Adventure (159 min, 2 x 90 min, 3 x 60 min)
Language: Swedish, Danish
Director: Måns Mårlind, Björn Stein
Writer: Niklas Rockström
Producer: Filmliance International AB
Key Cast: André Sjöberg, Tuva Novotny, Anders Elkborg, Gustaf Skargård, Peter Andersson
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Sweden
In 1678, Denmark and Sweden were fighting for power in southern Sweden, where inhabitants have suffered Swedish misrule and many decide to fight for Danish victory, those rebels were known as “Snaphanar”.

**THE CLASS (KLASS)**
http://www.klassifilm.com
Drama (97 min)
Language: Estonian
Director: Ilmar Raag
Writer: Ilmar Raag
Producer: Amron Productions
Key Cast: Lauri Pedaja. Vallo Kirs. Pärt Uuemaa
Delivery Status: Completed
Joosep has been bullied his entire life but
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Producer: Imago TV for RTL2
Status: Finished format
The toughest living-test of all the time begins when over the course of a week a group of neighbors thoroughly test five different families to see if they fit into their neighborhood.

**REVERSAL OF FORTUNE**
Game Show (30 or 60 min daily)
Producer: Channel X
Status: Finished format
With a striking format that’s decidedly different, five players compete in a two-stage contest.

**OVC MEDIA LTD**
OVC Media Ltd, 88 Berkeley Court, Baker Street, London NW1 5ND UK. Tel: 0044.20.7723.3064. www.ovcmedia.com
Production, Distribution and DVD licensing
At MIPTV: Ms. Joanne Goldring-Cohen (Managing Director)
Acquisition Executive: Ms. Joanne Goldring-Cohen
Director: Anthony Foster
Producer: Joanne Goldring-Cohen / Eliot M. Cohen
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Cast: Narrated by Gareth Hunt
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $350,000.00
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: UK
A collection of female athletes at the pinnacle of their various Olympic disciplines. Featuring Jan Romary (fencing), Mary-Ann Burglyn (cycling), Candis Cable (disabled marathon) plus more. Also included is a brief history of the Modern day Olympics.

**FIRST 100 YEARS OF THE OLYMPICS**
Sport (60 min)
Language: English
Director: Eliot M. Cohen
Producer: Joanne Goldring-Cohen / Eliot M. Cohen
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Cast: Narrated by Gareth Hunt
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $350,000.00
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: UK
Each episode focuses on a different aspect of Healthy Living, providing a comprehensive guide to living healthily with the help of alternative therapies, stress-management techniques and Yoga.

10 great programmes which feature many of the Olympic's greatest heroes. It features interviews with top athletes like Jonathan Edwards, Mike Conley, Allen Johnson, Davenport, Pete Sampras and many more.

**HEALTHY LIFESTYLE**
Health and Fitness (180 mins in total)
Language: English
Director: Joanne Goldring-Cohen
Producer: Eliot M. Cohen
Co-production partners: OVC Media Ltd
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2006/07, Country of Origin: UK
Each episode focuses on a different aspect of Healthy Living, providing a comprehensive guide to living healthily with the help of alternative therapies, stress-management techniques and Yoga.

**GUITAR**
The History of the Electric Guitar (85 Min)
Producer: Great Musical Treasures
Director: Mark McLaughlin
Writer: Mark McLaughlin
Origin: USA
Delivery Status: Post Production
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Long overdue 2-disc spotlight on Shemp Howard’s comedy classics, an original Stooge who outshone the others, including outliers, exclusive interviews and never-before-seen home movies.

**HOLLYWOOD SINGING AND DANCING: A MUSICAL HISTORY - THE SERIES**
http://www.greatmusicaltreasures.com/musicals/index.html (13 x One-Hour)
Language: English
Director: Mark McLaughlin
Writer: Mark McLaughlin
Producer: Great Musical Treasures
Key Cast: Shirley Jones, Narrator
Delivery Status: Post Production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Celebrate every decade of magical musicals starting with the first musicals from the ‘20s through today's blockbusters and Academy Award winners, Dreamgirls, Chicago and Hairspray.

**PEACE ARCH ENTERTAINMENT**
Peace Arch Entertainment, 4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 710, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292, USA. Tel: 1.310.776.7208. Fax: 1.310.823.7147. www.peacearch.com, email: sales@peacearch.com
Producer of theatrical, home entertainment, and television content for distribution to worldwide markets
At MIPTV: Kevin Byles (President, International Distribution), David Fox (President, Fox Associates), Blair Reckie (President, Factual, Lifestyle & Reality Television), Victor Rodriguez ( EVP, International Distribution), Mary Herne (EVP, International Television/Home Entertainment), Suzanne Barron (SVP, International Television/Home Entertainment)

**RIVALS**
http://www.passportentertainment.com
Documentary (One-Hour)
Language: English
Director: Steve Stoliar
Writer: Steve Stoliar
Producer: Passport International Entertainment, LLC
Key Cast: Elvis Presley, Pat Boone, Tom Jones, Glen Campbell, Bill Medley
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
In the 1950s and early ’60s competition was fierce between the Kings of Rock ‘N Roll, Elvis and Pat Boone, for the hearts of their fans. This is their story.

**SHEMP COCKTAIL - A TOAST TO THE ORIGINAL STOOGE**
http://www.passportentertainment.com
Comedy (5 hours 15 min)
Language: English
Director: Steve Stoliar
Writer: Steve Stoliar
Producer: Passport International Entertainment, LLC
Key Cast: Shemp Howard
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Long overdue 2-disc spotlight on Shemp Howard’s comedy classics, an original Stooge who outshone the others, including outliers, exclusive interviews and never-before-seen home movies.

**GUANTANAMERO**
Drama (86 min)
Producer: Michiyoshi Yashizaki
Director: Steve Stoliar
Writer: Steve Stoliar
Key Cast: Rupert Evans, Sir Derek Jacobi
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Spain
A chilling yet sensitive insight into the mind of a captive at Guantanamo Bay prison, as he struggles to separate fantasy from reality.

**SHRED**
Comedy (98 min)
Language: English
Director: David Mitchell
Writer: David Mitchell, Francis Mitchell, John Mitchell
Producer: Randy Chevedda
Co-production partners: Jeff Wilson
**MIPtv Product Guide**

Key Cast: Tom Green, David England
Delivery Status: Complete
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Before they are banned from the snowboarding circuit, two “shredders” must transform snowboard wannabes into pros.

**DEVIL’S MERCY**
Thriller (90 min.)
Language: English
Director: Melanie Orr
Writer: James A. M. Khan
Producer: Peace Arch Entertainment
Key Cast: Stephen Rea
Delivery Status: Post-production
Year of Production: 2008
A couple and their six-year-old son move into an old Connecticut house where the boy soon becomes distraught with thoughts of monsters dwelling in the attic.

**NEVER CRY WEREWOLF**
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Brenton Spencer
Writer: John Sheppard
Producer: Aaron Barnett
Key Cast: Nina Dobrev, Kevin Sorbo
Delivery Status: Post-production
A teenage tomboy meets handsome moody stranger that moves in next door who turns out to be a werewolf.

**POINT DU JOUR**
Documentary (52 min.)
Language: French, English
Director: Hervé Rébillon
Writer: Patrick Jeudy
Producer: Luc Martin-Gousset (Point du Jour)
Co-production partners: France 5, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
40 years ago, Richard Nixon was elected 37th President of the USA on November 6, 1968. A film on the life, work and trials of unglamorous “Tricky Dicky”.

**BEYOND THE WALL**
Documentary (57 min.)
Language: French, English
Director: Marie-France Barrier
Writer: Marie-France Barrier
Producer: Om’Ga Production, PG Invest Int., Jean-Pierre Barrier
Co-production partners: France 5, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
Fate intended them to be enemies, but they have chosen to become partners: two Israelis, two Palestinians. Their fate of some of the protagonists, 40 years later.

**RICHARD NIXON, THE MAN YOU LOVED TO HATE**
Documentary (52 min.)
Language: French, English
Director: Patrick Jeudy
Writer: Patrick Jeudy
Producer: Luc Martin-Gousset (Point du Jour)
Co-production partners: France 5, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France

**PORCHLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT**

**PORCHLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT**

**AJ’S TIME TRAVELLERS**
Documentary (52 min.)
Language: French, English
Director:娉植意 sàng
Writer:娉植意 sàng
Producer:娉植意 sàng
Co-production partners: France 5, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
The El Rapido line running from Buenos Aires to Lima is one of the longest bus routes in the world - 5000 kilometers crossing three countries: Argentina, Chile and Peru.

**KOSOVO, THE BLACK HOLE OF EUROPE**
Documentary (52 min.)
Language: French, English
Director: Baudouin Koenig
Writer: Baudouin Koenig
Producer: Christian LePeustre (mana a mano)
Co-production partners: France 5, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
KOSOVO has declared independence. Reactions in Serbia (and Russia) were fast and furious.In 2007, our team had gone to Mitrovica, finding out what divides and separates Kosovars.

**CHILDREN OF THE WHALES**
Documentary (52 min.)
Language: French, English
Director: Frédéric Tonelli
Writer: Frédéric Tonelli
Producer: Christian LePeustre (mana a mano)
Co-production partners: France 3, with the participation of RAI Educational, RTBF
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: France
Chukotka on the Bering sea, is home to the Chukchi people. A local legend makes them the ‘children of the whales’. Their life revolves around whale hunting, fishing and survivial.
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and let your appetite be your guide!

**CHEF AT LARGE**
www.chefmichaelsmith.ca
Lifestyle (6 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Edward Mowbray
Writer: Michael Smith, Edward Mowbray
Producer: Ocean Entertainment and Cellar Door Productions

**THE BIG COMFY COUCH**
www.bigcomfycouch.us
Children’s / Pre-school (100 x 30 min)
NEW episodes available — Season 7 (79 to 100)
Language: English
Director: Derek Ryan, Rob Mills
Producer: Radical Sheep Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
This series is a safe cozy place for pre-schoolers to learn about the world around them through a child’s point of view, providing a playful environment for fun and discovery.

**RUFFUS THE DOG**
www.ruffus.com/ruffus.html
Children’s / Pre-school (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Robert Mills
Producer: Radical Sheep Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Canada
Ruffus The Dog entertains, educates and amuses pre-school viewers by stimulating their interest in the wonderful world of classic fairy-tales pulled from the shelves of Ruffus’ bookstore.

**TOP DOGS**
www.topdogs.tv
Lifestyle/Sports (84 x 60 min) NEW episodes available — Season 7 (79 to 84)
Language: English
Producer: Polar Bear Entertainment
Delivery Status: Completed
Top Dogs is the wide world of sports… for dogs! Whether jumping through hoops, herding sheep or leaping for discs, these spirited canines are the most entertaining athletes on four legs.

**MANSIONS**
Lifestyle / Design trends (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: D’Arcy Butler, Scott MacNeil, Jim Henshaw
Producer: G4P Entertainment
Key Cast: Janice Minchak, Bridget Hart
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Canada
Mansions provides a glimpse into the exciting world of high finance, astounding privilege and extreme indulgence through the high-stakes wheeling, dealing and building of million dollar mansions.

**RAI TRADE (SALES)**
Rai Trade (Sales), Via Umberto Novaro, 18, 00195 Rome, Italy. Tel: 39.06.374.981. Fax: 39.06.370.1343. www.raitrade.it, email: info@raitrade.it
At MIPTV: Renato Parascandolo (President), Alba Calia (Vice President), Carlo Nardello (CEO), Andrea Portante (Worldwide Sales and Brand Marketing Director), Sosto Cifola (Head of Cinema and TV Sales), Sabrina Eleuteri (Fiction and Animation International Sales Manager), Giovanna Maccagno (Formats and TV Sales), Sabrina Eleuteri (Fiction and Animation International Sales Manager), Cinzia TH Torrini (Director of Photography), Emilio Loffredo (Delivery Status: ready)

**ESCAPING WITH MARLENE**
www.cowboycountrytv.com
Factual / Lifestyle - HD (65 x 30 min)
Language: English
Producer: Cowboy Country Productions Ltd.
Director: Edward Mowbray
Country of Origin: Canada
The passion surrounding the traditions of the past, Cowboy Country explores the history and challenges of delicious recipes, wines andlets your appetite be your guide!
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DANCE MACHINE
Entertainment (60 minute format)
Language: English
Co-production partners: RDF USA, part of the RDF Media Group, for ABC
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Ordinary people perform extraordinary dance moves in this brand new primetime entertainment format from the creators of Don’t Forget The Lyrics.

DON’T FORGET THE LYRICS!
Entertainment - 17 x 60 minutes, series
3
Language: English
Co-production partners: RDF USA, part of the RDF Media Group, for Fox Network USA
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Think you know the words to Queen’s ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’? Would you be able to keep singing once the music has stopped? Contestants who can walk away with thousands in this brand new primetime entertainment format.

SUBURBAN VIRGINS
Factual entertainment (4 x 60 minute)
Language: English
Co-production partners: Brand New Entertainment
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Factual reality show following sexually inexperienced men and their quest to find a girlfriend/lover.

CELEBRACADABRA!
Factual Entertainment (8 x 60 minutes + format)
Language: English
Co-production partners: VH1
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
This winning format combines the excitement of magic with all the fun of celebrities who are out to out-do each other!

REGENCY
Worldwide Sales
Regent Worldwide Sales, 10990 Wilshire Blvd., Penthouse Los Angeles, California 90024 USA. Tel: 1.310.806.4288, Fax: 1.310.806.4271
www.regententertainment.com
Producer and Distributor
At MIPTV: Meggan Kimberley (Co-President), Adam Wright (Co-President), Merve Berker (Executive Assistant)
Office: # 03.24-05.23 Tel: 33(0)4.92.99.8872, Fax: 33(0)4.92.99.8872. www.rhifilms.com, 1325 Avenue of the Americas, 21st Floor, New York, NY 10019, United States. Tel: 212.977.9001, Fax: 212.977.9004, www.rhifilms.com, email: info@rhifilms.com
Producer/Distributor
THE LAST TEMPLAR
Action/Disaster (90 min)
Directed by: Fred Olen Ray
US Broadcaster: ABC Family
Delivery Status: Completed
When professional thief Dove ends up caring for her niece and nephew before the Christmas holidays, she begins to rethink her priorities and realizes that a crime-free Christmas might be just what she needs this year.

ACCIDENTAL CHRISTMAS Family/Holiday (90 min)
Directed by: Fred Olen Ray
Cast: Amber Benson (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Joanna Cassidy
In high school, Matt and Ryan were best friends. But in the ensuing ten years, they’ve lost contact. So when Matt receives an invitation to Ryan’s wedding he’s surprised!

TOUCH ME
Factual (30 min)
US Broadcaster: National Geographic
Delivery Status: Completed
Strongest man in the world?

STAINED GLASS
Factual (60 min)
US Broadcaster: The Love Channel
Delivery Status: Completed
What’s the difference between traditional stained glass and the new look on the market?

100TH STREET
Crime (60 min)
US Broadcaster: Lifetime
Delivery Status: Completed
This is the story of a tough cop who for 20 years has solved some of the most violent cases in a low-class neighborhood.

7 THINGS TO DO BEFORE I’M 30
Romantic/Comedy (90 min)
Directed by: Paul Kaufman
Cast: Amber Benson (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Julia Duffy
US Broadcaster: Lifetime
Delivery Status: Completed
After losing her job, apartment and boyfriend in one day, Lori Madison moves home with her mother Vivian and discovers a list she made as a child: “7 Things To Do Before I’m 30.”

KISS THE BRIDE
Romantic / Comedy (90 min)
Directed by: C. Jay Cox
Cast: Tori Spelling (“Beverly Hills 90210”), James O’Shea, Phillip Karner, Amber Benson (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Joanna Cassidy
In high school, Matt and Ryan were best friends. But in the ensuing ten years, they’ve lost contact. So when Matt receives an invitation to Ryan’s wedding he’s surprised!

CHRISTMAS CAPE
Family/Holiday (90 min)
Directed by: David Winkler
US Broadcaster: ABC Family
Delivery Status: Completed
When professional thief Dove ends up caring for her niece and nephew before the Christmas holidays, she begins to rethink her priorities and realizes that a crime-free Christmas might be just what she needs this year.

THE DELPHI EFFECT
Action/Disaster (90 min)
Directed by: John F. Cooper
Cast: Jamie Luner (“Melrose Place”, “Nip/Tuck”, “CSI:NY”), Charles Shaughnessy (“Saint & Sinners”), Ken Barnett
Delivery Status: Completed
Maverick scientist David Terran leads a lonely life, shunned by his colleagues because of his radical theories about magnetic poles. But when Iran sets off a chain of explosive nuclear events, David’s far fetched ideas become all too real.

NUCLEAR HURRICANE
Action/Disaster (90 min)
Directed by: Fred Olen Ray
Cast: Jamie Luner (“Melrose Place”, “Profiler”), Jack Scalia (“All my Children”, “Red Eye”), David Millbern Delivery Status: Completed
At a nuclear power plant, the cooling system becomes a problem when the “mother of all storms” is headed straight towards it.

A DATE WITH MURDER
Thriller (90 min)
Directed by: Rex Piano
Cast: Alexandra Paul (“Baywatch”, “Melrose Place”), David Chokachi (“Baywatch”), Robyn Lively (“Nip/Tuck”, “CSI:NY”)
Delivery Status: Post-Production
Following clues, Stacy gets closer to the killer, but it’s a matter of time before he strikes again – and Stacy may be his next target.

THE DELPHI EFFECT
Action/Thriller (90 min)
Directed by: Ron Oliver
Delivery Status: Completed
After years of working as a covert government agent, a brush with death causes operative Jacob Keane to make career change.

STOLEN LIFE: CAUGHT ON TAPE
Action/Disaster (90 min)
Directed by: Donald Wye
Cast: Antonio Sabato Jr. (“Melrose Place”, “Odielette Yustman"
Delivery Status: Completed
A young school teacher engaged to a career change.

7 THINGS TO DO BEFORE I’M 30
Romantic/Comedy (90 min)
Directed by: Paul Kaufman
Cast: Amber Benson (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Julia Duffy
US Broadcaster: Lifetime
Delivery Status: Completed
After losing her job, apartment and boyfriend in one day, Lori Madison moves home with her mother Vivian and discovers a list she made as a child: “7 Things To Do Before I’m 30.”

KISS THE BRIDE
Romantic / Comedy (90 min)
Directed by: C. Jay Cox
Cast: Tori Spelling (“Beverly Hills 90210”), James O’Shea, Philip Karner, Amber Benson (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Joanna Cassidy
In high school, Matt and Ryan were best friends. But in the ensuing ten years, they’ve lost contact. So when Matt receives an invitation to Ryan’s wedding he’s surprised!

CHRISTMAS CAPE
Family/Holiday (90 min)
Directed by: David Winkler
US Broadcaster: ABC Family
Delivery Status: Completed
When professional thief Dove ends up caring for her niece and nephew before the Christmas holidays, she begins to rethink her priorities and realizes that a crime-free Christmas might be just what she needs this year.

AN ACCIDENTAL CHRISTMAS
Family/Holiday (90 min)
Directed by: Fred Olen Ray
US Broadcaster: Lifetime
Delivery Status: Completed
Separated after 15 years of marriage, Vicki and Jason are set up by their two teenage children to spend a Christmas vacation together on the beach.

RETIRED
Living TV
At MIPTV: Cammie Morgan (Head of Acquisitions & Co. Productions)
Office: Tel: 1.760.580.2924
A new channel that will entertain, educate and empower people to make the best possible use of their golden years.

THE LAST TEMPLAR
Action/Thriller/Adventure (240 min)
Language: English
Writer: Raymond Khoury and Suzanne Couture
Producer: Robert Halmi Sr., Robert Halmi, Jr./RHI Entertainment
Co-production partners: Muse Entertainment
Key Cast: Mira Sorvino, Victor Garber
Delivery Status: Pre Production
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada
Based on Raymond Khoury’s 81 best-seller, an ancient decoder has been stolen from a collection of Vatican art.

DRAGON STEEL
Miniseries, Fantasy/Adventure (360 min)
Language: English
Producer: RHI Entertainment/Robert Halmi, Sr., Robert Halmi, Jr.
Delivery Status: In Development
Brief synopsis: (25-30 words max): In a faraway time, on the island of Mirabilis, the most valuable element is an empowering, magical ore called Dragonsteel.

DEPTH CHARGE
Drama (120 min)
Language: English
Director: Terrence O’Hara
Writer: Dennis Pratt
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SANDY FRANK ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

Sandy Frank Entertainment, Inc.,
910 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10021
United States. Tel: 212.772.1889.
Fax: 212.772.2297.
http://www.sandyfrankentertainment.com

At MIPTV: Mr. Sandy Frank
(Chairman), Maury Shields (Executive
Vice President), Nora Diaz (Director: of Sales),
Rosalie Perrone (Vice President, Controller),
Sandi Spidell (Vice President), Operations
Office: 09.14, Tel: 33.4.92.99.88.10

NAME THAT TUNE - NEW 2008 FORMAT

Game Show (30 Minute OR 60 Min)
Country of Origin: USA
New NAME THAT TUNE format
combines proven hit television elements
with contemporary music and styles!
INTERNATIONAL KUNG FU WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
Sports (60 min)
This is the FIRST and ONLY true international Kung Fu World
Championship available to broadcasters!
FIRST AND WORST - FORMAT
Reality (30 min)
We take the dating show concept and
smash it into the hidden camera to create
an irreverent and unbelievably funny
series with universal appeal!
fight for the freedom and dignity of her young family in the colony at Botany Bay.

STUART MACGILL UNCORKED

Infolatentium (6 x 30 min)
Language: English
Executive Producer: Karen Willing
Host: Stuart MacGill
Delivery Status: On air late 2007 to early 2008
Lifestyle Food
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Australia
Distribution: Outright Distribution
Text cricketer Stuart MacGill explores his other passion, Australian wine, through the eyes of Australia’s up and coming wine makers.

SCREENTIME LIMITED

Screentime Limited, 68 Sale Street, Freemans Bay, Auckland New Zealand.
Tel: 64.9.30.333.39 Fax: 64.9.30.78.885.
www.screentime.tv, email: reception@screentime.co.nz
Acquisition Executive: Phyllis Iles (Head of Production)
Office: Tel (mobile): 64.21.334.661
Factual/observational (30 min)
Language: English
Cast: Not applicable
Delivery Status: Completed episodes can be delivered on digibeta as required
International series also available
Director: Various
Producer: Philly Iles
Distribution: Format and finished episodes by Outright Distribution
Police Ten-7 (the police code meaning ‘arrived at the scene’) is a unique television series that goes inside the working lives of officers on New Zealand’s police force.

BEYOND THE DARKLANDS

Observational documentary (6 x 60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Delivered and on air: TV2
Director: Various
Producer: Philly Iles
Distribution: Outright Distribution
Police psychologist, Nigel Latta, goes behind six of New Zealand’s most notorious murders and looks at the murderers – their families, backgrounds and circumstances.

CRIME SCENE

Observational documentary (3 x 90 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Delivered and on air: Director: Various
Producer: Gavin Wood and Mary Durham
Distribution: Outright Distribution
A live, studio-based, special event with public polling and viewer input on all aspects of crime in New Zealand.

REDEMPTION HILL

Reality/infolatentium (10 x 7 hours)
Language: English
Delivery Status: first episode to air February 9, 2006
Director: Charal J Langston & Nicola Griffin
Producer: Glenn Sims
Redemption Hill is the extraordinary journey of 10 out-of-control teenagers who, through a course of discipline and adventure activities, experience the ups and downs of getting their lives back on track.

SOCCASTARS

From the playground to the Premiership Distribution: Outright Distribution
THE REPLACEMENT
An observational comic replaces a family member
Distribution: Outright Distribution
FROM HERE TO MATERNITY
An observational look at the late stages of pregnancy to parenthood
Distribution: Outright Distribution

SHAFTESBURY FILMS

Shaftesbury Films, 163 Queen Street East, Suite 100, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5A 1S1 Tel: 1.416.365.1411.
Fax: 1.416.365.1428.
www.shaftesbury.ca, email: mailbox@shaftesbury.ca
Producer, Distributor
At MIPTV, Christina Jennings (Chairman), Scott Garvie (SVP). Shane Kinnear (VP, Sales & Marketing), Suzanne French (VP, Children’s & Family), Adam Haight (Supervising Producer), Ryan St. Peters (Sales Executive)
Office: R27.12, Tel. 331(0)92.99.88.28
LIFE WITH DEREK - SEASON IV
Kids Live-Action Comedy (70 x 30 min)
(Next Eps #53 – 70)
Language: English, French, German, Italian, Neutral Spanish, Castilian Spanish, Euro Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Polish, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Hebrew, Japanese.
Director: Steve Wright, Benjammn Weinstein, Paul Fox, Craig Pryce
Producer: Christina Jennings, Scott Garvie, Daphne Ballon, Suzanne French, Laurie McLarty, Jeff Biederman
Key Cast: Michael Seater, Ashley Leggat
Delivery Status: June 2008
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada
Life with Derek is about a modern blended family and the comic war between two self-obsessed teenagers in a take-no-prisoners fight for control of their house, their school, and their world!

OVERRULED!

Kids Live-Action Comedy (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Paul Fox, Jeff King, Michael Mabott, Craig Pryce and Steve Wright
Producer: Christina Jennings, Scott Garvie, Suzanne French, Jeff Biederman & Jeffery Alan Schechter
Key Cast: Jacob Kraemer, Sally Taylor-Isherwood, Nick Spencer, Jasmine Richards
Delivery Status: July 2008
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada
Jared “Coop” Cooper is a smooth-talking teen who puts his charm and principles to good use as the teen-defense attorney at Banning High’s Youth Court.

BOOKEY AND THE SECRET SANTA

Family MOW (1 x 90 min)
Language: English, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Hebrew, Arabic
Director: Ryan St. Peters
Producer: Peter Moss
Key Cast: Megan Follows, Stuart Hughes, Tatiana Maslany
Delivery Status: Available Now
Country of Origin: Canada
Beatrice “Bookey” Thompson is a spunky, irrepressible and bright young girl who dreams of becoming a great writer despite the hard times she and her family face in 1930s.

BLOODLETTING AND MIRACULOUS CURES

Drama (8 x 60 min)
Language: English
Producer: Christina Jennings, Scott Garvie, Julie Lacey
Delivery Status: Spring 2009
Country of Origin: Canada
A series based on Vincent Larn’s award-winning novel about the personal and professional lives of a group of conflicted young doctors at odds with themselves, each other and at times, their patients.

THE LISTENER

Drama (13 x 60 min)
Language: English
Producer: Clement Virago, Ken Girotti
Producer: Christina Jennings, Scott Garvie, Julie Lacey, Adam Haight
Key Cast: Craig Olejnik, Ennis Esmer
Delivery Status: Fall 2008
Country of Origin: Canada
Toby Logan, a young big-city paramedic with the power to listen to people’s thoughts, juggles life as a telepathic sleuth with that of an urban twenty-something.

THE SUMMIT

Drama (2 x 90 min)
Language: English
Director: Nick Copus
Producer, Distributor
At MIPTV, Christina Jennings, Scott Garvie, cockpit
Key Cast: Megan Follows, Stuart Hughes, Tatiana Maslany
Delivery Status: Available Now
Country of Origin: Canada
Booky Thompson takes a part-time job after her father is laid-off before Christmas and she soon discovers a secret Santa who sets out to give her family the Christmas they deserve.

BOOKY MAKES HER MARK

Family MOW (1 x 90 min)
Language: English, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Hebrew, Arabic
Director: Peter Moss
Producer: Christina Jennings, Peter Moss, Scott Garvie, Phyllis Platt, Laurie McLarty, Patrick Cassavetti
Key Cast: Megan Follows, Stuart Hughes, Tatiana Maslany
Delivery Status: Available Now
Country of Origin: Canada
Beatrice “Bookey” Thompson is a spunky, irrepressible and bright young girl who dreams of becoming a great writer despite the hard times she and her family face in 1930s.
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Producer: Christine Jennings, Scott Garvie, Eva Radvaska, Laura Harbin, Julie Lacey, Adam Haigh
Key Cast: Bruce Greenwood, James Purefoy, Rachelle Lefevre, Mia Maestro, Stephen McHattie, Lisa Ray, Wendy Crewson and Christopher Plummer
Delivery Status: March 2008
Country of Origin: Canada
As world leaders gather at the G8 Summit, an American engineered strain of smallpox, illegally tested in the third world, is smuggled back to the first world within the walls of the Summit.

SHORELINE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
Shoreline Entertainment, Inc., 1875 Century Park East, Ste. 600, Los Angeles, CA 90067 USA. Tel: 1.310.551.2060. Fax: 1.702.974.0707. website: www.slefilms.com, e-mail: sales@slefilms.com

At MIPTV: Sam Eigen (Director of Distribution), Brian Sweet (Director of Sales)
Office: 11.05, Market Mobile: 1.702.974.0114, Fax: 1.702.974.0707

HIGH LIFE
Heist
Language: English
Director: Gary Yates
Producers: Robin Cass & Gary Yates
Executive Producers: Morris Ruskin & Elizabeth Jarvis
Key Cast: Timothy Olyphant and Joe Anderson
Status: Post-Production
Year Of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada/USA
A hilarious portrait of male-pattern stupidity. Dick and his pals have been botching jobs and racking up prison time for years, but enough is enough and Dick’s got the perfect plan for one last heist.

WUSHU WARRIOR
Martial Arts
Language: English
Director: Alan Desrochers
Producer: Suzanne Girard
Executive Producer: Morris Ruskin
Key Cast: Matt Frewer, and Tod Fennell
Status: Post Production
Year Of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Canada/China
China, 1862: Lord Lindsay rules the opium trade and the clandestine Red Lotus Society, a group of trained Wushu warriors, is the only force fighting to restore justice to the people.

THE ELDER SON
Comedy (85 min)
Language: English
Director: Marius Balchunas
Producer: Scott Sturgeon and Jon Vague
Key Cast: Shane West, Rade Serbedzija, and Leelee Sobieski
Status: Completed
Year Of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The life of Max, a Russian clarinetist living in Los Angeles, changes when Bo, a local thief looking for a hideout after a botched car heist, passes himself off as Max’s long-lost son.

KILL KILL FASTER FASTER
Film Noir (93 min)
Language: English
Director: Gareth Maxwell Roberts
Producers: Carlo Diazi, Lee S. Roberts, and Gil Bellows
Key Cast: Gil Bellows, Lisa Ray, and Esai Morales
Status: Completed
Year Of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Joe One-Way, a man serving a life stretch for the murder of his teenage bride, is finally paroled when a producer has optioned the play he’s written in prison and pulls some strings.

ON BROADWAY
Comedy/Drama (98 min)
Language: English
Director: Dave McLaughlin
Producer: Dave McLaughlin
Key Cast: Joseph McIntyre, Eliza Dushku, and Will Armet
Status: Completed
Year Of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
After falling off of a roof, Jack O’Toole’s uncle dies in his arms. Overwhelmed with emotion, Jack hears his uncle’s voice telling him to write a play about the funeral.

SHOWCASE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
Showcase Entertainment, Inc., 21900 Osxard Street, Suite 150, Woodland Hills, CA 91367 USA. Tel: 1.818.715.7003, Fax: 1.818.715.7009. www.showcaseentertainment.com

At MIPTV: Scott Bedno (Director of International Sales), Bruce Livingston (Chief Financial Officer) Office: Palais - Stand 09.02, Tel: 01.33.04.92.99.89.36, www.showcaseentertainment.com

LABOU AND THE PIRATE TREASURE OF CAPTAIN LEROUGE
Family
Language: English
Delivery Status: Post Production
Three kids team up in search for missing pirate treasure! During their quest, they stumble across Labou, a legendary swamp creature who helps the kids find the treasure.

DISMAL
Thriller
Language: English
Director: Raymond L. Brown
Producer: Dennis “Dink” Adams, Raymond L. Brown, W. Jeffrey Frizzell
Key Cast: William Gregory Lee, Richard Richel, Scott Miles, Mark Joy
Delivery Status: Post Production
Country of Origin: USA
Two friends are looking forward to a weekend of drinking and fishing, but the Great Dismal Swamp has other plans.

PURPLE VIOLETS
Romantic Comedy
Language: English
Director: Edward Burns
Writer: Edward Burns
Producer: Margot Bridger, Edward Burns, Aaron Labin
Key Cast: Selma Blair, Edward Burns, Debra Messing, Patrick Wilson, Dennis Farina, Elizabeth Reaser, Donal Logue
Delivery Status: Post Production
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The latest feature from Award-Winning Director, Edward Burns.

VIOLETS is a funny and touching story of a woman still searching for herself as she enters her thirties.

SEA OF DREAMS
Language: English
Director: Jose Bojorquez, Nickolay Todorov
Writer: Jose Bojorquez and David Howard
Producer: Jose Bojorquez
Key Cast: Johnathan Schaech, Sendi Bar, Angelica Maria, Nicholas Gonzalez, Seymour Cassell, Sonia Braga
Delivery Status: Post Production
Year of Production: 2007
In a seaside town, a beautiful girl is haunted by a curse, which has claimed the lives of her parents and her boyfriend. Only one man is willing to risk his life to prove that the power of love is stronger than any “curse.”

SOFA ENTERTAINMENT

At MIPTV: Andrew Solt (President & CEO), D. Derrick Morgan (VP, International Sales), Greg Vines (VP, Production)
Office: R36.02, Tel: 04.9299.8844

WORLD’S FUNNIEST COMMERCIALS
Comedy (1x60 min)
Language: English
Producer: Andrew Solt Productions
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Some of the world’s most outrageous, hilarious and “off-the-wall” commercials ever made. The program is especially edited to allow you to insert your own local host.

TOPO GIGIO AND FRIENDS
Comedy (1x60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
The beloved pint-sized Italian puppet is sure to entertain your viewers with his light-hearted comedy, song and dance!

HUNT FOR AMAZING TREASURES - SPECIALS
Adventure (19x60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007
Travel the world in search of fantastic treasures worth millions of dollars as you meet fortune-seekers, psychics and daring treasure hunters!

BEST OF ANIMAL COURT
Reality (26 x30min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007
Litigious pet owners battling it out in court before the pre-eminent Judge Wapner of the top-rated US reality show “People’s Court.”

ELVIS: THE GREAT PERFORMANCES
Documentary (3x60min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
This unique collection, officially authorized by the Elvis Presley Estate, captures the essence of Elvis, the greatest singer of our generation, and features never-before-seen photographs, home movies, interviews and rare (as well as famous)

ROCK & ROLL CLASSICS
Music series (36X30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
This primarily music-performance series features complete performances from some of the greatest rock legends of all time including James Brown, Janis Joplin, The Supremes, The Rolling Stones, etc.

SONY PICTURES TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL
Sony Pictures Television International, 10202 West Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 USA. Tel: 1.310.244.4000. Fax: 1.310.244.1874. http://www.sonypictures.com

At MIPTV: Michael Grindon (President), John McMahon (President, Managing Director), Europe), Sander Schwartz (President, International Production), Keith Le Goy (Executive Vice President, Distribution), Stuart Baxter (Executive Vice President, European Distribution)
Office: M5.01, Tel: 33.(0)9.92.95.85 66

CASHMERE MAFIA
Drama (60 min)
Language: English
Key Cast: Lucy Liu, Frances O’Connor, Miranda Otto, Bonnie Somerville
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Lucy Liu stars as one of four female friends who balance their lives as ambitious power players in NYC with their personal relationships, from Darren Star.

CANTERBURY’S LAW
Drama (60 min)
Language: English
Key Cast: Julianna Margulies, Aidan Quinn, Ben Shenkman, Tristee Dunn, Keith Robinson
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Juliana Margulies stars as a criminal defense attorney who risks career and reputation in her quest to provide clients with the representation they deserve.

POWER OF 10
Game Show Format
Country of Origin: USA
This must have format is a high-stakes, adrenaline-filled game show that tests
Head Case
Half-hour comedy (13 x 30)
Executive Producers: Robert Bauer, Jason Farrand, Alexandra Wentworth, Stephan Shelanski, Michael Ruggiero, Robert Markovich
Key Cast: Alexandra Wentworth, Steve Langdon, with special guests Jeff Goldblum, David Alan Grier, Joel Madden, Cindy Margolis, Andy Dick, Jonathan Silverman
Dr. Elizabeth Goode is judgmental, unenthusiastic and possibly a good shrink herself. Her days are filled with a “who’s who” client list from the world of entertainment, sports and music.

Hollywood Residential
Half-hour comedy (13 x 30)
Executive Producers: Andy Bobrow, Cheryl Hines, Paul Young, Peter Principato
Key Cast: Adam Paul, Lindsey Stoddart, with guest stars Paula Abdul, Tom Arnold, Carmen Electra, Chris Kattan and Cheryl Hines
Tony King is a frustrated, underachieving actor and “nemesis” as they come to realize, he’s just another guy who, along with his sexy new co-host, Lila Mann, take their show to the homes of Hollywood celebrities.

Hollywood Goes Gaming
Documentary feature (1 x 60)
Executive Producers: Gregg Backer, Michael Ruggiero, Christopher Black
Key Cast: Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, Kristanna Loken, Tricia Helfer, John Woo, Nolan Bushnell
Hollywood Goes Gaming examines the evolving relationship between Hollywood and the videogame industry over the last three decades. As with novels and comic books, videogames are having their own deep influence on movies such as Batman.

Bloodsucking Cinema
Documentary feature (1 x 38)
Executive Producers: Michael Ruggiero, Christopher Black, Kirk Shaw, Brad McAfee
Key Cast: Kristanna Loken, Cheech Marin, Stuart Townsend
Bloodsucking Cinema chronicles the origins and “birth” of the vampire, its evolution and entry into cinema’s storytelling lexicon and Hollywood’s undying interest in the theme.

Fog City Mavericks
Documentary feature (1 x 120)
Executive Producers: Gary Leva
Key Cast: Peter Coyote narrates with appearances by: George Lucas, Francis Ford Coppola, Clint Eastwood, Milos Foreman, Anthony Minghella, Steven Spielberg, Saul Zaentz and more.
Fog City Mavericks is a documentary that pays homage to the important filmmakers (including George Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola) who have emerged to create compelling cinema outside the Hollywood studio system.

Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!
Animated series (52 x 22 or 104 x 11)
Executive Producers: Fred Seibert, Susan Miller, Scott D. Greenberg, John W. Hyde
Wubbzy just wants to have fun. He and his best pals Widget (she just wants to build) and Walden (he just wants to think) face the challenges of each day with the best resource they’ve got — friendship.

Masters of Science Fiction
Science fiction anthology (6 x 44)
Executive Producers: Steve Brown, Morris Berger, John W. Hyde, Brad Mendelson, Andrew Deane, Keith Addis. Co-executive producers, Lisa Richardson, Mick Garris, Sam Egan
Main Cast: Includes Sam Waterston, Anne Heche, Terry O’Quinn, Brian Dennehy.
Professor Stephen Hawking will introduce each episode as “Masters Of Science Fiction” brings to the screen celebrated short stories from the world’s most highly regarded science fiction writers, dealing with many of the most powerful and controversial current issues.

Masters of Horror
80-minute films (26 x 2)
Executive Producers: Steve Brown, Morris Berger, John W. Hyde, Mick Garris, Keith Addis, Andrew Deane
Main Cast: Includes Jason Gedrick, Johnathon Schaech, Sean Patrick Flanery, Meatloaf, George Wendt, Ron Perlman.
The Emmy-winning “Masters of Horror” splashed blood across U.S. television for two seasons, with contributions from many of the horror genre’s most highly regarded directors.

Studio 100 Media N.V. & Co. KG
Studio 100 Media N.V. & Co. KG, Frauenhorstrasse 2, D-80337 Munich, Germany. Tel: 49.89.54.34.47.80. Fax: 49.89.54.34.47.810. www.studio100media.com, Email: info@studio100media.com
Distributor
At MIPTV: Hans Bourlon (CEO), Patrick Eiimerdorf (General Manager), Jo Dars (Director of International Affairs), Katja Neufingerl (Director International Sales), Thorsten Wegener (Director Program & Production), Nicole Braun (Executive Assistant)
Office: Azar 07, Tel.: 33.49.29.31.37 BIG & SMALL
Production
Producer: Kindel Entertainment in cooperation with Studio100, BBC, YTV and 3’s Productions
Status: In production
Big & Small are two best friends who haven’t really known each other for long. One is big and the other is small together they prove that fun comes in different sizes. of living with someone who’s bigger or smaller, faster or slower than you are.

Balloonoons
Animation (104 x 6.5 mins or 52 x 13 min)
Producer: Studio Petersburg, Russia
Status: Season I: Completed, Season II: In production
Balloonoons are a friendly group of funny round characters whose world is full of adventure without violence or brutality. The series is designed as an enchanted, funny and enjoyable representation of the society that surrounds a child’s life.

Butterfly and Beautyfly
Animation (52 x 5 min)
Producer: Belgian Waifles, Interlinge Multimedia, Studio Robert, Milpop Studio, Did Guibbels, RTBF Fiction and RTBF Jeunesse
Status: Completed
Butterfly & Beautyfly are two naive but happy butterflies. Together they fluster here and there, understanding and learning about their small world.

Bumba the Clown
Preschoolers - live action and CGI animation (150 x 5 min)
Producer: Studio 100
Status: Completed
Bumba the clown who lives in a circus with his friends. Based on variation in colours, characters and music the series mixes educational elements (like guessing words & colours) with funny segments, enabling development and interaction skills.

The House of Anubis
Live action, teenage toyoot (114 x 12 min)
Producer: Studio100
Status: Season I completed, Season II completed
A group of teenagers living in a boarding house during their secondary school education, each have their own story to tell, with tales of love, happiness, loneliness, sadness and jealousy as they progress towards maturity.

Mega Mindy
Live action, children’s series (13 x 25 min)
Producer: Studio100
Status: Season I completed, Season II completed, Season III in production
Mo, a slightly geeky and clumsy girl escapes her daily routine at the police station by combating evil as the town’s superhero “Mega Mindy”.

Sullivan Entertainment
Sullivan Entertainment, 110 Davenport Rd, Toronto, ON M5R 3R3 Canada. Tel: 1.416.921.7177. Fax: 1.416.921.7538. www.sullivannovelties.com, e-mail inquiries@sullivan-ent.com
Distributor
At MIPTV: Trudy Grant (CEO), Kate Blank (Manager, Sales & Acquisitions), Cameron Moffatt (Manager, Sales & Acquisitions), Laura Lemyk (Manager, Sales & Acquisitions)
Office: 15.20,
Producer: Eva Kolodner
Writer/Director: Aaron Woodley
Language: English
Status: Season I completed, Season II in production
A lonely web designer, a cynical photographer, a suave ladykiller, a restless young wife and an infatuated detective all come together in this award-winning film.

Rhinoceros Eyes
Dark Comedy (1 x 120 min)
Language: English
Director: Aaron Woodley
Writer: Aaron Woodley
Producer: Eva Kolodner
Key Cast: Michael Pitt, Page Turco, Gale Harold
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: USA
A coming-of-age story revolving around Chep, a young reclusive prep-house employee who falls in love with a detailed-obessed production designer Fran.

Male Fantasy
Dark Comedy (1 x 120 min)
Language: English
Director: Blaine Thurier
Writer: Blaine Thurier
Producer: Blaine Thurier
Key Cast: Robert Dayton, Cindy Wolfe, Steve Wood
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2004, Country of Origin: Canada
Divorced from his wife and reality, deluded, eccentric Andrew applies a magical philosophy to his
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**RUN ROBOT RUN**

Romantic Comedy (1 x 120min)
Language: English
Director: Daniel O’Conner
Writer: Daniel O’Conner
Producer: Daniel O’Conner
Key Cast: Chris Gibb, Lara Kelly, Christian Potenza
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Canada
A comedy about life, love and robots!

**RUPERT PATTERSON WANTS TO BE A SUPERHERO**

Family (1 x 120min)
Language: English
Director: Brooks Campbell
Writers: Brooks Campbell & Jeff Wright
Producer: Sullivan Entertainment
Key Cast: Chris Gibb, Lara Kelly, Christian Potenza
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 1997, Country of Origin: USA
Twelve year old superhero Rupert Patterson strives to protect the world against his imagination’s ferocious bad guys – who somehow really do come to life!

**GINA’S KIDS CLUB**

Youth Series (6 x 30min)
Language: English
Director: Mike Gibilisco
Writers: Tim Trombitas & Becca Reed
Producer: Joseph DiFrancesco
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Canada
A fun-filled youth series that sparks imagination and creativity through puppetry, song and audience participation.

**ROAD SCHOLARS**

Youth Series (26 x 30min)
Language: English
Director: Jane Hawtin
Producer: Jane Hawtin
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2006, Country of Origin: Canada
An internationally acclaimed documentary series that follows different teens around the world in their hunt for remote farming community of Avonlea.

**SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT**

Summit Entertainment, Los Angeles: 1630 Stewart Street, Suite 120, Santa Monica, CA 90404 USA. Tel: 1.310.309.8400. Fax: 1.310.828.4132.
Email: markets@summit-ent.com.

**AMERICAN PIE**

DOCUMENTARY (90’)
Language: English, French, Spanish
Original version: Italian, Subtitles
Producer: Surf Film (Italy) - Orme - La7
Director: Massimo Ferrari
Producer: Surf Film (Italy) - Orme - La7
Status: Completed
A documentary which retraces the important phases in the life of one of the world’s greatest Italian actresses, Sophia Loren.

**GILLO**

Documentary Film (90’)
Original version: Italian, Subtitles
Language: English, French, Spanish
Director: Mario Canale
Producer: Surf Film (Italy) - Orme - La7
Status: Completed

**RAIDERS OF THE LOST CITY**

Action/Adventure (approx. 94 min)
Language: English
Director: Massimo Ferrari
Producer: Surf Film (Italy) - Cinecittà Studio.

**ROSSI ESCE DALLE SELVE**

Eco-Documentary (3 x 60min)
Language: English
Writers: Larry Bauman & Maggie Siggins
Producer: Jane Hawtin
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005, Country of Origin: Canada
A three-part series that exposes today’s growing water crises around the world.

**SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT**

Summit Entertainment, Los Angeles: 1630 Stewart Street, Suite 120, Santa Monica, CA 90404 USA. Tel: 1.310.309.8400. Fax: 1.310.828.4132.
Email: markets@summit-ent.com.

**CITY OF STRATS**

AMERICAN PIE
Language: English
Director: Brooks Campbell
Producer: Summit International, Ralpho Borgos (Senior Vice President, International Sales)
Office: Stand 04.01, Tel: 33/04.92.99.8027
**THE NEVERENDING STORY**

BETTER MOON
Language: English
**BROOKLYN MEDITERRANEAN MANK TROUBLE**

Language: English
**MALICE**

THE CITY OF RICOCHET
Language: English
**THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION**

THEORY OF FLIGHT
Language: English
**SUNSET BEACH**

Surf Film s.r.l., Via Padre G.A. Filippini, 130 - 00144 Rome, Italy. Tel: 0039.96.52.62.101. Fax: 0039.96.52.91.816. www.surffilm.com, email: surff@surffilm.com
Producer, distributor
At MIPTV: Mrs. Stefania Carnevale
(Head of International sales); Mrs. Elisabetta Velpe (International sales executive); Mrs. Elena Francot (Domestic sales manager).
**SOPHIA (YESTERDAY TODAY TOMORROW)**

Documentary Film (52’)
Original version: Italian, Subtitles
Language: English
Director: Massimo Ferrari
Producer: Surf Film (Italy) - Cinecittà Entertainment - in collaboration with Sky Cinema
Status: Completed
A documentary which retraces the important phases in the life of one of the world’s greatest Italian actresses, Sophia Loren.

**THE LIFETIME MOVIE COLLECTION**

**WISEGAL**
Langage: English
Director: Jerry Cicrilli
Writers: Shelley Evans
Key Cast: James Caan, Alyssa Milano, Jason Gedrick
Delivery Status: Completed
Based on a true story, a woman, once a trusted confidant to the Mafia, confronts the horrific reality that she has put her children in jeopardy.

**THE LIFETIME MOVIE COLLECTION**

**QUEEN SIZED**
Comedy/Drama (1x90 min)
Language: English
Director: Peter Levin
Producer: Rodney Johnson
Writers: Robert Zemeckis - Jerry Sikorski - Evan Jones
Key Cast: Nikki Blonsky, Annie Potts
Delivery Status: Completed
An overweight teen takes on a stand against bullying and becomes the school’s homeworking queen and ends up with more than a crown.

**THE LIFETIME MOVIE COLLECTION**

**TRUE CONFESSIONS OF A HOLLYWOOD STARLET**
Comedy/Drama (1x90 min)
Language: English
Director: Tim Matheson
Writer: Lola Douglas
Key Cast: Jolo, Valerie Betinelli
Delivery Status: Completed
A superstar teen actress finds her life turned upside down after a stint in rehab followed by a forced exile to live the usual teenager life with her aunt in the suburbs.

**THE STARB WARS**
Adventure Collection
Fantasy/Adventure (4x90 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: 12 Mio. US$ Country of Origin: USA
A fast paced fantasy and adventure
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movie collection, designed to bring viewers to the world beyond.

ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE HADES FACTOR

Language: English

Director: David Carson, Ralph Hemecker, Stephen Tolkin, Mike Rube Writer: Ronni Kern, Janet Brownell, Stephen Tolkin, Spril Smith

Co-Production Partners: Mandalay Television, Stephanie German Productions, Tandem Communications Producer: Peter Guber, Stephanie Germain, Peter Strauss

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Budget: 33 Mio. US$ 

Delivery Status: Completed

Key Cast: Tcheky Karyo, Bernard Le Coq, Yvonne Viterna, W. Paul Bodey, Al Sapienza

Director: Franck Vielbert and Thibaut ChateL

Writer: Nicolas Watson, Thibaut ChateL, Patrice Mithois

Co-production partners: © Label Anim - Télécom/TPS Jeunesse - AB Productions - Homem Delivery Status: Completed

Kung Foot: sports, comedy, love and friendship for kids.

DA JAMMIES

www.dajammites.com

2D/3D series (13x23’)

Language: English and Spanish

Director: Rich Morris and Ray J. Kelly

Writer: Larry B. Scott, Aubondro

Novelist Hamilton, William Dolla Chapman II, Aquah Ma’at

Producer: Farcor Studios

Delivery Status: 2 episodes by end of December 2007 - Series completed by May 2008

An original Hip Music series featuring famous animated guests.

THE TELEVISION SYNDICATION COMPANY


At MIPTV: Cassie Yde (President), Mary Joyce (International Sales Executive)

Office: Sunset Marquis VIP Club, Tel: 407.252.7346, Fax: 407.788.4397

DONNA DEWBERY SHOW

Lifestyle (65 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Martin Brown

Producer: Vicki Payne/Cutters Productions

Key Cast: Donna Dewberry Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003 – present, Country of Origin: USA

Donna Dewberry is the world’s favorite painting instructor and best selling author. She revolutionized decorative painting with her easy to learn One Stroke Painting techniques. Learn to paint with Donna.

FOR YOUR HOME Lifestyle (130 x 30 min)

Language: English

Director: Neal Sugg

Producer: Sloan Rutter, Vicki Payne, Cutters Productions

Key Cast: Sloan Rutter, Vicki Payne Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2003 – present, Country of Origin: USA

Donna Dewberry is the world’s favorite painting instructor and best selling author. She revolutionized decorative painting with her easy to learn One Stroke Painting techniques. Learn to paint with Donna.

FREE FOR YOUR HOME Lifestyle (1 x 60 min)

Language: English

Director: Bryce Groark

Writer: Bryce and Jen Groark

Producer: Bryce and Jen Groark

Key Cast: marty Snyderman, Bryant MockChe, Jake Zeigler, Ed Arnold

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Sharks – 1 of our planet’s most misunderstood predators. Requiem documents the true nature and purpose of these amazing creatures with stunning up close cinematography from our world’s oceans.

REDEMPTION

Movie (1 x 96 min)

Language: English

Director: Jose Garofalo

Writer: Jose Garofalo

Producer: Fred and Maria Capitelli

Key Cast: Heather Carroll, Christine Jaffes, Richard Antonio, R. Michael McWherter, Louis De La Costa, Yvonne Viterna, W. Paul Bodey, Al Sapienza

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2004

Dark personal secrets haunt five strangers gathered at a bus terminal. The suspense mounts as past wrongs are righted and the characters fulfill their appointed destiny and claim redemption.

THE ART OF VICTORY

Documentary (1 x 48 min)

Language: English

Director: Sheldon Alfeld

Producer: Sheldon Alfeld/StormMaker Productions

Key Cast: Gregory Copley, Prince Ermias Sahleh-Selasie Haile-Selasie, Dr. Assad Hormayoun, Dr. Joan Vernikos, Pamela von Gruber

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Based on the acclaimed book by Gregory Copley, a provocative exploration of how societies and individuals survive and prosper. Issues from climate change to terrorism to world economy are examined.

BLUE DOLPHIN KIDS

Children’s (1 x 30 and 1 x 60)

Language: USA

Director: Brian Waingrow

Writer: Jedrez Johaz, Brian Waingrow, Robin Davidson

Producer: Brian Waingrow/Blue Dolphin Media

Key Cast: Fivel Stewart, Boo Boo Stewart, Blue Dolphin Kids: Skyler, Ocean, and Sky

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2008 – present, Country of Origin: USA

Explore Hawaii with the Blue Dolphin Kids to discover and experience its exciting destinations and culture. Action packed with breathtaking visuals, educational trivia, cool factoids and a whole lot more!

CHRISTMAS AT MAXWELL’S

Movie (1 x 96 min)

Language: English

Director: William C. Laufer

Writer: William C. Laufer

Producer: William C. Laufer, Tiff Laufer

Key Cast: marty Snyderman, Bryant MockChe, Jake Zeigler, Ed Arnold

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

A group of strangers gather at a bus terminal. The suspense mounts as past wrongs are righted and the characters fulfill their appointed destiny and claim redemption.

THE ART OF VICTORY

Documentary (1 x 48 min)

Language: English

Director: Sheldon Alfeld

Producer: Sheldon Alfeld/StormMaker Productions

Key Cast: Gregory Copley, Prince Ermias Sahleh-Selasie Haile-Selasie, Dr. Assad Hormayoun, Dr. Joan Vernikos, Pamela von Gruber

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA

Based on the acclaimed book by Gregory Copley, a provocative exploration of how societies and individuals survive and prosper. Issues from climate change to terrorism to world economy are examined.

BLUE DOLPHIN KIDS

Children’s (1 x 30 and 1 x 60)

Language: USA

Director: Brian Waingrow

Writer: Jedrez Johaz, Brian Waingrow, Robin Davidson

Producer: Brian Waingrow/Blue Dolphin Media

Key Cast: Fivel Stewart, Boo Boo Stewart, Blue Dolphin Kids: Skyler, Ocean, and Sky

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2008 – present, Country of Origin: USA

Explore Hawaii with the Blue Dolphin Kids to discover and experience its exciting destinations and culture. Action packed with breathtaking visuals, educational trivia, cool factoids and a whole lot more!

CHRISTMAS AT MAXWELL’S

Movie (1 x 96 min)

Language: English

Director: William C. Laufer

Writer: William C. Laufer

Producer: William C. Laufer, Tiff Laufer

Key Cast: Andrew May, Jack Hourigan,
Helen Welch, Julia May, Charlie May, Angus May
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A family threatened with illness retreats to their summer home where the Christmas season brings more than they ever imagined. The movie encompasses laughter, tears, love and happiness. HD
KID FITNESS
Children’s (26 x 26 min)
Language: English
Director: Steven Feldman
Writer: Laura Stegmaier-Pettinato, Christian Seltman
Producer: Fenton Maxwell
Key Cast: Casey Unterman, Laura Frecon, Keayanna Merrill, Cristiano Magni, Alexander Elise, Liliane Klein, Danielle Taffeen, Jason Yachtchin, Bill Barkhurst
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005-2006, Country of Origin: USA
An interactive series for young children revolving around a super health hero, aimed to prevent obesity and teach healthy lifestyle. Fun and colorful segments incorporate fitness, nutrition, and education.
MAN OF ONE THOUSAND FACES
Biographical Documentary (1 x 94 min)
Language: English
Director: Kym Secrist
Writer: Kym Secrist, James Hong
Producer: Kym Secrist, Deborah Quan
Key Cast: James Hong, David Carradine, Ti Carrere, George Cheung, Bryan Cranston, Dom Deluise, Martin Kove, Peter Kwong, Mako, George Takel
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
His face is recognizable to millions of fans around the world. Perhaps the hardest working man in Hollywood, James Hong is immortalized in this visually stunning and powerful film.
THE HIDDEN CHINA
Documentary (1 x 60 min)
Language: English
Producer: Sam Juneau
Key Cast: Jim Tripcon
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Viewers gain behind the scenes access to a China that is rapidly changing from a state run disaster into the world’s most powerful economy. HD
PAINT, PAPER AND CRAFTS
Lifestyle (65 x 30 min)
Language: English
Director: Geary Morton
Producer: Vicki and Chris Payne, Cutters Productions
Key Cast: Vicki Payne
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
How-to-guru, Vicki Payne, provides clear, easy-to-follow guidance for novice and advanced glass enthusiasts alike for making their own stunning creations. You’ll be engrossed by the fascinating medium of glass art.
THINKFILM INTERNATIONAL
THINKFilm International, Bridge House, 2nd Floor, 63-65 North Wharf Road, London W2 1LA UK. T: 44.207.298.6200. Fax: 44.207.298.6201, www.thinkfilmcompany.com
At MIPTV: Will Machin (Head of International)
Office: c/o Capitol Films Stand 04.16, Tel: 33/04.92.90.9072
UNDER THE MOUNTAIN
Fantasy Adventure
Language: English
Director: Jonathan King
Writer: Matthew Grainger & Jonathan King
Producers: Richard Fletcher, Matthew Grainger, Jonathan King
Status: Pre-Production
Production Country: New Zealand
When an all-powerful, supernatural enemy stirs after centuries of imprisonment in the depths below Auckland’s volcanoes, teenage twins, Theo and Rachel, must rediscover their telepathic bond to save mankind in this thrilling fantasy-adventure.
BAD BEAT
Horrer
Language: English
Directors: Rob Schmidt
Writer: Paul Gerstenberger
Producers: Greg Brennan
Status: Pre-Production
Production Country: Canada
Ordered to a delinquent camp by their exasperated parents, a group of wayward teens fall foul of a deadly virus that infects the guards and turns them into flesh-eating monsters!
THE OXFORD MURDERS
Mystery
Language: English
Director: Alex de la Iglesia
Writer: Guillermo Martinez
Producers: Gerardo Herrero, Mariela Besuevskio, Alvaro Augustin, Elena Mantrique
Leading Cast: John Hurt, Elijah Wood, Leonor Watling
Status: Completed
Production Country: Spain/UK
A new student and an esteemed professor at Oxford University team up to solve a puzzling series of ‘mathematically linked’ murders.
FIVE DOLLARS A DAY
Comedy
Language: English
Director: Nigel Cole
Writer: Neal Dobrofsky, Tippip Dobrofsky
Producers: Carol Baum, Jane Golenberg, Katja Jam
Leading Cast: Christopher Walker, Alessandro Novila, Amanda Peet, Sharon Stone, Peter Coyote, Dean Cain.
Status: Post Production
Production Country: USA
On a riotous road trip across America, this is the last chance for Nat and his son to disclose long-buried secrets and heal bitter wounds.
THE LAST WORD
Comedy
Language: English
Director: Geoffrey Haley
Writer: Geoffrey Haley
Producers: David Hilary, Timothy Wayne Petermel, Alexandra Milchan, Bonnie Timmermann, Jack Uttick
Leading Cast: Winona Ryder, Wes Bentley, Ray Romano
Status: Completed
Production Country: USA
Evan writes suicide notes for a living. Charlotte is his latest client’s sister. When they meet at the funeral, they prove that love can flourish in the most unusual circumstances.
APARECIDOS (THE APPEARED)
Supernatural Thriller
Language: Spanish
Director: Paco Cabezas
Writer: Paco Cabezas
Producers: Juan Gordon, Alvaro Alonso, Antonio Chavarrias, Miguel Roca, Daniel Pensa
Cast: Javier Pereira, Ruth Diaz
Status: Completed
Production Country: Spain
When brother and sister, Pablo and Malena, travel to Argentina to bury their father and unearth their past, the unexpected discovery of a mysterious diary results in supernatural disasters.
THOMPSON/STARR ORGANIZATION
Thompson/Starr Organization, PMB 11236, 460 N. Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, CA 90210 USA. Tel: 1.818.998.8126, Fax: 1.818.773.8962.
Email: tsoray@wehby.net
Distributors and Agents
At MIPTV: Joey Thompson (President), Jen Starr (Marketing), Chaya Finton (Sales), George Alan (Acquisitions)
Office: Hotel Mexicana, 30 rue Doctor Dauvenile, Juan Les Pins, Hotel Mexicana, 06160 Tel: 33.44.93.39.24. Fax: 33.44.93.74.92. Fax: 33.44.93.09.31
ROD STEWART & FACES
Rock Music (80 min)
Cast: Rod Stewart, Kenny Jones, Keith Richards, etc.
Delivery Status: Completed
Eminently popular rock concert.
BLITZKRIEG BOP
Great Rock Concert (80 min)
Cast: Blondie, Dead Boys, Ramones
Delivery Status: Completed
A giant country music STARS concert.
TOEI ANIMATION CO., LTD.
Toei Animation Co., Ltd., 58 Yokodera-machi, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 162-0831, Japan. Tel: 03.5261.7619, Fax: 03.5621.3875. http://corp.toei-anm.co.jp/english/; email: sales@toei-anm.net
At MIPTV: Kanji Kazahaya (Director of International Department), Yosuke Kobayashi (President & COO of Toei Animation Inc. (U.S))
Office: R36.12
THREE LITTLE DAUGHTERS
Flash animation: Family Comedy Series
Based on popular blog and best-selling book titled “Uchi no San Shimai” about the daily, comical anecdotes that come with the territory of being a mother of three cute little girls.
GE GE GE KITARO (5TH SEASON)
Animation: Kids Series (52+ x 30min)
People of a town who encountered strange incidents caused by awful “Yokai”, send him letters crying out for help, which Kitaro solves with his good “Yokai” friends.
YES! PRETTY CURE 5 GO! Animation: Kids Series (49 x 30 min)
The story begins in a private girl’s middle school library when a girl named Nsomoi discovers a copy of a peculiar book.
MASTER HAMSTERS
Family: Action-Comedy (48 x 30min)
They’re all so cute, and yet, they’re pros. More than just pets, these hamsters are Master Hamsters!
LOVELY COMPLEX
Animation: Kids Series (24 x 30 min)
Rizo Kozumizu is a 170 cm (66.9 inches) tall girl who thinks that she is too tall. Her classmate, Atsushi Otani, a 156cm boy (61.4 inches) and he shares similar feelings with Rizo regarding height in that he feels that he is too short.
THOMPIL, INC.
Tomwil, Inc., 4905 Gentry Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91607 USA. Tel: 1.818.769.0883 . Fax: 1.818.769.0887, email: tomlwil@earthlink.net
Distributor
At MIPTV: James Rokos (President), Wila A. Rokos (Exec. V.P.)
Office: 09.20, Tel: 04.92.99.8161
CHEERLEADER SEASON II
Reality (6x30’)
Language: English
Director: Wila A. Rokos
Writer: Wila A. Rokos
Producer: James R. Rokos
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
A new season of the hit reality series follows the current national champions, the University of Central Florida, from tryouts to the National championship as they fight their way to retain their title.
DONOVAN: LIVE IN LA
Music (90’)
Language: English
Producer: Jon Ravenna, Mitchell Sussman
Key Cast: Donovan
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Originally shown on PBS, Donovan makes a rare personal appearance in front of a live audience at the Kodak Theater in Hollywood. Songs include “Mellow Yellow”, “Sunshine Superman”, & “Season of the Witch”.

SUPER CARS EXPOSED!
Sport (13x30’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Our host, a professional stunt and race driver, shows off some of the hottest performance cars both on and off the track (closed course).

PINKS ALL OUT
Sport (10x60’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2007/8, Country of Origin: USA
Season II of amateur drag racing competition that puts your car title on the line to prove whose is fastest on the 0.1 mile.

MY CLASSIC CAR
Documentary/lifestyle (26x30’)
Language: English
Key Cast: Dennis Gage
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Our host gets to show off collector’s antique cars, visit weekend car shows, and help the amateur restore classic cars.

TRIPPIN’ ON TWO WHEELS
Travel (4x60’)
Language: English
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2006/7, Country of Origin: USA
Motorcycle adventure with a father and son through the countries of Scotland, Sicily, Quebec, and Spain.

TPI
TPI, 4520 Daly Drive, Chantilly, VA 20151 USA. Tel: 1.703.222.2408. Fax: 1.703.222.2408. www.tpiltd.com, email: info@tpiltd.com
Producer/Distributor
At MIPTV: Larry Higgs (President), Ron Alexander (Director of International Sales), Nancy Epstein (Manager Program Acquisitions), Amanda Rockwell (Manager Program Development), Haldun Zirkli (Sales Manager)
Office: Stand R35.03, Tel: 334 92 99 8805

TANGERINE TREEHOUSE
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
When a group of Moroccan street children take part in a treehouse building workshop, they are unexpectedly transformed.

DAUGHTERS OF GARDENERS: INDA’S SILENT GENOCIDE
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
The economic burden of dowries and the ancestral preference for boys often makes the birth of a daughter a shameful event. Ultrasound tests and abortions, which were supposed to represent progress for women, are instead being used against them.

LOST AND FOUND IN MEXICO
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Discover why thousands of Americans have given up on the “American Dream” and moved to a small town in Mexico.

JOURNEY TO BURMA
Documentary Series (5 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: Italy
Five separate documentaries examine the amazing landscapes, cultures and traditions of this mysterious land.

THE ELEPHANT MAN
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
A look at the construction of the wall between Israelis and Palestinians along the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

TRAP OR A LIE?
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: South Africa
The moving humanitarian story about a team of surgeons who travel to Nepal to treat children and adults with cleft lip and palate abnormalities.

TRIPPIE TRUNKS
Documentary (1 x 52 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
We travel the world seeking the outrageous, the funny, the inspirational and downright amazing.

CONY’S BIG BREAK
Travel (40 x 30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Join this Aussie bloke as he and his team explore the world…often with comedic results.

ROAD OF THE WILD
Travel/Wildlife (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Host Lin Sutherland takes us on locations around the world for a intimate look at wildlife on land and at sea.

TERRA MYSTICA
Travel (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Legendary mystical locations from Stonehenge to the Pyramids stir the soul and intrigue the mind.

GLOBAL TREASURES
Travel (260 x 10 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
A journey to the world’s most protected monuments and historic places ranging from Peru’s Machu Picchu to Cambodia’s Angkor Wat.

EAT THIS!
Cuisine (13 x 30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
A new cooking series with a hip focus on healthy cuisine with a dash of laughs and music.

COMPANIONS TO NONE
Documentary (1 x 60 min)
Language: English/Spanish
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
We examine the dog and cat overpopulation and abuse crisis in Mexico and efforts to improve their lives.

ROAD TO ELDRADO
Documentary (1 x 60 min)
Language: English/French
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: France
An amazing 10,000 km journey across the varied landscapes of South America…from Brazil to the Caribbean with an Amazon River adventure in between.

TRY REVOLUTION
Documentary (1 x 60 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: New Zealand
How did a rugby tournament make a contribution to the beginning of the end of Apartheid in South Africa? Features Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

PEOPLE & PLACES OF THE WORLD
Series (26 x 30 min)
Language: English
Delivery Status: Completed
Country of Origin: USA
Thrilling aviation adventures put the viewer in the pilot’s seat on all types of aircraft large and small.

TRUSTNORDISK FILM SALES
TrustNordisk Film Sales, Mosesdalvej 14, 2500 Valby, Denmark. Tel: 0045 3618 8200. Fax: 0045 3618 9550. Website: www.nordiskfilmsales.com, www.trustfilm.dk
Sales Agent
At MIPTV: Kenneth Wiberg (General Manager), Rikke Ennis (CEO), Susan Wends (Head of Sales), Anneli Hakkinen (Sales Executive), Frederik Stege (Legal), Marie-Louise Rasmussen (Junior Sales)
Office: R 33.11

JUST ANOTHER LOVE STORY (KÆRLIGHED PÅ FILM)
www.nordiskfilmsales.com
Thriller (99 min)
Language: Danish
Director: Ole Bornedal
Writer: Ole Bornedal
Producer: Michael Obel
Key Cast: Anders W. Berthelsen, Rebecka Hense, Nikolaj Lie Kaas
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: 4.7 M US$.
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Denmark
In a grotesque mix-up, suburban dad Jonas takes over the identity of Julia’s exotic boyfriend. But life is not lived on fantasies and exotic dreams and one day truth comes knocking at the door.

WUNDERFUL AND LOVED BY ALL
(UNDERBAR OCH ALSKAD AV ALLA)
www.nordiskfilmsales.com
Romance (103 min)
Language: Swedish
Director: Hames Holf
Writer: Mårn Herrgren and Martina Haag
Producer: Patrick Ryborn
Key Cast: Martina Haag, Nikolaj Coster Waldau, Ellen Mattsson
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Sweden
For Isabella Eklöf life just hasn’t panned out like it should.
**THE GOLD OF VALHALLA (GULDHORNENE)**

**www.nordiskfilmsales.com**

Family and Children (90 min)

Language: Danish

Director: Martin Schmidt

Writer: Ida Maria Rydén, Ina Bruhn, Flemming Christian Klem, Stefan Jaworski

Producer: Rasmus Thorson

Key Cast: Laura Østergaard Buhl, Lukas Thorstensson, and Clara Bahamondes

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Denmark

One day, the ancient Norse gods, Loki, Thor and Heimdal, materialize to prevent the museum’s legendary golden horns from falling into the wrong hands and threatening the human race with extermination.

**A TALE OF TWO MOZZIES (CYKELMYGGEN OG DANSKYDGEN)**

**www.nordiskfilmsales.com**

Animation (77 min)

Language: Danish

Director: Jannik Hastrup & Flemming Quist Møller

Writer: Flemming Quist Møller

Producer: Marie Bro

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Danish

Dagmar, the dancing mosquito, has a crush on Egon, who in turn can only think about one thing: his bicycle. Their relationship is tested as they are caught up in a war between the ants.

**LEO**

**www.trust-film.dk**

Drama (78 min)

Language: Swedish

Director: Josef Fares

Writer: Josef Fares

Producer: Anna Anthony

Co-production partners: Gunnar Carlsson, Tomas Eksillosson, Peder Aabæk Jensen

Key Cast: Leonard Terfel, Josef Fares, Shahab Salehi

Delivery Status: Completed


Leo celebrates his 30th birthday. Surrounded by family and friends, he toasts to the future. But as the party ends Leo and his girlfriend walk back home, something happens that will forever change their lives.

**HEAVEN'S HEART (HIMLENS HJÄRTA)**

**www.trust-film.dk**

Drama (95 min)

Language: Swedish

Director: Simon Stahlo

Writer: Peter Asmussen

Producer: Jonas Frederiksen

Co-production partners: Gunnar Carlsson, Tomas Eksillosson, Peter Possne

Key Cast: Mikael Persbrandt, Lena Endre, Maria Lundqvist, Jakob Eklund

Delivery Status: Completed


A couple has been married for twenty years. They love each other dearly, have a happy existence with well-paid jobs, a large house, two cars and a daughter who is about to move away from home.

**GO WITH PEACE JHANNAL (MA SALAMA JHAMAL)**

**www.trust-film.dk**

Action-drama (87min)

Language: Arabic/Arabic

Director: Omar Shargawi

Writer: Omar Shargawi & Mogens Rukov

Producer: Meta Feldager

Key Cast: Dar Salim, Khalid Al-Subehi, Munir Shargawi, Elias al-Subehi, Amira Helene Larsen

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Denmark

An Arabic tale, which takes place in Scandinavia. About ancient religious hatred, about love, punishment, guilt and redemption, about being responsible for one’s own actions and refusing a path of violence.

**AMAZON JACK 3 - JUNGO GOES BADNANS (JUNGLE DYSRET HUGO 3 – FRÆK, FLABET OG FRí)**

**www.nordiskfilmsales.com**

Drama (75 min)

Language: Danish

Director: Fleming Quist Møller and Jürgen Lerdam

Writer: Fleming Quist Møller

Producer: Irene Sparre Hjorthøj and Per Holst

Co-production partners: PiH, A-Film, Latvia, Nordisk Film (Norway), Asta Film, TV2 Denmark

Key Cast: Jesper Klem, Kaya Briol, Claus Ryskjær

Delivery Status: Completed

Budget: 5.0 mio.

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Denmark

The world’s rarest and cutest creature, Jungo, lives happily on an island with his friend Rita, eating warm meatballs all day. But when an evil eccentric millionaire puts a price on his head Jungo must leave it all and escape.

**THE RADIO PIRATES (RADIOPIRATEN)**

**www.nordiskfilmsales.com**

Drama (87 min)

Language: Norwegian

Director: Stig Svendsen

Writer: Gunnar Germundson

Producer: Hakon Overas and Aagot Skjeldal

Key Cast: Anders Herman Clausen, Helene Gystad, Fridjov Säheim

Delivery Status: Completed

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Norway

The Radio Pirates is the story about children who fight for the right to be children in a society of narrow-minded grownups and city council members who will do anything to get their way.

**WHITE NIGHT (HVID NAT)**

**www.nordiskfilmsales.com**

Drama (91 min)

Language: Danish

Director: Jannik Johansen

Writer: Anders Thomas Jensen & Jannik Johansen

Producer: Birgitte Skov & Morten Kaufmann

Co-production partners: DR, Blixet Kamera ApS, Angel Scandinavia A/S,

Jens Maasbol, FilmGEAR ApS, Nordisk Film Shortcut

Key Cast: Lars Brygman, Rikke Louise Andersen, Anne Sofie Byder

Delivery Status: Completed

Budget: 2.4 mio. Euros

Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Denmark

Ulrich’s life spirals out of control after a series of misadventures that spark when his opponent in a bar fight hits his head during an awkward fall and dies on impact.

**TWENTIETH CENTURYFOX TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION**

Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution, P.O. Box 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0990, USA. Tel: 1.310.369.1000. Fax: 1.310.389.8877. www.fox.com

Distributor At MIPTV. Mark Kaner (President, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution), Marion Edwards (President, International Television, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution), Jamie McCabe (Executive Vice President, Worldwide Pay-Per-View, Video-On-Demand, Electronic Self-Through), Richard Samuels (Senior Vice President, Managing Dir. Sales Asia), Gina Brogi (Senior Vice President, Worldwide Pay Television), Gerard Grant (Senior Vice President, Sales Europe)

Acquisition Exec: Marion Edwards (President, International Television, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution)

Office: E3.01

**NEW AMSTERDAM**

**www.foxnow.com**

Drama (60 min)

Language: English

Directors: Lasse Hallström, Jean de Segonzac, Ken Girotti

Writers: David Manson, Allan Loeb, Christian Taylor

Producers: David Manson, Allan Loeb, Steven Pearl

Co-production partners: Produced by Scarlet Fire Productions in association with Regency Television

Key Cast: Nikolaj Coster-Waldau (John Amsterdam), Zuleikha Robinson (Eva Marquez), Stephen McKinley Henderson (Omar), Alexie Gilmore (Dr. Sara Segura), Sally Field (President, International Television, Twentieth Century Fox Television Distribution)

Delivery Status: In Production


The story of a New York homicide detective unlike any other—brilliant, mysterious, reckless, magnetic, unknowable, and he has a profound secret: he is immortal.

**UNHITCHED**

**www.foxnow.com**

Comedy (30 min)

Language: English

Directors: Peter Farrelly, Linda Mendoza, John Blanchard, Arlene Sanford
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Budget: 3000000
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
Three martial arts assassins, two treacherous twin sisters, and a hit man must find the truth to say alive.

**SOMEBODY HELP ME**
http://www.visionfilms.net/catalog/documentar ies/suspense/thriller/somebody_help_me.php
Horror/Thriller (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Christopher B. Stokes
Writer: Christopher B. Stokes
Co-Production Partners: Code Black Entertainment
Producer: Juanita Stokes
Key Cast: Kevin O'Sullivan (You Got Served, Feel The Noise) Marques Houston (Fat Albert, You Got Served), Alexis Fields (Jacked), Brooklyn Sudano (Rain)
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: 2000000
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
A weekend stay in a remote cabin turns deadly for unsuspecting kids.

**FASCINATION: THE HISTORY OF THE MERCEDES-BENZ BRAND**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/documentar ies/special_interest/mercedes_benz.php
Documentary (6 x 1 hr)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Filmhaus Weisbaden
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany
Never-before-seen footage and the fascinating history of the legendary automobiles of Mercedes-Benz.

**VISIONS**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/documentar ies/travel/visions.php
Hi Def Documentary (16 x 1 hr)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: WLIW Public Television, New York.
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Take an incredible journey to France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Ireland, New York City and Puerto Rico, complemented by sounds from the region and a poetic narrative.

**EGYPT: NEW DISCOVERIES, ANCIENT MYSTERIES**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/documentar ies/history/egypt.php
Hi Def Documentary (7 x 1 hr)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Istituto Geografico De Agostini
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: Italy
An incredible journey into exclusive never-before-seen excavation sites in Ancient Egypt with Zahi Hawass.

**CANNONBALL 8000**
http://www.visionfilms.net/catalog/documentar ies/sports/index.php
Documentary (42 x 1/2 hr)
Language: English
Producer: Extreme Sports Entertainment
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
The most extreme sports highlights ever caught on film, from ice sailing and cliff dancing, B.A.S.E. jumping to conquering 40-foot waves.

**7EVENTY 5IVE**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/featured_fil ms/suspense/thriller/75.php
Horror (102 min)
Language: English
Director: Brian Hooks, Deon Taylor
Writer: Brian Hooks, Deon Taylor, Vashon Nu'U
Co-Production Partners: Code Black Entertainment
Producer: Lisa Diane Washington, Roxanne Avent, Cherie Johnson
Key Cast: Rutger Hauer, Brian Hooks, Dwgdolene Vee
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: 2500000
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
College students are engaged in a harmless prank-calling contest called “75” which ultimately becomes lethal.

**REMEDY**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/featured_fil ms/suspense/thriller/remedy.php
Thriller (80 min)
Language: English
Director: Christian Maalen
Writer: Christian Maalen
Co-Production Partners: Starline
Producer: Jon Doscher, Christian Maalen
Key Cast: Frank Vincent (The Sopranos, Good Fellas), Vincent Pastore (The Sopranos, Good Fellas), Ace Frehley (KISS), Arthur J. Nascarella (Copland, Sopranos, Goodfellas), Rick Phillips (Almost Famous), Rick Gonzales (War Of The Worlds), Noah Segan
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: 3000000
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The captivating story that captures the explosive and tumultuous life of Darby Crash, the seminal singer and songwriter of The Germs.

**BOB MARLEY: FREEDOM ROAD**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/reggae/b m_freedom_road.php
Documentary/Performance (55 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Merlin Communications
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: UK
A popular New York City painter is the sole witness and prime suspect in his best friend’s murder, but in his drug-hazed memory can’t remember what happened.

**VISION MUSIC**
http://www.visionmusic.net, email: sales@visionmusic.net
At MIPTV: Lise Romanoff (Managing Director), Andre Reis (VP of Int’l Sales), Brady Bowden (Sales Executive) Office: 29.33, Tel: 33(0)92.99.8850
MA.BA. I WANT TO SING!
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/featured_fil ms/drama/mama_i_want_to_sing.php
Drama (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Charles Randolph-Wright
Writer: Charles Randolph-Wright
Co-Production Partners: Code Black Entertainment
Producer: Holly Davis Carter, Jeff Chinnagan, David Pommer
Key Cast: Ciara (GRAMMY Award Winner), Billy Zane (Tactici), Patti LaBelle (GRAMMY Award Winner), Lynn Whitfield (The Josephine Baker Story, A Thin Red Line Between Love and Hate)
Delivery Status: In Production
Budget: 5000000
Year of Production: 2008, Country of Origin: USA
Music-sensation Ciara stars in the tale of a young girl pursuing her dreams, and the faith that it takes to reach them.

**WHAT WE DO IS SECRET**
http://visionfilms.net/catalog/featured_fil ms/drama/wwlls.php
Bio-pic (90 min)
Language: English
Director: Rodger Grossman
Writer: Rodger Grossman, Michelle Baer
Co-Production Partners: Rhino Films; Coalition Film, King Records, Japan Producer: Stephen Nemeth, Rodger Grossman, Kevin Mann, Matthew Pernicaro
Key Cast: Shane West (The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, ER), Bijou Phillips (Almost Famous), Rick Gonzales (War Of The Worlds), Noah Segan
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The life of the rock genius through the eyes of his girlfriend and friends, including exclusive interviews and rare performance footage.

**PUNK’S NOT DEAD**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/punk_roc k/pnd.php
Documentary Feature (105 min)
Language: English
Director: Susan Dynwer
Co-Production Partners: Aberration Films, Red Rover Films
Producer: Susan Dynwer, Todd Traina
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007
A celebration of 30 years of punk rock featuring interviews and performances by Green Day, Offspring, Social Distortion, Rancid, NoFx, UK Subs and more.

**ROCK THE BELLS**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/hit_hop/r ock_the_bells.php
Documentary Feature (103 min)
Language: English
Director: Denes Henkelly, Casey Suchan
Producer: Denis Henkelly, Casey Suchan
Key Cast: Wu-Tang Clan, Redman, Dilated Peoples, MC Supernatural, Sage Francis, Eyedea + Abilities, Chali 2na and DJ NuMark of Jurassic 5
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007
One man’s quest to reunite the Wu-Tang Clan and a celebration of the diversity of hip-hop!

**JOHNNY CASH: THE MAN IN BLACK**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/rock/john ny_cash ihtb.php
Documentary Feature (51 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Timeless Media Group
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2005, Country of Origin: USA
From his early days as a young boy in Arkansas to his legendary prison concerts, a glimpse at the man whose effect on five decades of music is still felt today.

**MIXTAPE, INC. THE MOVIE**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/hip_hop/mixtapeinc.php
Documentary Feature (100 min)
Language: English
Key Cast: Kanye West, G-Unit, Xzibit, Chuck D. (Public Enemy), DJ Clue?, DJ Kid Capri, DJ Tony Touch, DJ Whoo Kid (50 Cent’s DJ), and DJ Green Lantern (Eminem’s DJ)
Delivery Status: Completed
A ‘fly on the wall’ experience of the rise and rise of the supergroup, including rare archive footage, newreels and unique interviews.

**JIMI HENDRIX: FEEDBACK**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/rock/hen drix_feedback.php
Documentary (52 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Merlin Communications
Delivery Status: Completed
The charisma and talent that was Frank Sinatra, including 17 featured performances and 16 audio tracks.

**BEATLES: THE JOURNEY**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/rock/beat les_lwr.php
Documentary (83 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Merlin Communications
Delivery Status: Completed
The legend’s singer’s life on the road, and his rise to fame with insight from Esther Anderson.

**FRANK SINATRA: A REFLECTION**
http://www.visionmusicinc.net/classics/s inatra_reflection.php
Performance (90 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Merlin Communications
Delivery Status: Completed
The charm and talent that was Frank Sinatra, including 17 featured performances and 16 audio tracks.

**ROCKY**
http://visionmusicinc.net/rock/rock_ye o.php
Documentary Feature (55 min)
Language: English
Co-Production Partners: Timeless Media Group
Delivery Status: Completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: USA
The definitive story of the legendary romance between an Italian Stallion and his boxing nemesis.

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
meets a former West Coast Swing dance champion, they have an instant connection.
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WONDERPHIL PRODUCTIONS
Wonderphil Productions, 4712 Admiralty Way #324, Marina del Rey, CA 90292 USA. Tel: 310.482.1324 http://www.wonderphil.biz/ - email: phil@wonderphil.biz
At MIPTV: Phil Gorn (Principal), Sanders Robinson (Acquisitions Manager)
Office: Booth 07.16

STARA BASN
THE OLD TALE: WHEN THE SUN WAS GOD
Action (103 min)
Language: Polish with English subtitles
Director: Jerzy Hoffman
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $5 million
Year of Production: 2003, Country of Origin: Poland
Set in the 9th century, Old Tale is an epic adventure told in the tradition of Shakespeare & Kurasawa - a beautiful, non-stop action film about love, loss, loyalty, betrayal.

VICTORIA
Drama/comedy (100 min)
Spanish with English subtitles
Director: Coraly Santaliz
Writer: Coraly Santaliz
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: under a million
Victoria is a beautiful, successful lawyer but she quits her job to pursue her life as a poet.

VICTORIA
Language: English
Director: Matt Winn
Production Company: Key Cast: Josephine Butler, Andrew Clover, Rachel Fielding
Delivery Status: Completed
Budget: $1 million
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: UK
When a thirty-something couple gives a New Year’s weekend bash for their assorted friends, ensuing jealousies, tensions & hidden emotions emerge. “Tightly directed, well acted… it made me LAUGH OUT LOUD!” — Talkgpix.com

Z

ZDF ENTERPRISES
ZDF Enterprises, Lise-Meitner-Str. 9, 33129 Mainz, Germany. Tel: 49.6131.9910. Fax: 49.6131.991299. www.zdf-enterprises.de, email: programinfo@zdf.de
At MIPTV: Mr. Alexander Coridass (President Distribution, Merchandising & Investments)
Writer: Christian Frey, Anja Greulich, Ricardo Schlosshan
Producer: Guido Knopp, Christian Frey / ZDF
The fact-based event two-part grippingly portrays the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff, which claimed over 9,000 victims in the final months of WWII.

THE FINAL VOYAGE OF THE ‘GUSTLOFF’
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/the_final_voyage_of_the_gustloff.15557.htm
Documentaries / History & Biographies (1 x 50’ HD)
Language: German, English
Director: Christian Frey
Writer: Christian Frey, Anja Greulich, Ricardo Schlosshan
Producer: Guido Knopp, Christian Frey / ZDF
Co-production partners: ZDF Enterprises Delivery Status: completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany With over 9,000 victims, the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff in 1945 was perhaps the biggest disaster in naval history. This documentary examines some of its unsolved mysteries.

THE KILLING
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/the_killing.15574.htm
Series / Crime & Suspense (20 x 60’)
Language: German, German with English subtitles
Director: Birger Larsen
Writer: Soren Sveistrup
Producer: DR-TV-Drama
Delivery Status: completed Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Denmark
Nominated for the International Emmy as Best Drama Series in 2007, this hard-hitting Danish police series follows an inspector searching for a ruthless killer in all levels of society.

THE OTHER SIDE OF GENIUS
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/the_other_side_of_genius.15558.htm

The unabridged version of this Product Guide is available online at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
There have been many remarkable personalities in history, but only few with truly exceptional intelligence, talent and charisma – the geniuses who left an indelible mark on history.

**THE RETURN OF THE PLAGUES**
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/the_return_of_the_plagues.13155.htm

Documentaries / Social Issues & Science
(5 x 52’)
Language: German, English
Director: Gabriele Wengler, Johannes Backes
Writer: Johannes Backes
Producer: Bernd Wilting/taglicht media, Cologne for arte, ZDF and ZDF Enterprises
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany
The truth behind the pestilences described in the Book of Exodus: all the plagues have recognizable natural causes – and they are returning to haunt us today.

**MESSAGES FROM NATURE**
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/messages_from_nature.15559.htm

Documentaries / Wildlife & Nature (5 x 52’)
Language: German, English
Director: Herbert Ostwald, Heinz von Matthey, Holger Preuße, Marion Pöllmann, Rainer Bergomaz
Writer: Herbert Ostwald, Heinz von Matthey, Holger Preuße, Marion Pöllmann
Producer: various
Delivery Status: completed
These fascinating wildlife films shows some of the surprising things nature is willing to do if we’ll let it, and how nature can work with us if we want to.

**OUR FARM IN IRELAND**
http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/our_farm_in_ireland.15570.htm

TV Movie / Love & Romance (2 x 90’)
Language: German, German with English subtitles
Director: Karl Kasas
Writer: Jürgen Werner
Producer: Bavaria Fernsehproduktion
Delivery Status: completed
Year of Production: 2007, Country of Origin: Germany
German widower Dr. Winter falls in love with the pretty sheep farmer Erin while visiting his in-laws in Ireland. Offered a medical practice there, he must take a big decision.

**THE STARTER WIFE** - NBC UNIVERSAL
Business with a view
From May 14 to May 23, 2008

Registration is about to end!
Not without me!

Registration ends April 11, 2008! www.marchedufilm.com
THE THIRD NAIL

WHEN EVERYTHING YOU LOVE IS TAKEN AWAY - COULD YOU FORGIVE?

A KEVIN LEWIS FILM
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21910 Plummer Street Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA www.imageworksentertainment.com
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